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SUMMARY

Ionospheric irregularity and total electron content studies have

been conducted near the equator, at midlatitudes and at high latitudes.

The nature of ionospheric irregularities generated by high-power high-

i frequency heating has also been investigated.

Near the equator the major emphasis has been elucidation of the

% differences in the character of large (i.e., TEC) and small ('\,km) scale

variation at the magnetic equator vis-a-vis the Appleton anomaly crests.

By comparing the shortest correlation length transverse to the propa-

gation path at both these locations, it is found that the correlation

length at the equator is a factor of 5 larger than that at the anomaly

crest thereby indicating the much weaker strength of scattering at the

equator. The TEC depletions at the equator are found to maximize

during the vernal equinox which is also the period of the largest GHz

scintillation occurrence. It was also shown that large scintillation

patches at VHF are associated with frequency spread on ionograms, but

no TEC depletions during the December solstice under high sunspot

conditions.

At the Appleton anomaly crest it was found that saturated 1.54 GHz

scintillations occur routinely in the early evening hours when ambient

F-region densities are very high. Usually at such times intense and

fast fluctuations in Faraday rotation angles are found to occur as a

consequence of depolarization due to diffractive scattering by small

scale (<200 m) density irregularities which are also responsible for

the GHz scintillations. Further, the in-situ structure of such large

amplitude irregularities is found to have a 2-component spectrum with

the spectral break occurring around a scale-length of I km. Continuous

scintillation observations at the Appleton anomaly crest in the Indian

longitude sector show remarkable increase in irregularity occurrence at

. -the equinoxes with increasing solar activity.

At midlatitudes near Arecibo the occurrence of irregularities was

found to be associated with gradients in TEC caused by the midnight

collapse of the F-region. Similar gradients are seen at Haifa, Israel
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also, but here they occur during the post-sunset period rather than ac

midnight.

The high-latitude environment was found to be always populated by

km-scale irregularities according to the in-situ data from the

Atmosphere Explorer-D satellite. A special class of these irregulari-

ties near the equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora was found to be

associated with soft electron precipitation and to give rise to

enhanced TEC and intense phase and amplitude scintillations.

. Finally, the spectral characteristics of irregularities generated

by ionospheric heating at Platteville and Arecibo were studied and

significant differences noted between spectral slopes at the two sites.
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The temporal structure of intensity scintillations near the magnetic equator

Santimay Basu

; Enmanuel College, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

H. E. Whitney

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base. Massachusetts 01731

(Received April 5, 1982; revised October 22, 1982; accepted October 22. 1982.)

The temporal structure of weak and strong intensity scintillations observed with a geostationary
satellite at 249 MHz near the magnetic equator is studied. It is shown that for weak intensity scintil-
lations. the power spectra exhibit an asymptote immediately beyond the Fresnel frequency, which
signifies a power law variation of power spectral density with frequency yielding spectral indices
ranging between -3 and - 3.5. By the use of simultaneous irregularity drift measurements, it is found
that the power law portion of the spectrum for weak scintillations is caused by F region irregularities in
the scale length range of about 700 m to 100 m. On the other hand, for strong intensity scintillations,
the asymptote signifies a somewhat higher spectral index ranging between -3 and -4.5. Considering

" both weak and strong scintillations, an average spectral index of -3.5 is obtained which is found to be
,-'Ie consistent with the average one-dimensional in situ spectral index for irregularities with scale lengths

less than I km. In addition, it is shown that for strong intensity scintillations, a substantial decrease of
the correlation time occurs which is dictated not only by the increased strength of scattering but by the
increased irregularity drift as well. At 249 MHz the shortest correlation length transverse to the
propagation path is found to be about 70 m near the magnetic equator. This is a factor of 5 larger than

--. the corresponding value obtained away from the equator near the crest of the equatorial anomaly at
Ascension Island.

-'.

-, " INTRODUCTION cords a sudden onset of intense fluctuations of ampli-
In the postsunset hours, near the magnetic equa- tude and phase in the evening and registers a gradual

tor, intense F region irregularities of electron density, decay of the fluctuations in the postmidnight hours.
encompassing a scale length range of tens of kilo- Continuous scintillation measurements with geo-
meters to tens of centimeters, are often encountered stationary satellites thus offer an opportunity to
[Basu and Basu, 1981; Ossakow. 1981; Kelley and study the nature of signal fluctuations under varying
McClure, 1981]. The irregularities, covering nearly 5 scattering conditions.
decades of scale length range, develop suddenly In this paper we shall study the temporal structure
within an hour of ground sunset and decay near mid- of intensity fluctuations observed at Ancon. Peru (dip
night, with the erosion of the shorter scale irregu- 2°N) by the use of the 249 MHz transmissions from
larities taking place prior to those of the larger scales the near-gcostationary satellite LES 9. For geo-
[Basu et al., 1978, 1980]. As a result, VHF-UHF stationary satellite observations, the temporal struc-
radio waves from geostationary satellites during their ture of intensity scintillations is dictated by the
passage through the intense irregularity environment integrated electron density deviation, the power spec-
arc strongly scattered in the early evening hours but trum of the irregularities, and their drift speed. Satel-
suffer only weak scattering in the postmidnight lite in situ data when combined with other support-

' period when the irregularity intensity is greatly re- ing data on irregularity layer thickness indicate that
duccd. Consequently, a receiver on the ground re- the integrated electron density deviation in the scale

length range of tens of kilometers to a few hundred
Copyright 1983 by the American Geophysical Union. meters may vary by 2-3 orders of magnitude from

P aper numher 2S1649 iitsidI Io the otilsidc of an irregularity patch. From
(t)4Xi-hf,64/143/03W0-l69 (lOX0 s.atellite attd rocket in litti meauremet i tfie power

The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.

Parnission for further reproduction by others mukt be r,'tin.d from
the copyright owner.
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spectrum of the nighttime F region equatorial irregu- magnetic equator. We shall examine these results in
larities have also been studied. The irregularity spec- the context of our recently improved knowledge of
tra can, in general, be characterized by a power law irregularity structures and current theoretical work
form but considerable variations of the spectral that predicts the structure of strong ionospheric scin-
character are noted [Basu et at., 1980, 1983: Lit- tillations.

-- ingsion et at., 1981, Rino et ai.. 19811. Further, on RSLSADDSUSO
many occasions, the spectral description of the ir- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
regularity structure becomes invalid [Vernik et al., Figures 1-4 show a sequence of four 3-min sciniil-
1980]. Finally, during the period of scintillation ac- lation data segments along with their spectra, ac-
tivity, the eastward drift speed of the equatorial ir- quired during the development phase of equatorial
regularity changes. In the course of a single night the irregularities. Each of the spectra exhibits a flat low-
drift speed may change from 200 m/s in the evening frequency end and a linear roll-off portion in the
to 50 m/s late at night giving rise to a factor of 4 high-frequency region. The modulation structure
variation. Thus owing to the variation of the parame- around 9 Hz visible in all spectra from Ancon is not
ters that characterize equatorial irregularities, the ionospheric in origin but is introduced by the tape
temporal structure of intensity scintillations is ex- recorder. To avoid aliasing of this structure with
pected to undergo considerable change in the course ionospheric fluctuations, a data sampling rate of 36
of a single night. In particular, the wide variation of Hz was used. It may be noted that the increase in the
the power spectral density of the irregularities is ex- level of scintillation from the weak-scatter limit
pected to control to a large extent the intensity scin- (S4 = 0.5 in Figure 1) to the level of strong scattering
tillation structure. (S4 = 0.92 in Figure 4) leads to an increase in the

To characterize the structure of scintillating signals width of the power spectra. Since the power spectrum
in statistical terms, the power spectra of intensity and the correlation time are transform pairs, this in-
scintillations are computed. The theory of weak scin- crease in spectral width corresponds to a reduction of
tillations is well developed and, in this framework, correlation time. The correlation times that reduce
the power spectra of intensity scintillations can be the autocorrelation coefficient to 0.5 in Figures 1-4
simply related to the spectra of ionospheric irregu- are 4.6 s, 4.1 s, 3.6 s. and 2.6 s, respectively. Thus the
larities [Cronyn, 1970; Crane, 1976]. Recently. coor- correlation time reduces with increasing S4 index
dinated scintillation and in situ irregularity measure- [Crane, 1976; Umeki et al., 1977a; Whitney and Basu,
ments have been performed in the equatorial region 1977: Rino and Owen, 1981]. It should be noted,

. [Basu et al., 1980, 1983: Liv ingston et al.. 1981: Rino however, that for geostationary satellite observations
et at., 1981] which have allowed a direct comparison the autocorrelation interval can decrease not only
of the irregularity structures predicted from scintil- with an increase in the strength of scattering but also
lation measurements with those measured by in situ with an increase in the irregularity drift speed. We
probes. In contrast to weak scintillations, a few at- shall presently show that the variation of the irregu-
tempts have been made to develop the multiple larity drift speed was negligible during the 12-min
scatter theory appropriate to strong ionospheric scin- period corresponding to Figures 1-4. Thus the ob-
tillations [Yeh et al.. 1975] and the results of asymp- served effect is indeed caused by strong scattering.
totic or numerical computations have only been Yehi et al. [1975] first investigated the problem theo-
obtained for the case of deeply modulated phase retically for the ionospheric case and obtained nu-
screen, i.e., strong single scattering with assumed merical results to illustrate this effect of strong scat-
forms of irregularity spectra [ Rino. 1980, Booker and tering on the spatial correlation of intensity scintil-
MajidiAhi. 1981]. Yet, near-saturated intensity scin- lation.
tillations at frequencies as high as UHF are routinely The irregularity drift speed was determined by
observed in the equatorial region during the night- making scintillation measurements with a pair of
time and persist for several hours, in view of the receivers spaced over an cast-west baseline of 366 m.
paucity of results on the structure of strong intensity The time delays which give maximum correlation be-
scintillation in the equatorial irregularity environ- tween the pair of scintillation records were deter-
ment, we have focused our attention on this type of mined every 3 min and were combined with the
scintillation as obtained from continuous scintillation known length of the ha,,chne to derinc the drift speed.
measurements with gcostationary satellites near the Since the magnetic ",-clinttion o t!, Iwation is only

4
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ANCON, PERU LES 9 249 MHz ANCON, PERU LES 9 249 MHz
MARCH 20,1977 MARCH 20, 1977

S 4 .050 0034 UT S4 0 74 0040 uT

48 d/H, n t dB/H: n - 913 t 0 2

* W~ *0,,L , - o 10o 0 , 1 -lo

qP -406"' -40,

4-oL -60 -6 0-

0 60 20 iso 10" 10' 1o0 0 0 0 60 120 s0l o '
TIME - sees FREOUENCY - HZ TIME - secs rREOuENCY - Hi

Fig. 1. A 3-min data sample and its spectrum obtained at Fig. 3. Same as in Figure I except that the data start at 0040 UT.
* Ancon from LES 9 starting at 0034 UT on March 20, 1971. during

the developing phase of equatorial irregularities. The normalized
-- second central moment S.4 and the spectral index n of the roll-off The drop in the cross correlation coefficient is

portion areindicatedinthediagram. probably due to either a change in the irregularity
structure or velocity turbulence in the early evening

60E, the measured drift corresponds very closely to hours. The top panel shows a considerable variation
* the drift in the magnetic E-W direction and any con- of the irregularity drift speed between the early and

tamination by the drift in the N-S direction is negli- the late evening periods. From Figure 5. we can nowgible. The drift speed, so measured, is called 'appar- substantiate the earlier statement that between 0037

ent' drift because no allowance is made for the effect UT and 0043 UT the drift speed did not vary ap-
of anisotropy or any changes in the diffraction pat- preciably. In fact, a maximum variation of 15%
tern as it moves. However, it is not possible to mea- around an average value of 70 m/s is observed.
sure reliably the true velocity near the magnetic In order to illustrate the effect of the variation of
equator where the correlation lengths in the N-S di- the drift speed on the temporal structure of intensity
rection is 100 times more than the E-W direction scintillation, we show a data segment and the corre-
[Briggs and Golley, 1968; Koster et al., 1966]. sponding spectrum in Figure 6 and compare it with

The top panel in Figure 5 shows the variation of Figure 4. Both data sets represent similar S4 index
the apparent horizontal E-W drift with universal but under very different drift conditions. The spec-
time, and the bottom panel shows the variation of trum in Figure 6 corresponds to a correlation time of
the cross correlation coefficient. The breaks in the 0.83 s as compared to 2.61 s for the spectrum shown
top panel correspond to periods of time when the in Figure 4, indicating a factor of 3 variation in cor-
cross correlation coefficient became lower than 0.5 relation time at substantially the same level of S,
and rendered the drift measurement unreliable, index. If we refer to Figure 5. we lind that Figure 4

ANCON, PERU LES 9 249 MHz ANCON. PERU LES 9 249 MHz
MARCH 20, 1977 MARCH 20, 1977

S 4 '0.69 0037UT S 4 -092 0043 uT

,8 4,/oz do d/Hz,

0 20.[ -3.1t02 1, 2

8% jV ~10 I sL-
.10 -zor' --i '.on , .-'°,o I~i I '

440r ,9  - - o40-
-60- -o60-

*"40 60 120 IO o" 10 ' o" '00 to 0 60 ,o o90 0 .) o '

TIME - sacs REOUENY $If TIME - ,rREUENCY - Hr

Fig. 2. Same as in Figure I except tha. 'e data start at 137 (IT. Fig. 4. Same as in Iigure I except that the data start at (043.
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Fig. 5. Irregularity drift velocity and cross correlation coefficient measured by the spaced receiver technique, using
LES 9 transmissions at 249 MHz on March 20. 1977. The E-W baseline was 366 m.

corresponds to a period when the drift was 70 m/s, obtained the product of the autocorrelation interval
whereas Figure 6 corresponds to a drift of 160 m/s, a and the component of the E-W drift speed in a direc-
factor of approximately 2.5 increase. Thus the ob- tion orthogonal to the propagation path. In Figure 7

a.-a served decrease in correlation time under a similar we show the variation of the transverse spatial corre-
level of scintillation is explained largely by consider- lation distance with S, index from data obtained on

-a ing the variation of the irregularity drift, the night of March 6-7, 1978, at the same location.
In order to study the effect of the strength of scat- The observations on this night were selected as they

tering on spatial correlation, on a statistical basis, we provide a more uniform coverage of the range of S,
values. The decrease of transverse spatial correlation

ANCON, PERU LES 9 249 MHz length with increasing S4 index in the strong scatter
MARCH 20, 1977 regime (S4 > 0.5) is evident as depicted by the best fit

S4 0.90 0216 UT straight line. The scatter of the points around the

.best fit line is within the bounds of the variance esti-
So 8/Hz mates of the cross correlation function utilized to

10 20[ -3 ± 0 1 obtain the drift speed as well as the variance of the
5 , h.correlation time. It should be mentioned here that

0 '1 the correlation time under strong scattering has also
5 -20r a dependence on the irregularity spectral index. For

10 30 ublne h-, strong turbulence, the correlation time reduces with
_15" -50o increased spectral index if the outer scale is large

- - _.. , .. _. compared to the Fresnel radius ;,. being the
0 60 120 0 0' 0' 100 wavelength of scintillation measurement and z the

TIME-sees FREOUENCY - HIt height of the irregularities [Rino, 1980; Hooker and
Fig. 6. Same as in I.igure I except that the data start at 1216 MajidiAhi, 1981]. Rino and Owen [1981] have stud-

' UT. Note that the flat low-frequency portion xicnl ito 11 2 Hz. icd the problem with the orbiting Wideband satellite
showing the effects of decorrelation due to increased drift hcociv dati and dcmontraitci that the th(crctlcal fit to the

6
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360

MARCH 6-7, 1978
320 " LES 9 249 MHj

ANCON

.280h-

240 --': ' 'F

o-

0
- "60-
4
-j

or 020-

80

CA r

40

0~02 0A 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 1

S4

, 41
Fig. 7. Variation of spatial correlation length p, transverse to the propagation path with S4 index. In the strong

scatter regimelS., > 0.5), p, decreases with increasing S, as indicated by the best lit straight line.

experimentally observed loss of the temporal corre- on each spectra. Figures 1-3 indicate a power law
lation of strong intensity scintillations with the phase index in the vicinity of - 3, whereas in Figures 4 and
turbulent strength is greatly improved when the vari- 6, which correspond to S, - 1, the index approaches
ation of the spectral index and the effects of wave a value of -4. We shall show later that on a statis-
front curvature for low-altitude satellites are con- tical basis, it is difficult to conclude if there exists a
sidered. The variability of the irregularity spectral pronounced and systematic variation of it with S,
index that may contribute to the scatter in Figure 7 index at the Ancon station which is situated close to
will be shown later. the magnetic equator.

In view of the considerable interest in the relation- An unmistakable evidence of steepening of the roll-
ship between the temporal structure of scintillations off portions of intensity spectra for strong scintil-
and the spatial structure of ionospheric irregularities lations has, however, been obtained recently from
[Basu et al., 1980. 1983; Liringston et al.. 1981. Rino measurements made near the crest of the equatorial
et al., 1981], we shall study, in the following para- anomaly [Batsi et al.. 1983]. During the recent solar
graphs, the form of the power spectra of intensity maximum period, the nighttime F region ionization
scintillations and compare the results with the avail- density at the crest was found to be at least a factor

.'.4 able information on irregularity structures. We have of 3 4 higher than that at the magnetic equator,

already shown the power spectra of live data seg- creating a much higher strength of turbulence at such
,, ments, each of 3 min duration, in Figures 1-4 and stations as compared to those near the magnetic

Figure 6. The linear roll-off portions of the spectra equator. At Ascension Island. so strong was the inte-

depicting the variation of power spectral density grated electron density deviation that even the 1.54
(PSD) with frequency f on a log-log scale indicate a Gltz transmission from the Marisat satellite was
power law variationf" of PSD with frequency. The driven to saturation (S4 - I). Under such conditions.
power law index it is determined from the slopes of the flat low-frequency part of the intensity scintil-

,. the best fit straight line in the frequency range of lation spectra at 257 MHz extended to frcquencies as
0.1-0.6 Hz in Figures 1-4 and the range of 0.4-2 Hz high as 3 Hz, yielded extremely steep slopes (f ")
in Figure 6, where the roll-off does not commence over the linear'roll-off portions, and provided corre-
before 0.3 Hz. The value of the index n is indicated lation lengths as small as 15 m in a direction trans-

7
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-T RR. UJHF I :D79 r'PR. JHF

21Mh 58UT M'-Z 2158UT $
ASC IS UT :6.0 0.2

0~t I
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Fig. 8. A 3-min sample anti its spectrum obtained at Ascension Island from Marisat between 2158 and 2201 UT
on December 20, 1979. Note the extreme steepness of the spectral slope.

verse to the propagation path. One such data sample The set of spectra in Figures 9-11 illustrates the
and the corresponding spectrum are shown in Figure characteristics of weak scintillations. Each spectrum
8. It should be noted that the data in this diagram yields a maximum power spectral density at the Fres-
were acquired by a different tape recorder which did nel frequency /F,, which corresponds in the fre-

'0 not introduce the modulation structure around 9 Hz quency domain to the Fresnel radius (4'z)"Z in the
present in Ancon data. spatial domain [Cronyn, 1970]. The slopes of the best

Figures 9-11 indicate a sequence of three data seg- fit straight line (between 0.1 and 0.6 Hz) to the high-
ments and their spectra acquired at Ancon between frequency (f >J'- ) roll-off portion of the spectra in-
0337 UT and 0346 UT on March 20, 1977. This dicate a spectral index of n - -3.5, whereas in the
period corresponds to the end of scintillation activity low-frequency region (f<fF), a spectral index of
on this night, when the equatorial irregularities decay n - I is obtained. From a determination of the ir-
slowly providing weak scintillation data for a period regularity drift speed transverse to the propagation
of hours. The features of weak intensity scintillations path computed from Figure 5, it is found that the
are best studied in this period due to their longer Fresnel frequencies in these diagrams correspond to
duration in contrast to the early evening period when a Fresnel radius of about 650 m, which agrees very
weak activity persists for not more than a few min- well with the value determined from the frequency of
utes. measurement and 350 km altitude of the irregu-

ANCON, PERU LES 9 249 MHz ANCON. PERU LES 9 249 MHz

MARCH 20, 1977 MARCH 20, 1977

S4 '022 0337 UT 5 4 -024 0340 UT

20" n '32 t02 de ,-/Nt

400 0 -S - 3±

5r

50, -30.

o-20 60- -450-

o0 -- go i 40 0 '20 0 0
TIME- "e. FREQUSICY- . . . o - -0 0

TIME -ft FREQUENCY- Ha
Fig. 9. Same as in Figure I except that the data start it 0117

UT. Note] I dependence at the low-frequency end oni f, I11. 10 Same as In I'p,,c except ihAt it- d , start at 0340
off for conditions of weak inenity %cintillations UT.
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ANCON. PERU LES 9 249 MHz lations is expected to be greater than the one-MARCH 20. 977r

,40.26 0343 UT dimensional irregularity spectral index nI by unity.
% dO eH i.e., III I- I ,I + I. It should be noted that this re-

r lationship is based on the assumption that the three-
-, ,0. dimensional power law type of irregularity spectrum
, o . is nonseparable, i.e.. the spectrum in any of the three

..- 5. -20 orthogonal directions is not independent [Cronvn.

-,5. -,> 1970]. In the absence of satellite in situ data over the
-W1 observing location on this night. we examined the., ' 20- -60,

-. -" " .o , o4 , , high-resolution (35 m) in situ electron density data
T - .ms FRE-Q. tUENCY-He obtained by the AE-E satellite and their spatial spec-

"-', ;tra obtained the night after (i.e.. on March 21, 1977)
Fig. 11. Same as in Figure I except that the data start at 0343

UT. as discussed by Basu er tl. [1980]. A study of 34
spatial spectra of turbulent type of electron density
variations having irregularity amplitudes AN/N be-

larities. Thus the high-frequency asymptotes in the tween I and 20% (AN being the electron density
set of power spectra shown in Figure 9-11 corre- deviation and N being the average electron density)
spond to irregularities in the scale length range of revealed that a spectral partitioning into two do-
- 700 m to - 100 m. mains corresponding to irregularity scale lengths

In Figure 12, we examine on a statistical basis A < I km and A > I km is necessary. It was found
the variation of spectral index n with S4 from all that although the spectral indices in both domains
measurements made on the night of March 20, 1977. vary from sample to sample, similar to the scatter of

' It may be noted that most of the points are scattered n in Figure 12. the average value of the one-
between n = -3 and -4, yielding an average value dimensional spectral index in the large scale length
of n - -3.5. In addition, a small trend of increasing range (A > I km) is nit - 1.5, whereas at short
spectral slope with increasing S, may be observed, scale length (A < I kin) the average spectral index is

The asymptotic spectral index n of intensity scintil- n,, - -2.8. Since the intensity scintillations at 249

.'5.

f ..-4.0

"30 !  "

, .- 20
-n .ANCON, PERU

". LES 9 249MHz

0 01 0'2 0.3 04 0A 06 0N 068 0j9 1'0 1 1 12

I-ig I.' V~irution~i o(- 1rd tri ,it P, wivi N, Index Notc ihc ,niCre~iIg trend ofr n with increase or N..
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MHz are caused by the short-scale irregularities, the SUMMARY
spectral index of intensity scintillations is expected to The temporal structure of intensity scintillations
be n - -3.8. The average value of n- -3.5 ob- observed with a geostationary satellite at 249 MHz
tained from Figure 12 is thus in very good agreement ner t aget ator steite ap May
with the predicted value, particularly because the in near the magnetic equator studied in the paper may

situ data refers to a fixed altitude, whereas the inten- Te s m pic porton s f

sity scintillation is an integrated effect. Recent analy- tensiy spitillations at 249 MHz near the magnetic
sis of in situ data at Ascension Island indicates that equty s pons t irregul ar the leg ths
the most probable value of the one-dimensional spec- co rrespond to rregity se gts
tral index lies between -3 and -3.5 [Basu et covering 700 m to 100 m at s region heights. Con-
-1982]. It is not known if the greater value of the sidering both weak and strong scintillations, an
spectral index at this location as compared to the average asymptotic spectral index of n - -3.5 is ob-

tained which relates quite well to the observed
equator is a result of the difference in longitude or

the difference in solar activity between 1979 and average one-dimensional irregularity spectral index
1977. n, 2.8 at scale lengths shorter than 1 km. The

We have noted earlier that there exists in Figure steepening of the spectral slope of strong scintil-
12 a small trend of increasing n with the increase of lations at 249 MHz is minimal near the magnetic
S4 . Whitney and Basu [1977] performed scintillation equator due to low ambient ionization density at Fmeasurements at 137 MHz and 360 MHz from the region heights. The effect may be noticeable at ameasremnts t 17 M~ an 360M~zfromthe lower frequency of observation near the magnetic
nearby Huancayo station and reported steeper slopesat 137 MHz compared to equator or at 250 MHz in a stronger irregularityof the frequency spectra ,environment such as the crest of the equatorial ano-
the slopes at 360 MHz, when the lower frequency
was driven into the strong scintillation regime and maly in the Ascension Island sector during the solar
the higher frequency remained in the weak scintil- maximum period.

The decrease of correlation interval in geo-lation regime. It seems that the small trend in Figure12 could have been more pronounced if the observ- stationary satellite observations arises from both an
increase of the strength of scattering as well as a

ing frequency were lower than 249 MHz. It should be variation of the irregularity drift speed, the latter un-
noted that earlier theoretical and experimental work
indicated n should remain the same for both weak dergoing at least a factor of -4 variation in the

and strong scintillations [Rwisev , 1975, M'lariams. course of a night. At 249 MHz, the smallest trans-
1975; Uneki et al., 1977h]. Recently, numerical corn- verse spatial correlation length is observed to be
195ationki strong a int., llation Recentl numeri70 m near the magnetic equator. We have shown

ptand ofji , strong scindiati ha [in. v9ery strony that correlation lengths as small as 15 m at the same
and MidiAhi, 1981] indicate that in a very strongly frequency are obtained in a much stronger irregu-
turbulent power law irregularity environment the
asymptotic spectral index of intensity scintillations larity environment existing at Ascension Island,

becomes steeper if the one-dimensional irregularity which is situated near the crest of the equatorial ano-

power law index exceeds a value of 2. Such spectral maly.

steepening is often observed in 250 M H scintillation .. khi'"Iihd,imcnt. . The eirorts of Bedford Research Associates

data obtained near the crest of the equatorial aino- on computer processing of the scintillation data It) obtain the
maly as discussed in Bastt et al. [1983]. We have signal statistics is gratefully acknowledged. We wish to thank C.
shown one such sample in Figure 8. The preponder- I Rino and Sunanda Basu for helpful comments on the manu-

script. Ihe AU-I-. in situ data were kindly made available to us byance of such cases of steepening observed at 250 I l. Metlurc and W. ii. Hanson. The work at Fmmanuel College
MHz near the anomaly crest compared to the equa- was sippoited bh Air Force Geophysics Laboratory contract
tor is probably due to the high ambient ionization I- 1%28-9I-K-001 1.
density (-3 x 10 t" m -) prevalent near the crest Ot RFFFRENCFS
the anomaly during the solar maximum period as
compared to a value of about 5 x 1 )i m ' near the ll,,su. S. and Su Basu 11981. Equatorial scintillations-A review,
equator during solar minimum. For the same level of .Ilrm,,s I'rr l'Ahs, 43. 473.

Basu. S. Su tlasu. J Airons, J 11. McClure, and M D. ('ousinsirregularity amplitude, the electron density deviation (197. On the coext.tence of kilometer- and meter-scale irregu-
is thus a factor of 6 higher :it the crest than near the liritie, in the nighttime equatorial F repion J. Geophvs. Res.,
equator. A.. 4219
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Abstract. The diurnal and seasonal behavior of Data
the depletions in the ionospheric electron con-
tent, associated with amplitude scintillations A polarimeter recording the Faraday rotation
measured at Arequipa, Peru for about one year and the amplitude of the 137 MHz signal from
around the recent solar maximum period, are pre- ATS-3 has been in operation at Arequipa, Peru
seated. The seasonal variation shows asyimmetri- (16.4-S, 71.50W, Geogr.; 9*S dip) since March
cal equinoctial maxima, the February-April period 1979. The present paper is based on observa-
having markedly higher occurrences. Amplitude tions made during the one year period May 1979 -
scintillation measurements at 1.54 GHz and 257 May 1980. The 400 km subionospheric point is
MHz at the nearby magnetic equatorial station approximately (14.5*S, 74.bW, Geogr.; 2.5*S dip)

- Huancayo, Peru also show a similar pattern. A and the satellite look angle has an elevation of
comparison of the three sets of data indicates about 46*. The measurements of amplitude scin-
the simultaneous development of irregularities of tillations of the 1.54 GHz and 257 MHz signals

.",' different scale sizes and earlier erosion of the from the satellite Marisat (15*W) obtained at the
smaller scale irregularities, nearby magnetic equatorial station Huancayo, Peru

(12*S, 75*W, Geogr.; 2*N dip) have been used for
Introduction comparison. The 400 km subionospheric point in

this case is (11*S, 68.5%, Ceogr.; 2.5*N dip)
Multitechnique observations of ionospheric ir- and the elevation angle is 20* looking almost

regularities in the equatorial region have esta- directly towards the east. It may be noted that
- blished that the irregularities in electron den- the observations reported in this paper cover a

aity distribution may occur over a height range period when the average monthly Zurich sunspot
of a few hundred kilometers in the F-region of number Rz was very high (Pe 163).
the ionosphere. Such irregularities in the form
of ionization depletions, sometimes having ampli- Results
tudes as large as an order of magnitude of the
ambient level, occupying an extended height range Figure 1 shows the percentage occurrences of
should have their signatures on the height inte- electron content depletions of amplitude 1 x 1016

9, grated total electron content of the ionosphere el/m or more. The limited sensitivity of polar-
% at an equatorial station. Klobuchar et al. imeter records at stations near the magnetic
. (1978) and Yeh et al. (1979a) have shown that the equator does not permit accurate observations of

Faraday rotation technique can be used to observe depletions with smaller amplitude. Since the dy-
ionospheric electron content depletions associ- namical behavior of the F-region around sunset is
ated with amplitude scintillations of transiono- controlled by E-region conductivity (Rishbeth,
spherically propagated signals. Yeh et al. 1971; Fejer et al., 1979), E-region (110 km) sun-
(1979b) have published results of observations on set and sunrise times at the subionospheric loca-
such depletions for a very limited period of tion are shown in the diagram. The pre-midnight
about one month. Although the aboe papers have diurnal and the equinoctial seasonal maxima are
shown that the Faraday rotation data can be used evident. There is practically no occurrence of
for studying electron content perturbations, no depletions in May-July months. The most remark-
long term study on the behavior of the ioniza- able feature is the much higher occurrences
tion depletions associated with scintillations in around the February-April equinox as compared to
the equatorial region has yet been reported. The those for September-October months.
purpose of this paper is to present the results Basu et al. (1980) have published the first

' of such measurements at an equatorial station long term observations of microwave scintilla-
* Arequipa, Peru during a period of about one year tions near the magnetic equator at Huancayo

(May 1979 through May 1980). The results com- during the solar minimum years 1975-1976. They
bined with observations on amplitude scintilla- have shown that the microwave scintillations also

-. tions of satellite signals in the VHF to micro- have seasonal maxima during the equinoxes. A
, * wave range have been used to obtain information comparison of the occurrence patterns of the de-

on the nature and evolution of equatorial iono- pletions of Figure I and simultaneous amplitude
spheric irregularities. scintillations at 1.54 GHz at the nearby magnetic

..r, equatorial station Huancayo (Figure 2) reveals
some very interesting features. The seasonal

ANRC/NAS Senior Resident Research Associat on variation of microwave scintillations with a
leave from the University of Calcutta, India. scintillation index of 3 dB br more snows equi-

So h b enoctial maxima, with practically no occurrence in
Copyright 1982 by the American (4eophysical Union. June-July and ies Liaa J percent .ccurrence for
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0094-8276/82/OOL-1879S01.00 12
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MAY I in a different type of seasonal behavior. For

I example, if the occurrence statistics are studied
AREOUIPA for 6 or 10 dB levels at 257 MHz or even for

JUN I- saturated scintillations at 137 MHz, a December
I solstice maximum is observed, although the asym-

metric equinoctial behavior is still evioent.

JUL -I
% SUNSET SUNRISE Discussions

AUG h Simultaneous observations of electron content
. depletions and scintillations at VHF and micro-

* waves in the equatorial region indicate the
SEP nature and evolution of the equatorial iono-

510 0o 5 spheric irregularities. The ionization deple-

* .. , /, /tions may be taken as the manifestation of tens
..- OCT- of km scale irregularities occupying a consider-

-.'able vertical range around the F-region, whereas

km scale irregularities are responsible for VHF

NOV scintillations. Scintillations in the GHz range
"*'are most effectively produced by irregularities

having scale sizes of a few hundred meters, cor-

DEC responding to the Fresnel dimension at the ob-
serving frequency. During the initial phase of

JN development in the post-sunset hours, irregulari-

eJAN ties of different scale sizes coexist. In the
g I late phase during post-midnight hours the overall

20 0strength of the irregularities is eroded, the

FEB - 5 20 10 5 . smaller scale irregularities decaying earlier

MAY
* MAR -

I I NUANCAY0
I JUN I [ i. 5 GH

APR - S SI?3d8

JL I SUNSET SUNRISEMAYI JUL - l

1800 2100 0000 0300 0600

% LT
Figure 1. Monthly percentage occurrence contours AUG

of ionospheric electron content depletions k l x F S
10" el/m

2 
at Arequipa during 14ay 1979 - May 1980. -

100 1 0 5

December solstice. An asymmetric seasonal be-

% havior, similar to that of the ionization deple- OCT - I
% tions illustrated in Figure 1, emerges in thisI

case also. The seasonal pattern of microwave
scintillations observed earlier during solar min- NOV I
imum condition does not show such pronounced
asymmetry. The depletions, however, persist into

post-midnight hours, whereas scintillation is DEC
mostly confined to pre-midnight periods.o-

The electron content depletions are signatures

of irregularities of scale sizes of a few tens of JAN 5
" km. On the other hand, scintillations in the VHF

range are most effectively produced by irregular- I S20 0
ities having scale sizes of about a km. Irregu- FEB I
larites in the scale size range from a km to 1
several km should also show some correspondence. 0 0 40

This is established from a comparison of Figures MARk 11 1

1 and 3. An actual comparison of the percentage I
occurrence patterns of electron content deple-

tions at Arequipa and amplitude scintillations at APR71 257 MHz obtained simultaneously at Huancayo

(scintillation index 20 dE or more) also shows a
remarkable similarity, with pronounced equinoc- MAY8 0 0  2 03o

tial asymetry and considerable occurrences 18OO 21OO o 0

during post-midnight hours. The asymmetric equi- LT
noctial maxima has not been reported earlier. It Figure 2. Monthly percentage occurrence contours

% 3hould also be mentioned that I selection of the of scfnttllations at 1.54 GHz (SI 2 3 dB) ob-
scintillation index at a lower level might result served at Hu-ncayo.
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(Basu et al., 1978; Basu et al.. 1980). From co- :uiaxmum conditions, hajj rot been previou iy re-
located measurements of st-intilaLLiont; and VilF ported. An a:;ymmetry .n t~ie equinoctial iectron
and (;llz .ind of hi gh t-*.i, t ioutl -I -- i 1 1 I .a, .on--nt v.alue. . a."v Iaa'('n roported from a numb.r
et a . ( 19H i) Iariv' founld t hIt. l ur Lit g .. inv )1 ini t i L1114' -,Liat ilo . ill both northcrn ttid

f ~ evening hours v.ry sharp denis ity graidi-nt:; within :Jut hern hemitspheres fur high solar activity con-
large scale depletions are associated with VHIF ditions (Titheridge, 1973; Essex, 1977). The
and GHz scintillations. The role of sharp den- higher electron content values have been sug-

" sity structures in causing GHz scintillations has gested to be caused by a change in the global
been discussed by Wernik et al. (1980). In the circulation pattern or by a change in the verti-
late phase, when the GHz scintillation is absent, cal drift pattern (Titheridge, 1973). It may be
with the VHF channel still exhibiting saturation, notee that no such observation has yet been re-
the sharpness of the small scale structures in- ported from equatorial stations, where electro-
side the large scale density depletions is dynamic drift plays the dominating role. Obser-
diminished. More or less similar behavior of VHF vations on the behavicr of equinoctial electron
and 0Hz scintillations as well as electron con- content and detailed statistics of electron con-
tent depletions during pre-midnight hours is tent perturbations associated with scintilla-
along the expected lines. The continuation of tions in the equatorial region will be published
VHF scintillations and depletions beyond mid- elsewhere.

- - -. night is due to the longer lifetimes of the In the last two years, high levels of ampli-
larger scale irregularities. The occurrences of rude scintillations at microwave frequencies
VHF scintillations near the pre-sunrise period (> 20 dB at 1.54 GHz) have frequently been ob-
may be related to weaker irregularities in a served at locations like Ascension Island situ-
number of magnetic field tubes intercepteO by the ated near the crest of the Appleton anomoly
oblique satellite ray path. Observation of ioni- (Aarons et al., 1981). The Faraday rotation
zation depletions smaller than ?e I x 10 6 el/m, records at VHF often exhibit fast polarization
is, however, not possible due to the limited sen- fluctuations, induced by depolarization effect
sitivity of the Faraday rotation technique near due to scattering from power-law type irregulari-
the magnetic equator. ties (Lee et al., 1982), when intense amplitude

The asymmetry of the seasonal dependence of scintillations are observed. The long term be-
scintillations as well as electron content de- havior of these fluctuations and associated
pletions, between the two equinoxes during solar scintillations, particularly for high solar acti-

vity conditions, are yet to be established. Al-
___though such intense microwave scintillations and" MAY -*. MAY 'fast polarization fluctuations are not encounter-

HUANCAYO ed at Huancayo and Arequipa, it would be inter-

JUN -1 257 MH z  esting to compare the present results with those
SI? 20dB at stations like Ascension Island.
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% Abstract- Results of observations on occurrences and behavior of 137 MHz VHF amplitude scintillations
and associated ionosphcnc electron content depletions obtained at Arequipa, Peru (16.4-S, 71.5"W, geogr.;
9 S dip) during the recent solar maximum period 1979-19N0 are presented. The seasonal variation of
scintillations shows the usual deep minimum during May-July and a prominent maximum in December, when
scintillations also persist for a long period of lime. sometimes even beyond sunrise. Ionospheric irregularities

,' . have been found to occur in distinct patches whoseexteni varies with season. During the December solstice the
average VHF scintillation patch duration is about 6 h. whilc numerous patches of much shorter duration are
observed in equinoctial months. The deplctions in the height integrated ionospheric electron content
associated i, ith scintillations have a typical duration of I0- 15 mm and amplitude less than 5 x 10i el m 2
although depletions with an amplitude as large as 20 x 10 cin I- and with a duration ofmore than 30min are
sometimesencountered. The pre-midnight amplitude scintillations and associated electron content depletions
could be identified with range type spread-F, as established earlier, while the association of post-midnight
VHF scintillations with frequency type spread-F is found to be a special feature observed during years of very
high solar activity. The seasonal dependence of irregularity patch dimensions is examined in terms of
variations of drifts in the post-sunset equatorial ionosphere.

I. INTRODM('TION reported large changes of the Faraday rotation angle of

Since the launching of the first artificial saellite, the received transionospheric signal associated with

measurement of amplitude scintillations of trans- amplitude scintillations at Legon. Ghana. KAUSHIKA

ionospheric signals has been one of the most widely and tt* MFNDONCA (1974) reported a similar

used techniques for studying ionospheric irregularities. phenomenon from Sio Paulo, Brazil but they had no

From the point of view of occurrence and nature, it is simultaneous amplitude records. Only recently, it has

, now well established that the irregularities in the been deinitely shown that simultaneous measurements

equatorial region. covering about ' 15 of lItitude of amplitude scintillations and Faraday rotation of a

around the magnetic equator. have some delinite linearly polarized transionospheric signal can be used
c r [ e t bfor investigations of equatorial TEC depletions.chaudlike patches having an east west cintest in the frequently referred to as 'bubbles', in a very simple and

ine~pcnsive manner I Ki.ot ICHAR t~t (11.. 1978: Yr.H etrange of tens to hundreds ofkiloinctcrs and ,i itteictic ill.. a n.
-,.' :; li~eld-aligned north south dimension ofla lew thousand a.1)9)

i"lom e nori at dimeasuent fwitho Ioteh use ofthe above technique is. however, limited to:- kilometers. Coordinated measurements with other

techniques, such as in ttu. radar backscatter and certain locations within thcequatorial irregularity belt.

airglow, have shown that the patches are regions of It is difficult to detect the presence of bubbles in the

depleted ionization (BAsU and lIASU, 1981 and Faraday rotation records ohtained at equatorial
references therein). The depletions may occur over a - nd Legon which are situated

considerable height range and sometimes have virtually on the magnetic equator. Close to the

amplitudes as large as orders of magnitude of the magnetic equator, because of near-transverse propa-
ambient ionization level iM('Lt;m et al., 1977). Such gation and the low value of the so-called M-factor

intense depletions should have their signatures on the (Yiii and (oNZAt.ts, 19601, only very large amplitude

height integrated ionospheric total electron content depletions could he observed. On the other hand, at

(rEC). YI')AIi-AMANKWAii and K,)stii (1972) locations near the crests of the equatorial anomaly,
V- H. Faraday rotation records often exhibit fast and

d NRC/NAS Senior Resident Research Associate on leave intense fluctuations during periods of amplitude
from the tUniversity of('alctiti. India. scintillations (Ki.mu('tAR and AARONS, 1980:
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DAsGuPTA and MAI RA, 1980) and the fluctuations are show that the March equinox of 1980 was characterized
often too fast and intense to render the data useful; at by an unusually strong equatorial scintillation activity
times even the concept of Faraday rotation is not valid, (DASGUPTA et al., 1982). This difference in pattern is in
due to a depolarization effect caused by scattering from all likelihood related to the overall strength of the
small-scale power law type density irregularities (LEE et irregularities, the equinoxes probably having more

al., 1982). Because of the above two reasons, stations intense irregularities than the solstices. Figure I shows
situated off the magnetic equator but not near the the percentage occurrCnce contours of VHF scintil-
anomalycrests, such as Natal in Brazil and Arequipa in lations(SI > tidHat Arequipa. Although a level of6dB
Peru, with a magnetic dip of about 10° and a has been selected in this case, the occurrence pattern
propagation angle sufficiently different from the remains more or less unchanged even for saturated
quasitransverse case offer a compromise. The purpose scintillations (.- 20 dB). Scintillation at VHF has been

4:. of this paper is to present results of observations on found to be commonly saturated when it occurs,
scintillations and associated depletions in total excepting some infrequent cases around sunrise. Since
ionization obtained at Arequipa, Peru, which is located the F-region dynamics are controlled to a large extent
in between the magnetic equator and the Appleton by the E-region electric field, the 110 km sunset and
anomaly crest in the American longitude sector. The sunrise times at the subionospheric location ate also
emphasis is on a systematic study of morphology of shown in the figure. It is observed that the occurrence
irregularity patches and electron content depletions around December is not only the highest but also
and their dependence on season. It should be pointed persists for longer periods during the night, sometimes
out that, because of a considerable longitudinal even beyond sunrise. On the other hand, during the
variation, some results and conclusions presented in equinoxes scintillation is mainly a pre-midnight
this paper may not apply to other longitudes, phenomenon. There are remarkable differences also, as

weshall discuss later, in some of the related parameters
between the solstice and equinoxes.

2. DATA 3.2. Irregularity patches

A polarimeter recording the amplitude and Faraday Equatorial irregularities usually occur in field-
rotation angle of the 137 MHz VHF signal from the aligned cloudlike patches, having both north-south as
satellite ATS-3 has been in operation at Arequipa well as east-west extents. The patches may be either
(16.4°S, 71.5°W, geogr.; 9S dip), Peru since March discrete or overlapping and, when developed, they drift
1979. The subionospheric point at 400 km height from west to east. The east-west drift velocity ranges
corresponds to (14.5°S, 74.6°W, geogr.; 2.5°S dip) from30to300ms ',withanaverageofl00.150ms
approximately. The period of observation covered in (WOODMAN, 1972; BASU et al., 1977; YEH et al., 1981).
this paper is May 1979-May 1980. Thedata pertain to a Assuming a typical value ofdrift velocity an idea about
very high level of solar activity around the recent solar the east-west spatial dimension can be obtained from

maximum period. The average monthly Zurich temporal observations with geostationary satellites.
sunspot number for the reporting period was 163, with From observations with geostationary as well as
the highest value of 188.4 observed in September 1979. orbiting satellite beacons and airglow measurements, it

has been found that the equatorial irregularity patches

3. RESULTS become more discrete with decreasing east-west
dimensions as one moves away from the equator

3.1. Morphologyf of scintillations (SINCLAIR and KELLEHER, 1969; BHAR et al., 1970:
The diurnal and seasonal variations of scintillations WEBER et al., 1980; AARONs et al., 1980). AARONS et al.

in the equatorial region are now well established, at (1980) discussed in detail the nature and behavior of

least in the American and African sectors. The seasonal irregularity patches at two locations, one near the
dependence of VHF amplitude scintillations is magnetic equator and the other near the Appleton
characterized by a deep minimum in the May-July anomaly crest, based on data for one year. However,
period and a broad maximum from October to April. AARONS e( al. (1980) made no attempt to obtain a
However, ifthe frequency ofthe signal isin the gigahertz seasonal dependence of the patch characteristics. It is

band, such as the 1.54 GHz Marisat observations from apparent from earlier observations that the patch
Huancayo, the broad maximum breaks up into two dimensions may vary with season. We will present here
equinoctial maxima (BASU et al., 1980; DASGuprA et the seasonal dependence of the east-west extent of
al., 1982). Observations at different frequencies, in the irregularity patches at Arequipa.
VHFtoL-band range,at Huancayoduring 1979-1980 Scintillations as observed at Arequipa at 137 MHz
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~Fig. 1. Percentage occurrence contours of scintillation (S! > 6dB)at 137 MHz. The I110 km sunset and sunrise
times at the 400 kmn subionospheric location are also shown.

• occur in patches reaching saturation within a couple of
-''minutes of onset. During the pre-midnight hours the 100o 0
. "-' decay of scintillations is also generally abrupt. In the
r":",post-midnight periods, however, the decay is often go-0

%... gradual, with fading rates becoming considerably _-
P'" "-.slower. As a function of season, there is a remarkable

difference in the cast west horizontal extents of the 0 1oI
~~~patches. During the equinoxs the scintillation patches ]
"'"''" ~are numerous with short periodsof tensof minutes z 4° sn0engt.

t "+-'. of scintillations interspersed with absolutely quiet _{
"'"'" intervals. On the other hand, the [)member solstice
""'mon ths are characterized by sci nilIla tions fo r x tended 20

.periods lasting several hours during at sigengt

Figure 2(a) shows the monthly occurrence of the total SO O r.
, . -- number o)f patches along with the total hours of

... :scintillations, indicated by the numbers at the top of the 1979 19eo
bars. On average the Dcember patch has aduration of Fig. 2(a). Occurrence of VHF scintillation patches as a,.,. ,<'J" ~ ~~about 6h, while in September it is about I h. Assuming fnhnofnhsTeubrateopfharreh

• _. ,y a eat-wet diftsped ofI(X m =.thes coresondcorresponding total hours of scintillations.
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Fig. 2(b). Histograms shoivkm4 the distihutioi of patch duration for ditlerent seasons.

toabout 2000and 350km, respectively. Iftheapparent than that indicated by the observed duration of
drift velocity varies with season and local time. the scintillations. Figure 2(bi 'hows the distribution of a
above estimates should he modified accordingly. ,cintillation patch duration for different Ncasons.
During the two equatorial irregularity campaigns in following the categorization in AAKONS 0i ,1. 11980).
March 1977 and 1978 in the American sector. it has rhe enormously longer duration in the )ecember
been observed that, with a higher solar activity, the ,olstice is also obvious in this diagram.
apparent drift velocity of the irregularities increases
and persists for a longer period into the post-midnight 3.3. lonn.spheric electron c'ontent depletion
hours(BAsu, privatecommunication. 1982). Further, as Yt et a(it. ( 1979b1 have described the characteristics.
the satellite look angle in the present case is off-zenith such as amplitude and durationof theelectron content
and off-meridian (elevation 43" and azimuth 302 ) the depletions associated with scintillations obtained at
ray path may. however, encounter irregularities in a Natal for a period of about one month only From
number of field tubes (i.e. more than one patchland an Arequipa thediurnal and seasonal behavioro 1the IEC
individual patch may actually have dimensions less dcplctionscoverinigaone year periodaround the recent
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VHIF amplitude scintillations, as oserved itt Arequipa, Versa2

solar activity maximum have recently been reported function oif indisidual mocnths. An accurate ohser%-
(DAsGUPrA et at.. 1982). Both at Natal and Arequipa ation of a 'maller depiction amplitude is; difficult due to
the depletions have been found to occur essentially the lirnitod sensiniiiN of the polarlineter record% near
during the pre-midnight hours. The seasonal pattern at I he mainei ic cq uaior It is found that the deple-tion
Arequipa is similar to that of the 1.54 GHz microwave lccurrcr,.e has .I maxinia during the equinoctial
scintillations observed at the nearby equatorial station mnont h,. the March cquini's having a much htigher
Huancayo. At Natal YEH et at. (1979b) observed that otnmer thin Septcmbc~r As mentioned earlier. the
the electron content depletions have a typical duration March eq uinox is ha r icieried I,% an in usualls ftrone

-of 8-10 min and amplitude of 1 -4 TEC units I TF( equaitorial s" Irltithi'm 1,1is 1 also I Dx%( I I iTk e1 a.

unit = I x 1016 el m 2). koi\'tpa~ h I igs I and 2 indicates that
Two interesting features have been noted during dUlingC 'IC OCLeni 110VIsdtics: .,nt inuiiis suintillaitions

examination of amplitude scintillation and Faradas ii at %Ili In,. sI, prc..eii 'or Ncserail hours Aith

polarization records simultaneously. The presence of ptacticaIIk ni dete. TlahIr depliion, I )n the Limtrar%.

the depletions is always accompanied with a %cry fast the citu.rstk iiii r-'i ic ,i haracterized h%, narrower

amplitude scintillation fading rate. as has been reported diL rem. rnat~he' ifi ,,n 'tsidcrahlr integrated roni-
by YEH et: al. (1979b). Frequently, particularly during atii'n dirpletins t eiutc, 4ibi idi sho* ihe nature of
the pre-midnight period there may be a series of bubble-. electron torrictit det'l'm in isersed at Xrequipa in
occurring within a single scintillation patch. Figure I different i'sons it i, si~m that the rmorits of

v .shows a section of a polarimeter record with a number depletion, hai.e an 11TI1It1i1C III less than S ril( uni1ts
* of electron content depletions within a single 137 M Hz and the most probabhle kii 01.11, n i, lt I , tnin I lowkeser.

VHF scintillation patch. It may be observed that the there are occasions whlen depletiotns of amplitude as
amplitude fading rate is very high, as indicated by the large as 201T1- C units and %%it h a duration of 301 min or
smudged trace, and the amplitude scintillation is more are enc~ountered It is also obsersecd that there is
limited by the response time of the system. practically no seasonal depentdence of depletion

Figure 4{a)shows theoccurrences of electron content amplitude and duration In terms ofambient ionization
depletions with amplitude I TEC unit or more as a level there isan indication thatithe percentage depletion

is slightly higher in December than that in the
IS0 equinoxca No definite relationship between depletion

amplitude and duration could he established.
More recently. TYAzt e at. (1982) reported

observations on changes in onospheric electron
content associated with amplitude scintillations

140- obtained at Natal. Brazil during the one year period
from September 1978 to August 1979. A portion of their

~i 20observing period overlaps that of the present study. A
-i prominent nighttime secondary diurnal peak during

the equinoxes, similar to that observed by rYA(I l etal.

too- (1982), occurs at Arequipa.'[le average amplitude and
duration of the 1-C deplctions are nearly the same at
both Natal and Arequipa. I lowsver, in contrast to their

Z observations, we did not find any systematic change in
the average signal amplitude during periods of strong

60 scintillations and rEC changes. Also, we found no
I EC enhancements atssociated with scintillations. We
believe that the increases in TEC during periods oif

40 slower amplitude sci ntil lation lading do not occur. and
7 those reported for Natal, Brazil by TYA~a et al. (1992). as

20 they say, "may be affected by the subjective approach"'.
The TEC depletions and enhancements should be
determined in the context of the overall background

Da -- TEC variations during the night, as shown in Fig. 3 of
979 geo TYA61 t l . (1982). The length of the sample record of

Fig. 4(a). Occurrence of elciron contlenti depletionis is aI their Fig. 5. in which they pturport to show TEC
hi nctio n of niont us depletio ns ais well its enhancement accompa ii ing

? I
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Fig. 4(d). Distribution of total content depletion as a function ol percentage depletion about the ambient total

content level.

scintillation during a 45 min interval, is not longenough of the overall strength of equatorial irregularities. VHF
for an independent judgement of their definition of amplitude scintillation at 137 MHz is caused by
enhancement. We prefer to believe that the entire irregularities of scale size of about I km. while
period had depleted TEC values, with greater microwave scintillation at 1.54 GHz is due to
depletions occurringduring periodsof faster amplitude irregularities of a few hundred meters scale size (about
scintillations. The sample enhancement record pre- 450 m in the present case), corresponding to their
sented in their Fig. 6 does not show any accompanying respective Fresnel dimensions. During the equinoxes
amplitude channel, nor is the record long enough to the equatorial irregularities may be intense and the
show the longer term background TEC changes during irregularities over the scale size range of a few hundred
that night. Other techniques, such as the rocket and meters to a few kilometers may be strong enough to
satellite in situ measurements (McCt.uaR et al., 1977) cause scintillations at VHF as well as microwaves. In
and radar measurements (TsUNODA, 1980) have not the December solstice, with a relatively weaker overall
detected any density enhancement relative to the level, the kilometer scale irregularities may still have
background. Theoretical studies (HuDsON. 1978; sufficient strength to cause scintillations at VH F but the
Szuszczirwicz. 1978) also indicate why TEC smaller scales will have little power spectral density to
enhancements are unlikely to occur, affect the microwaves.

The difference in the diurnal and seasonal behavior
of electron content depletions and VIIF amplitude

4. DISACUSSION scintillation occurrences may be related to thestrength
The results presented in this paper cover the of the irregularities and the type of associated spread-I.

morphology of scintillations at VIIF observed at Flectron content depletions at Arequipa and amplitude
Arequipa around the recent solar maximum. The scintillations in the L-hand at the nearby equatorial
regular features of scintillations, such as the diurnal, station at Huancayo have been found to have
seasonal and geomagnetic control, are similar to those pronounced maxima during pre-midnight hours of the
already established at Huancayo. The higher scintil- equinoxes (DASGUPTA et al., 1982). The effect is not so
lation occurrence at Vl4Fduring the December solstice pronounced at a lower frequency of 257 M Hz, while at
is in contrast to the equinoctial seasonal maxima at 137 M Hz the seasonal variation of scintillation occur-
1.54 GHz and may be due to the seasonal dependence rcnce has a maximum in the December solstice, with

23
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considerable occurrences during the post-midnight to intense scintillations at VHF with no signatures on
period. During the December solstice 137 MHz electron content or microwave signal amplitude.
amplitude scintillation patches of several hours For the period under investigation, the occurrence of
duration are obtained without detectable electron spread-F as indicated by the parameter F in the scaled
content depletions. LIVINGSTON (1980) also observed a values offoF2 at Huancayo shows a pattern similar to
systematic difference in the occurrence statistics of thatofVHFscintillations.Anactualexaminationofthe
equatorial VHF and L-band scintillations. Huancayo ionosonde data for December 1979 shows

RASTOGI (1980a) has observed that during solar that the spread-F during its onset phase in the post-
maximum years range type spread-F occurrence at sunsethoursisofrangetype.Inthecourseofacoupleof
Huancayo has its maximum during the pre-midnight hours, there is a transformation to the frequency type.
hours of equinoctial months, while frequency type Duringthepost-midnighthoursthespread-Fismainly
spread-F maximum occurs around midnight hours of of frequency type and quite a few cases of intense, even
the December solstice. If the electron content saturated, scintillations at VHF could be identified
depletions are taken as indications of large amplitude with frequency type spread-F. Figure 5 shows the
irregularities extended over a certain height range, a hourly occurrence patternsofthetwo types ofspread-F
corrugation in the spatial distribution of the F-region and 137 MHz amplitde scintillations during
electron density may he visualized. Such a configur- December 1979. It is evident that during the post-
ation will give rise to range spread echoes with multiple midnight hours the spread-F is essentially of frequency
traces on ionograms during the pre-midnight hours, in type and the VHF scintillations generally follow the
association with electron content depletions and occurrence pattern of the above. RAsTOGI (1980b) and
microwave scintillations. On the other hand, relatively RASTOGI and AARONs(1980) observed that strong VHF
weak and thin irregularity layers, manifested in the scintillations are generally associated with range type
form of frequency type spread-F, may cause moderate spread-F, while during frequency spread VHF
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scintillations were practically absent. The above different classes and also possibly to different initiating
features were obtained during solar minimum mechanisms. Atmospheric gravity waves have been
conditions, when the F-region ambient ionization was suggested to be the most likely seed mechanism for the
low. The present results pertain to a period generation of equatorial F-region irregularities
characterized by an unusually high level of solar (RoTTGER, 1978; BOOKER. 1979). However. the seasonal
activity, and, as aconsequence, a much higher value of dependence of gravity wave characteristics in the
F-region ionization. A higher ambient ionization will equatorial region is yet to be reported. The period of a
result in a larger electron density deviation of the gravity wave effect is a function of the difference
irregularities, for the same percentage deviation. A between the zonal thermospheric wind and plasma drift
typicalfoF2 value of 7 MHz with a frequency spread velocities (KELLEY et al, 198 1). If the above difference is
(A') = 0.5 MHz corresponds to a density deviation dependent on season, with the two velocities differing
An = n(2Af)IfoF2 = 8.5 x 10'0 el m- 3 (WRIGHT et significantly in equinoxes, the equinoctial irregularity
al., 1977). For the above value of An, the level ofampli- patches should be numerous with narrower east-west
tude scintillation may be estimated provided the form extents.
of the irregularity spectrum is known (RUEFNACH. Further, thedynamical behavior of theequatorial F-
1975). With in situ measurements, the irregularity region ionosphere is largely controlled by the E-region
waveform encountered during the post-midnight electric field. The magnitude and the time of pre-
period in the presence of frequency spread on reversal enhancement of the F-region E x B vertical
ionograms is found to be sinusoidal with scale length drift around the sunset time have a strong seasonal
-1 km (MCCLURE, private communication, 1982), dependence. From Jicamarca radar observations. it has
leading to a Gaussian form of irregularity spectrum. If been established that, around solar maximum years.
weassumethattheirregularitieswiththeabovevalueof the difference between the drift reversal time and the
An are distributed over a layer thickness of 25 km E-region sunset is maximum during the December
(which may generally be considered to bea thin layer), solstice months (FLJI-R et al., 1979). In addition.
then they can give rise to near-saturated scintillations at although there is considerable day-to-day variability,
137 MHz. Thus, moderate to intense levels of an examination of the above data also shows that the
scintillations at VHF may be observed with frequency width ofthe pre-reversal peak of vertical drift is greater
spread under very high levels of solar activity, in in December than in other seasons. A broader peak of
contrast to the cases reported for solar minimum years. upward drift might result in a perturbation of large

The seasonal dependence ofeast-west dimensions of horizontal scale, in a process analogous to the tidal
the irregularity patches has not been reported before. wave modes in the upper atmosphere. AB)u etal.(1981)
This paper clearly establishes that the equinoctial have also recently reported that the occurrence of
patches are more in number but with narrower east- frequency type spread-F on ionograms may be
west extent, compared to the much wider patches associated with abroaderpre-reversal peak oftheE x B
during the December solstice. The above feature drift.
together with the observed seasonal dependence of
electron content depletion and microwave scintillation
occurrences, with maxima during the equinoxes. ,Icknowledycipient The ionosonde data were obtained from
indicates that the irregularities corresponding to the the World Data Center-A for Solar-Terrestrial Physies.
equinoctial and December solstice months belong to NOAA/IEDIS, Boulder, Colorado.
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Microwave equatorial scintillation intensity during solar maximum
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A comparison of scintillation levels at 1.5 GHz made from the Appleton anomaly region of
the magnetic equator and from the region close to the magnetic equator (termed the electrojet
latitudes) showed increased F region irregularity intensity over the anomaly region during years
of high sunspot number. Peak to peak fading greater than 27 dB was noted from Ascension Island
(through a dip latitude of 17°) in the anomaly region while only 7-9 dB from Natal. Brazil, and
Huancayo. Peru, were noted, the last two paths being close to the magnetic equator. The hypothesis
advanced is that the dominant factor responsible for the intense gigahertz scintillation is the traversal
of the propagation path through the anomaly region. During years of high sunspot numbers the
high levels of AN constituting the F region irregularity structure are due to (I) very high electron
density in the anomaly region (compared to the electrojet region) and (2) the late appearance of
these high electron densities (to 2200 local time) in the anomaly region. The patches or plumes
of irregularities seen in the postsunset time period then produce high AN: scintillation excursions
are proportional to this parameter. The postulation of vertical irregularity sheets in the patches
was examined to determine the possibility of this being an important factor in the difference between
electrojet and anomaly scintillation levels. Older gigahertz data from the sunspot maximum years
1969-1970 were reanalyzed, and more recent observations from other studies were also reviewed.
It was found that through the anomaly region, high scintillation indices were noted at a variety
of azimuths of the propagalion path rather than just along a path closely aligned with the magnetic
meridian. A more complete evaluation of the geometrical factor, which must be of considerable
importance in determining the absolute value of the scintillation intensity, awaits further observations.

INTRODUCTION 1979 and 1980. The equatorial or Appleton anomaly

In recent years a variety of methods have been shows during noontime a distinct trough of electron

used to probe and measure F layer irregularities density in the bottomside and topside ionosphere

in the equatorial region IAarons, 1977; Basu and at the magnetic dip equator with crests of ionization
at - 15°-20* north and south dip latitudes. We shall

Kelley, 19791. One method is to record transiono- discuss later that the F region ionization near
spheric scintillation of satellite signals in the VHF dscus la t hat t regi n oni ationAscension Island exhibits a latitudinal variation
to microwave frequency range.

This paper will contrast levels of scintillation similar to the daytime Appleton anomaly in the

activity at L band (1541 MHz in this case) which postsunset hours during the solar maximum period.
were relatively low when a satellite beacon was Measurements. The Air Force Geophysics Lab-
observed through latitudes close to the magnetic oratory, in cooperation with various groups, records

scintillation activity of the MARISAT beacon,eq u ato r (N ata l, B raz il , a nd ttu a n ca y o , P e ru ) a n d tr n m ti g a U H (2 7 M z a d at L b d ( 1 4
very high when the same satellite beacon was transmitting at UHF (257 MHz) and at L band(1541
observed nearly overhead at Ascension Island MHz) at three sites near the magnetic equator. The
through a region near the peak of the equatorial sites are listed in Table I along with the coordinates
anomaly. The differences in scintillation intensity of the 400-km subionospheric intersection point.

w the dip latitude of this point, and the propagationwas recorded during the peak of solar activity in
angle (i.e., the angle between the path to the satellite
and the lines of force of the earth's magnetic field)

Coyright 0 19t1 by the American eophy , a un,, and the ground elevation and azimuth angles of

Paper number lSt36.
0048-6604/81/09100036501.00
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'ABLV I. (itomelry ol primary observations

Elevation Azimuth Propagation 400-km subionospheric Approximate
. Station angle angle angle latitude longitude dip latitude

Huancayo, Peru 200 830 85' 110S 68.5*W 2.50N
Natal. Brazil 650 750 84' 5.6'S 33.7*W 5.50S

Ascension Island 800 3560 52' 7.4S 14.40W 170S

the path to the satellite. Figure 1 is a map with viewed MARISAT at 650. a higher eievation angle
geographic latitudes and dip latitudes plotted. 'This than that of the Huancayo observations. The view-
tracing was taken from the Defense Mapping ing of the satellite was also across the field lines,
Agency map of the 1975 epoch of magnetic inclina- that is, at an azimuth of 750. Scintillations greater

j. tion. The isoclinic lines are the results of a spherical than 8 dB were not detected during the December

harmonic analysis to degree and order 12. period.
Magnetic equator observations. In a recent In December 1979 a 10-ft (-3-m) antenna was

paper, Basu et al. [1980a] have analyzed the L put into operation at Ascension Island for both L
S.. band observations made from Huancayo, Peru. band and UHF. Over several hours on many nights

Data have been taken at this site over a period some scintillations exceeded 27 dB peak to peak
of 3 years. During that time no fluctuation greater (Figure 2) at 1541 MHz. These fades reached the
than 8 dB peak to peak was recorded. In the month noise level of the equipment. Calibrated and consis-
of December 1979, a period of intensive and com- tent measurements have been made since that time
mon measurements at the three sites being contrast- which show hours of such intense activity during
ed in this paper, scintillation activity maximum was the December-March period. Figure 3 gives the
6.8 dB at Huancayo. Viewing of MARISAT from percentage of occurrence of scintillation activity
this site was done almost perpendicular to the field at 1541 MHz greater than 20 dB for Kp = 0-3
lines, that is, at an azimuth of 830 through a dip and Kp = 3+ to 9 during January-February 1980.
latitude of 2.5"N, as shown in Table 1. The highest percentage of occurrence of >20 dB

Similar observations have been made recently for Kp = 0-3 was -42% with -23% for Kp =
at Natal, Brazil, in cooperation with the Federal 3+ to 9. It might be noted that in accord with
University of the Northern Rio Grande. This site Aarons et al. [1980b] during these months, in-

0-. creased magnetic activity inhibits scintillation.
Ascension Island was viewing MARISAT close to

1 toG,, ,C the magnetic meridian plane at an elevation of 80*
,."LATITUDo during these observations.

Statistics of the L band scintillations observed
•... -------- at Huancayo, during February-March 1980, show

a 16% occurrence of scintillation of >3 dB in the
4 . " -time period 0000-0400 UT (-.1900-2300 LT) with

no scintillation of >6.8 dB even during those times.
- . The data are clear; that is, for Ascension the

. ,,AO," N AL . , scintillation activity is considerably higher than for
, . o- , SLAND the two sites near the magnetic equator during the

' ,.. 04"same periods of time. While the intersection longi-
tudes of Ascension and Natal are somewhat

. - . separated, they are, by global standards, quite close

and are expected to behave according to the pattern
0"* ""'.'W 0 ,. of their longitudinal sector [A arons et al.. 1980b].

-"Although the data contrasts are clear, a problem
,','"+ " exists iterpreting the observations, h Acn

Fig. I. Map of equatorial region in the 00 -701W longitude exists in i the Ascen-
region using the 1975 epoch of the Delense Mapping Agency sion Island observations were taken with the propa-S magnetic inclination map lr magnetic parameters gation path near the magnetic meridian, while those
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Fig. 2. Sample of both UHF and L band data recorded at Ascension Island during December 1979 to January
1980. Note excursions of -27 dB on both UHF and L band channels.

at Natal and Huancayo were not. However, the producing the scintillations. If a 10: 10: 1 irregularity
Ascension Island 400-km intersection is in the model of vertical sheets is assumed (10 magnetic
anomaly region (a dip latitude of 170), while the N-S, 10 vertical in the magnetic meridian plane.
Natal and Huancayo intersections are close to the and I unit magnetic E-W), then a pronounced
magnetic equator. In this paper we shall attempt maximum will result from pure geometrical consid-
to weigh the relative importance of these two erations for observations made along the magnetic
factors. meridian (S. Basu, private communication, 1980).

This effect will enhance or minimize the amplitude
THE IRREGULARITY STRUCTURE scintillation value depending on the magnetic azi-

AND ITS GEOMETRY muth of the ray path. The postulation of vertical

The configuration of the patch containing the sheets has been based on the correlation lengths
small-scale irregularities which has emerged from of plasma bubbles in the vertical direction obtained
optical and radio measurements and from in situ by numerical simulation techniques [Zalesak and
probing is that of an elongated structure extending Ossakow. 1980).
several thousand kilometers north and south of the Using the basic formulation of a program devel-
magnetic equator [Weber et al., 1980; Aarons et oped by Mikkelsen et al. [1978] for high-latitude
al., 1980a; Basu et al., 1980bJ. irregularity enhancement due to geometry, the scin-

Within the highly elongated patch it is possible tillation intensity (S,) for the propagation path from
to contemplate various models for the irregularities Ascension for a vertical sheet (10: 10: 1) is a factor

of 0.98 relative to observations made immediately
overhead of the station. The factor for the same

ASCENSION ISLAND
JAN -SFES 198 postulated configuration using the geometry appro-

1541 MN ---- K-- priate to Natal is 0.14 (an increase of S4 ASC/S.
so[-~ K.* s-e NATAL of 7). Therefore the 10: 10: 1 sheets might

o* account for a large portion of the ratio of Ascension
to Natal levels. The geometrical situation for Huan-

zo ',cayo is very similar to that for Natal.

. . .. HIGH SUNSPOT NUMBER AND SCINTILLATION2 24 t 6 12 uT INTENSITY
LOCAL

MIDNIGHT

Measurements at 137 and 250 MHz have shown
that the occurrence of scintillation is greater in theFig. 3. Percentage occurrence of L band scintillations of -"20 -h

dB at Ascension Island during January-February 1990. Observa-
tions are segmented into quiet (Kp = 0-3) and disturbed (Kp sunspot activity [Aarons et al.. 19781. However,
= 1+ to 9) magnetic conditions. absolute levels cannot be measured at these two
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Fig. 4. Plot of mean Zurich sunspot numbers from 1944 to 1980. 20 2

30.

frequencies with the morphological studies made, 40 ,2

since both strong scattering and saturation of the ,'

signal-to-noise levels of the equipment took place 0 02 04 080 2146122224

frequently. Therefore in order to assess the role LMT

of high sunspot number, we shall confine our EUROPE -AFRICA SECTOR
remarks to frequencies above I G Hz including data LOW SUNSPOT NUMBER

at 2.2-4 GHz where signals are not saturated. that DECEMBER

is, do not show fading down to noise. It might Fig. 5. Map of MUF (3000) F2 (December) in Europe-Africa
be noted that peak to peak fading of 3 dB at 4~ zone derived from observations during years of low solar flux

GHz is equivalent to fading of 18 dB at 1.5 GHz [Rawer. 19631.
if a frequency dependence off -' holds [ Whitney,
19741. This conversion is applicable to weak scat- (1) the equatorial anomaly produces higher electron
tering, which, admittedly, may not be involved here. density values in high sunspot number years than

Fang et al. [19781 states that 'Gigahertz iono- in years of low solar activity and (2) the occurrence
spheric scintillations follow the sunspot cycle. For of maximum electron density for anomaly latitudes
years with sunspot number less than 30, scintilla- is near sunset in the years of high sunspot number

,. ' tions at 4 GHz with magnitudes over 2 dB were and in the afternoon in years of low solar activity.
never observed at INTELSAT earth stations.' For To illustrate these two points, we have reproduced
the purposes of relating various measurements we diagrams from Rawer [19631 for MUF (3000) F2
have plotted sunspot number in Figure 4 for recent in the Europe-Africa zone for the month of De-
years. cember for years of low sunspot number (Figure

For the sake of outlining our hypothesis we have 5) and for years of high sunspot number (Figure
divided the equatorial region into 'electrojet' lati- 6). These contour maps are derived from observa-
tudes and 'anomaly' latitudes. Electrojet latitudes tions rather than a model. They indicate that during

4"., are taken to be in the range of 50N to 5S magnetic years of high sunspot number the peak of the MUF
dip latitude, while anomaly latitudes are on either (3000) F, in the southern hemisphere is 36 MHz
side of the electrojet latitudes. falling off beyond and that in low sunspot years the peak is 28 MHz.

'. 15'-200 dip latitude. Anomaly peaks may be rela- The time of peak MUF is 1800-2200 LT during
tively narrow in latitude. The hypothesis advanced high sunspot number years and 1300-1700 LT during
for higher scintillation levels in the anomaly latitudes low solar activity years. MUF 3000 (F,) is related
during this period of high sunspot number is that to foF. Ascension Island belongs between the
electron density levels and time of maximum elec- American sector and the Europe-Africa sector, but
tron density at these latitudes primarily account the ionospheric path to the satellite is through the
for the greater scintillation intensities at Ascension Appleton anomaly.
than at Natal or Huancayo. It is believed that the Observations of total electron content were taken
differences in intensity are related to the following" at Ascension Island by J. A. Klobuchar (private

L30
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so, a high sunspot number of - 120 was reported,
observations were made of an S band (2.2 (GHz)

246 transponder on the moon [Christiansen. 1971] from
0 '.,Ascension Island with both earth- and moon-based

. signals in this frequency range. Scintillations as large
40 .2 as 20 and 25 dB on the two-way path. ground to
30 transponder and return, were noted. In addition,
20 2Canary Island observations from high dip latitudes
.,, on the other side of the magnetic equator were
0 oalso disturbed. Guam observations (at a different

2 1I' longitude) showed shorter periods of lower-intensity
... " o0 scintillations during this time. No other stations
S24 on the magnetic equator made observations.

In order to utilize the Christiansen data to their
40 maximum extent, they were reanalyzed to determine

if high scintillation levels were predominantly a
so function of azimuth (the vertical sheet model pre-
"' ,dicts maximum index at an azimuth of -3400) or

0.002040608 L 20 14T , 02224 if high levels were noted at all azimuths of the
LUT

moon's path as observed from Ascension Island.
EHIGH SUNSPOT NUBER Figure 7 is a plot of azimuths when scintillation

DECEMBER was greater than 10 dB for the 2200-MHz two-way
path. Approximately 45 days of data were available.

Fig. 6. Map of MUF (3000) F, (December) in Europe-Africa The results are fairly conclusive. High-intensity
zone derived from observations during years of high solar flux scintillation occurs at all azimuths. The levels of
IRawer, 1963]. scintillation were high at many azimuths (elevation

communication, 1980) during the December 1979 angles were greater than 250 in all of the data

to February 1980 time period. The propagation path illustrated).
(to tebruatellite, 980 t peonded aopatn eact- Similar results were noted for the Canary Island=€ '(to the satellite, SIRIO) corresponded almost exact- observations of 2.2-GI-z signals. Fewer data are

ly with that to MARISAT. Two maxima were seen avabeout sintllatogstos2 dBwer r re

during the months examined, one at 1830 LT and avaiet of aits to

the second at 2100-2200 LT, corresponding well at a variety of azimuths, While the data point to

with the times of maxima given in Figure 6.
-.. ,. During the December period, observations were AZIMUTH (*I

made with AE-E using the retarding potential ana- -9o-.-,-s-,-r , 0 o 30460 50 0,

lyzer (W. B. Hanson. private communication. 1980). FEB ,
The value of N was greater by an order of magnitude FEB 18

in the anomaly region than near the magnetic FEB 9,11

equator. The ratio (AN/N) was of the same order F,o , 1

of magnitude in both regions. Scintillation intensity, FEB 22

which is proportional to AN. would then be expected FEB 23 Z 16

to be greater in the anomaly region. MAR 1 10

MAR 16 1548

- EARLIER OBSERVATIONS MAR ,2 ---.

Since the Ascension Island data could not resolve MAR 24 I,

the question of the importance of the geometrical MAR 26

versus the latitudinal variables, it was thought
worthwhile to reexamine older data to try to resolve
the question. Fig. 7. Azimuths of 2.2-Gtiz lunar observations of Chrisliansen.

Between November 1969 and June 1970, when 1970. with maximum decibel excursions for each grouping.

'31
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high scintillation intensities in the anomaly region. September-October 1979 data showed higher in-

they still fail to evaluate the geometrical contribution tensities in 1979, the higher solar activity year. In
to the intensity at any single observation point, addition, Fang's statement indicates that the in-

An interesting set of observations at 4 GHz was crease is a general increase.
made in March-May 1971 from Longonot. Kenya, It is almost impossible to compare absolute values
through a subionospheric dip latitude of - 14'S by of the moon transponder data at 2.2 GHz, the
Skinner et al. [1971]. They reported that 'scintilla- Kelleher observations at 4 and 6 GHz. the Fang
tion fading of amplitude up to 4 dB in carrier level Hong Kong recordings at 4 GHz, and the Ascension
has frequently been observed at Longonot at night Island observations at 1.5 GHz. It is clear, however.
during the months of March. April and May 1971 that the scintillation levels at Huancayo. Natal, and
on signals received from five stations.' The azimuth Guam are lower than levels observed from anomaly
to the satellite was approximately 900. Another latitudes.
station, Arvi, India, situated at 100 dip latitude (N) While the scintillation intensities during years of
showed only 'weak to moderate scintillation fading high sunspot number are higher in the anomaly
on several nights' for the same period. Arvi, India, regions than those in the electrojet sector, the
observed the satellite at an azimuth of -2100. contribution of geometry of the irregularity model
considerably closer to the magnetic meridian plane to intensity levels has not been established.
than the azimuth from Longonot.

More recently, similar results of high scintillation CONCLUSIONS

activity were noted by Fang 119801 at Hong Kong. Thbaicoluonstatdrgyesofih
" He recorded 9-dB fluctuations on the 4-GHz COM-

1050 sunspot activity the absolute value of irregularity
SAT downlink to Hong Kong at azimuths of - 105 e
(the Pacific Ocean satellite) and 2520 (the Indian intensity increases, particularly in the anomaly

*- Ocean satellite) for periods of up to an hour. Thus region. Ascension Island observations showed fades

high values were noted almost perpendicular to the of greater than 27 dB peak to peak while stations

magnetic meridian. near the magnetic equator were recording values
of 7 and 9 dB for isolated fluctuations. At a variety
of azimuths, Christiansen reported scintillations in

DISCUSSION a two-way path at 2.2 GHz of up to 25 dB. At
azimuths considerably off the magnetic meridian,

* .-''' From theoretical studies [Basu and Kellev, 1979. Skin ta. o 1971] owe apeiblesinian
- and references therein] it seems most likely that Skinner et a . [1971 showed appreciable scintilla-

the generation of the irregularity bubbles com- tion at 4 GHz. Recently, during years of very high

mences at or near the magnetic equator. Once sunspot number, Fang has observed over periods
f , i l s h c oof more than an hour scintillations of 9 dB at Hong. . formed, the irregularities in the patch below 600

km would not be observed at Ascension. The field Kong at 4 GHz." ' "In several sets of observations reviewed, azi-
lines of the irregularities below 600 km terminate Is es of o bration reviewe asiat the 200-km level at latitudes lower than those

of the Ascension propagation path. One effect of or west; high scintillation values were found.
ofcteasesorsnspopatu ito at e thefeht o However, the contribution of geometry to scintilla-

oincreased solar sunspot number is to raise the height
of the more intense irregularities [Aarons et al., tion intensity must be assessed in further experi-
1980a] as seen on the Jicamarca hackscatter, ments. During 1981 there will be an opportunity

Increased solar activity does produce higher elec- to view L band beacons of the Global Positioning
.- '.,: tron densities in the F region. as shown by the System satellite program at varying geometries from
___long-term sounder observations, the total electron Ascension Island. It is expected that the level ofcongtet (To nd th insitu . I the efect the activity will be adequate to assess the geometri-_ Q , content (TEC), and the in situ data. If the effect

of irregularity formation acts on a percentage basis. cal contribution.

then the high sunspot years should show increased
scintillation levels at gigahertz frequencies at Acknowledgments The authors would like to thank the
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Depolarization of VHF geostationary satellite signals near the equatorial anomaly crests
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The nighttime polarization fluctuations of linearly polarized 136 MHz satellite signals received at
Ascension Island, located near the southern crest of the equatorial anomaly, have been shown to be the
manifestation of depolarization effect due to the diffractive scattering by small-scale (<200 mn) density

-irregularities with power law spectra. The theory can explain its coexistence with L band scintillation.
The absence of this phenomenon at equatorial locations off the anomaly crests is attributed to two factors:(I) the ambient plasma densities are relatively low, and (2) the propagation angles of satellite signals

are more nearly perpendicular to the geomagnetic field.

1. INTRODUCTION Similar observations of fast fluctuations of Faraday

Intense and fast fluctuations in Faraday rotation rotation angles associated with strong, fast amplitude

-angles have been observed from low-orit satellite scintillation have been observed as far away from the
beacon signals transmitting on 20 MHz by Parthas- equator as Delhi (440 N dip), India (Y. V. Somaya-

;b acon eid 1959nsmitt andgon 1959],- julu, private communication, 1981), but they have notarathy and Reid [ 19591, Yeh and Swenson [1959 1, been seen at Arequipa (7.9°S dip), Peru, located nearon 54 MHz by McClure 119641. Kaushika and de the geomagnetic equator, nor have they been reported
on 5 M~ by c~lre 1964. Kashia an de by Yeh et al. [1979a, b), in observations taken at, Mendonca [19741 observed that the Faraday rotation Natal (7.90S dip), Brazil.

angle of the 137-MHz VHF signals from a geosta- N our o ion fro s n ld_'.. , tionary satellite sometimes exhibited fluctuations of h note oeistnc f Aadayiolardztio: '- -' e l a i v e y s o w e p e i o d s r a g i n f r m a f e w s e c n d s h a v e n o t e d t h e c o e x i s t e n c e o f F ar a d a y po la r i z a t i o n
. relatively slower periods, ranging from a few seconds fluctuations with strong L band amplitude scintilla-

to about an hour, when the local ionosonde showed tion. They appear together during the postsunset
spread F echoes at the low-altitude station of Sao Jose hours and disappear at the same time near or after
dos Campos (24S dip), Brazil. Recently, Klobuchar h t. sarat 136 M am e ti a ats

. and Aarons 1 1980] and Das Gupta and Maitra [ 19801 midnight. Saturated 136 MHz amplitude scintillations
have reported intense and fast fluctuations of the Far- with a fast fading rate are always seen during the ob-
aday rotation angles, in association with strong and servations of Faraday polarization fluctuations. A
fast amplitude scintillation, respectively, from Ascen- sample record is shown in Figure 1. In an experiment
sion I (at Ascension Island in December 1979, we separatelysion Island (310 dip) and Calcutta (32N dip), recorded the amplitude of the left-hand circular and
situated near the crests of the equatorial anomaly. righ th amp nets of-h sinals. W' fight-hand circular components of 136-MHz signals
__-___,_from the SIRIO geostationary satellite observed at 80*

'NAS/NRC Senior Resident Research Associate on leave from elevation transmitting nominally linearly polarized
the University of Calcutta, India. waves. We found that, during the times of strong, fast

amplitude fading when polarization fluctuations oc-
CopynSlM 0 1962 by tI e Am,n (.,- ,*y ; I t.. cur, therc vas a , of Lorrela,i_,n of the opposite
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Fig. 1. Sample data of the geostationary satellite signals received at Ascension Island on January 2. 1980.
Channels (A) and (B) show the amplitude scintillation of the 136-MHz signals transmitted from SIRIO and that
of the L band (1.541 GHz) transmitted from MARISAT I. respectively. Shown in channels (C) and (D) are the
Faraday rotation measurements of 136-MHz signals in a ramp format with one channel displaced by 90 relative
to the other. Intense and fast polarization fluctuations make the last two channels almost undistinguishable.

sense circularly polarized wave components (i.e., or- scintillate independently [Roger, 19651. The other
dinary and extraordinary modes), indicating that, dur- one proposed by Yeh and Liu [ 1967] is the process
ing those times, the concept of simple Faraday rota- of wave scattering by density irregularities. Induced
tion was not valid at our observation frequency. It is fluctuations in Faraday rotation angles due to this

-- the purpose of this paper to explain the reasons for scattering may cause depolarization effect on the lin-
those observations and to suggest why polarization early polarized satellite signals.
fluctuations of VHF radio waves have not been ob- In Roger's mechanism, it is the ray path separation
served very near the magnetic equator. of the two modes but not the density irregularities that

Ionospheric density irregularities are responsible is primarily investigated for the polarization fluctua-
for the irregular fluctuations in the Faraday rotation tions of satellite signals. The magnitude of path sep-
angles of satellite signals. We believe that the polar- aration. which is large enough to decorrelate the two
ization fluctuations as shown in Figure I indicate the modes, is estimated roughly as Ar =
depolarization of linearly polarized transionospheric where I is the scale size of density irregularities. and
satellite signals. Two mechanisms have been sug- ((A(b)")'2 is the rms phase variation of the signals.
gested for interpreting the polarization fluctuations of Roger assumed that I = I km, ((A4)2 )'/ = 2 rad for
HF satellite signals, specifically, at the frequency of 20-MHz signals and obtained Ar = 0.5 km. The cur-
20 MHz. One concerned the effect of refraction im- rent in situ data, however, indicate a power law type
posed by large spatial inhomogeneities that give rise of irregularity power spectrum encompassing scale

4 to large path separation of the ordinary and extraor- sizes from meters to tens of kilometers. Moreover.
dinarv modes, and. cottequtently, these two charac- Roger'% mechaitsm cannot e used in the case (it c:on-

-.. 'erstic components of j linea.rly polarized signal can cern here to explain the close relationship of polan-

9'.."""" " 5
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zation fluctuations with L band scintillations and oth- S(0,0,0)
ers.

By contrast, no significant path separation of or-
dinary and extraordinary modes is necessary in Yeh
and Liu's mechanism. lrhe vave scatterig by iersitv

,_ ',¢irregularities is considered to be the principal process
responsible for the polarization fCuctuations of satel-
lite signals. Nevertheless, Yeh and Liu's theory can- x
not be extended to the case of VHF signals con-
cerned, as explained later. As a matter of fact, density ..... (,0,a)
irregularities with Gaussian spectra, as assumed in -// /-..

Yeh and Liu's theory, turn out to be ineffective in FD
causing the depolarization of VHF satellite signals. ------

Along the line of Yeh and Liu's approach, we show
that the polarization fluctuations of linearly polarized
136-MHz satellite signals is the manifestation of de- I- B
polarization effect due to the diffractive scattering by b
small-scale (<200 m) density irregularities with power
law spectra. The absence of this phenomenon at equa-
torial locations off the anomaly crests is attributed to
two factors: (1) the ambient plasma densities are rel-
atively low, and (2) the propagation angles of satellite
signals are more nearly perpendicular to the geomag- R (0,0,Z,)
netic field. It can be shown that these two factors lead
to the requirement of rather unrealistically large frac- Fig. 2. Geometry of the transionospheric propagation con-
.tional fluctuations of ionization density for the de- cered. The center of the coordinate system is located at the geo-

S.. polarization of VHF signals to be seen at other equa- stationary satellite S. Z0 = 35,000 km, a = 34,300 km. b = 500
torial locations. km. D = 200 km. 0 = 52, and X = 10.

This paper is organized as follows. The theory of
- single wave scattering by density irregularities is pre that between the satellite and the topside of density

sented in section 2. In section 3, the variances of irregularities, b represents that between the receiver
phase shift, field amplitude ratio, the Faraday rotation and the bottomside of density irregularities, D rep-

%- 4 fluctuations, and the induced field component of
fltaionsr ga the fued cod ent resents the thickness of the slab, and 0 represents the

=,4 .-. transionospheric signals are formulated and evaluated poaainage h nctee a ahwti.... propagation angle. The unscattered ray path within
for density irregularities of both power law and Gaus- the density irregularities is D sec x. In the case of
sian types. Interpretation of observations and discus- concern here, Z, = 35,000 km, b = 500 km, D =
sion are given in section 4. 200 km, a = 34,300 km. 0 = 520, and X = 10' are

assumed.
2. TRANSIONOSPHERIC WAVE SCATTERING For quasi-longitudinal propagation in the iono-

BYDGsphere, the refractive index of electromagnetic waves
Forhere, simpl it deny IRREGULARITIES ar modeled c b p i

For simplicity, density irregularities arc modeled can be approximated as
as a uniform mean square fractional fluctuations of 2 f-(1 ±L) (1)
ionization density ((AN/N) 2 ) within a slab of ioniza- -

tion in the F region of mean density N. A linearly at frequencies large compared with the electron gy-
polarized wave tranmitted from a geostationary sat- rofrequency, whe r-i =f,/f 2, i.e., the squared ratio

- ellite S is received on the ground at zenith angle X. of the ambient plasma frequency to the wave fre-
The center of the coordinate system is chosen to be quency. fl = flf. i.e., the ratio of the electron gy-

located at the geostationary satellite S as illustrated rofrequency to the wave frequency, and fL = cos
in Figure 2. In Figure 2, 7, represents the distance 0. The plus and minus signs in (1) refer, respectively,
between the satellite and the receiver. 1 rerr'snts to the c vtraordin27, -Ind irdin-" v.; ,-% that are the
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S location. That is,

X.. ; - Y ER(r) = (2E/r)lf cos(ekr)+. sin( kr),

Z'exp [i(wt - kr)l (4)

showing that the polarization vector of the linear-
- ly polarized wave is rotated by an angle of Ekr =

(l/2)(k, - k,)r known as the Faraday rotation.
In the presence of density irregularities, namely
= N (where (f") corresponds to the mean

ionization density and AjiN corresponds to the density
irregularities), an additional change of Faraday rota-

,Zo tion angle is introduced by wave scattering from den-
1S sity irregularities. Since satellite signals are received

at a high elevation angle and the wavelength is as-
sumed to be much shorter than the scale sizes of the
most intense density irregularities concerned, wave
reflection and the refraction due to horizontal strati-

R fication may be neglected. Only the forward scatter-
ing is considered here.

Let us first consider the scattering of ordinary
waves by density irregularities. The incident electric
field at scatterer V, (see Figure 3) is represented by
E0 = (E./r) exp [i(wt - kor)J. For single forward

R scattering with small angles of deviation, the resultant
field (E,) of the scattered waves received at R(O, 0,

Fig. 3. Geometry of the wave scattering by density irregularities. Z) is approximately given by

!* *, (1 k Z )
two characteristic modes of a linearly polarized wave E, -4 c Zo exp li(owt - k 0Zo,!i in the ionosphere.

Since the refractive index n is defined as kc/w, f AC(r) exp ik(r + R- Z0)l
expression (1) can be written as d3r r r(5)

k = k(l + ) k, = k(l - where V is the total volume of density irregularities.
as tThe total field of ordinary waves received at R(O. 0,

dinary waves, respectively, where , defined as ) is composed of the unscattered and the scattered

ffl/2(l - N ) has a small value (-10-') for the parts, i.e.,
VHF propagation in the ionospheric F region, and k E o(Zo) IE,(Z)/Zol exp li(tW - koZ o)l

S(U/C)(l _ f1) 12 is the wave number in an isotropici -. '..."medium (i.e., F, = 0). . .Z0O" d r A12(r) exp I-ik..(r+ R -Z,)l}
% In the far-field approximation, the wave fields of 4,v c 2  Rr

these two modes received at a distance of r from the
source are given, respectively, by (6)

E,,(r) = (E/r)(f + i9) exp [i(wt - kr)l (2) If the scattered waves are weak compared with the
unscattered waves. (6) may be also expressed as

and ER,(Zo) - gK(Zo) exp (-i4,) (7)

Ej.r) = (E/rX.f - iD) cxp (i(wt - k~r)l (3)
This means that weak wave scattering by density ir-

The summation of (2) and (3) yields the field of the regularities introduces a complex phase shift into the
linearly polarized spherical wave received at the same original wave. Expanding the exponential function in

17
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(7) to the first order of "4,, and equating it to (6) yields Faraday rotation

=dr Ay2(r)exp 1-iko(r + R - Zo)] 4)o -4 Z 0 w -
, A(r)

' f r) (8) An 2Z I' d'rAL
41r C- Rr 2 4 d C Rr

The phase shift ()) of c.traordinary '-,acs dc ,o xp (-ikr R - I,)l sin (ek(r + R - Z0) (15)
weak scattering by density irregularities can be sim- Change of polarization vector
ilarly obtained as

zdo ~ r f aj,(r) exp I -ik,(r + R - Z)E d4r dr . N (9) E 41i c2  R
f - RrRr

exp l-ik(r + R - Z)] sin [Ek(r + R - Zo)] (16)
The field of the linearly polarized waves received at

R(O, 0, Z,) is, therefore, given by for I4). - 4bj < I rad. As noted in (8) and (9). f, and
(, are in general complex, the real parts of which

ER = E,o(Z 0) exp (-i4,) + E,,(Zo) exp (-i,) (10) correspond to phase shifts, and the imaginary parts

which reduces to (4) in the absence of density irreg- of which indicate changes in logarithmic amplitudes
ularities. of wave fields. Therefore, the induced Faraday ro-

A new xy coordinate plane is so chosen that the tation angles (Afl) and the polarization vector change
new x axis coi,,cides with the polarization vector of (EJE,) have complex values as expressed in (15) and
the unscatterei linearly polarized wave at R(0, O, (16), respectively. Physically, it means that Afl and
Z), i.e., (4) i.; expressed as (E,/E,) result from the differential phase shift (i.e.,

Re (4)o - Oo,)) and the differential changes in loga-
ER(ZO) = (2E/Zo)exp li(wt - kZo)l. (11) rithmic amplitudes of ordinary and extraordinary

In this new system of coordinates, expression (10) modes. The spatial averages of A4), In(E IE,), Afl,
assumes the following form and (E./E,) are zeroes; their variances, which are of

main physical interest, are not, however.

E,(Z) = (2E/Zo) exp [i(wt - kZ0)l exp -i( o4) + 1),)/2]
3. VARIANCES OF A. In (E;IE), Aft. AND (E,/E,)r ( os + sin / (12) Let us first evaluate the induced Faraday rotation

(15) or the change of polarization vector (16) for 4),,

a comparison between (11) and (12) shows that den- - 4.1 < I rad, i.e.,

sity irregularities cause phase shift, amplitude vai- Z. 2f d3
r AL. (r)

ation, and Faraday rotation of the linearly polarized C = 4 c2 J r • exp |-ik(r + R - Z0)]
waves. An induced field component along the y axis

can be visualized to be associated with the induced •sin Iekr + R - Z0)] (17)
Faraday rotation and to result in the depolarization of
the linearly polarized waves. They are summarized In the system of coordinates (see Figure 3) used to
as follows. evaluate (17), r = (x + y 2 + z')1/ 2 and R = [(Z0 -a l)2 + x2 + y2l/ . Since Z, Zo - z >> (x- + y')" is
Phase shift assumed, therefore, r - z + (x2 + y2)/2z and R -

/4), 4)\ Z~, ~ F 1f~tj (Z - z) + (x' + v2)/2(Z4 - z) lead to
A4) = Re -- " --- w , L

e 2' 4, Rr r + R - Z, - (x + V)Zo/2z(Zo - z) (18)

cos IE(r + R - /,,) sin Ik(r + R - Z.)] (13) Equation (18) is used to substitute for (r + R - Zo)

Amplitude variation in (17). and Rr iri (17) is simply replaced by z(Z, -
z). The!se approximations are based on the assumption

(E,) (_+ . f+ ..irA() that the outer scale of density irregularities responsi-
InE 2 41 c 2 d Rr hle for the depolarization effect is small comparedI twith the distance between the altitude of density ir-

cos [Fk(r + R - Z,,)I co% iI(r + R - Z,)1 (14) regularities and the receiver. This assumption also

38
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assures forward scattering with small angles of de- on the coordinate differences x - - x,. =Y

viation. - y, and ( = - z,. Moreover, only statistically
The variance of Afl or (EJE) over space can be, isotropic density irregularities are considered. In this

therefore, approximated as case the autocorrelation functions are only functions
oa" (AfJr))(Af r"))* of (q2 + T12 + 0112.

M2~ C_'Z Z - j( - '
"-' .( r ( - z1)(Z0 - z2) 3.1. Density irregularities with power law spectra

co[k(x, + yI)Zo k(x' + y')Zo] For isotropic density irregularities of power law
[2z(Z - z,) 2z.(Z0 - z2)J type, the autocorrelation function is taken to be

[ek(x ~ Vikzo + y-')Z,, IV N _))=(W'2sin . sin ( + 19) • (x A (r ) +
2z,(ZO - [, 2Z2(ZO - Z2) exp t -I (k2 + .9 2 /2

where ((4f .(r,))(fv(r,))) is the autcorrelation func- where ((Af 2)) corresponds to the mean square fluc-
tion of density irregularities. To carry out the inte-- .'..tuations of ionization density and I is the correlation

- .-* • gration in (19), it is convenient to make the following...- length. The integration in (21) over t and -q can be
coordinate transformation: conveniently evaluated with the transformation of (t,

= - X1 I)' - Y2 = - 2 - q) into the polar coordinates (t, (b), namely.

X l/2(x, +x) 1 = l/2(Y, + yv) (20) f d f dqG exp +l-( 2 
+ +2

Z = 1/2(z, + z,)

% Integrating (19) over X and Y from -: to +0 leads •sin {G(k2 + "qX)1 = ff dt
..... to to f°.o__ VwV._ "exp l-I-'(IGI)'/2(t + IGIC( '2)] sin (t) (22)

-=16.(l - (X))'2 a dZ _ dC Although the general analytic solution of (22) can-
a not be obtained, an approximate form that is appro-

f Cpriate for the case of ki >> I is shown in the appendix,,J" d-il d ((Af (r,))(Af,v(r 2))*)tob
T. f to be

• 12G(O) sin JG(O)(k
2  

+ - 2)l - G(e) sin JG(E)t(- + 'n)) dt exp l -'(IG)- "2 (t + IGI 2)I/2j sin ()

- G ( -E ) sin IG ( - ) ( 2  + 2)l} (2 1 )

where =-exp(-I)(l - !tG-" 2) (23)

G(t) = Zk{2(2Z - Z,) - 4tlZZ, - Z2 - (C/2)'1}-' Since G 2 - kl >> I, the second term in parenthe-
ses of (23) is less than the first one by an order of

where (kl) 2 . However. if the second term in (23) is ne-
glected, the integration in (21) over t and -q cancels

0. and thus (1112) = 0. This indicates that the depolari-
The form of the autocorrelation function has to be zation of satellite signals, if any. is a second order

determined for the further evaluation of (21). Two ionospheric effect.
* .. ,types of power spectra are assumed for density irreg- Using the identity of integration given by (23), 121)

ularities: (I) power law type and (2) Gaussian type, yields
which have been seen to be assoc;ated respectively
with the early and the late phases of density irregu- (1111) - dZ
larities in the observation of satellite scintillation (
.Basu et al., 19801. -""2

For simplicity, density irregularities are assumed J d I 'I2(2Z-
to be generated by spatially homogeneous processes.
The antocorrelatio, finction., thcrclore, depend only " {l # 2(//,. / ((/2)1/2/ - ,,)I

44,
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+ l 2(-2(Z4, - - ( /2)%/(2Z - Z0 ), Therefore, the outer scale length so termed here may
- 2141'/'} exp (-1-'%J) (24) refer to that portion of irregularity power spectrum.

% At Ascension Island. the Faraday rotation mea-
It is quite clear in (24) that (!II) = 0 if the terms surements were made at an elevation angle of 800,

involving E in the integrand are mucr le.. tj,ai l "..: n.,aaely, x = 10' in (27). If the thickness of density
assume that e2[ZZ0 - Z 2 - (/2):1/(22 - Z0) 2ed irregularities is taken to be 200 km and the ambient
is comparable to 1 , l, where d is the distance be- plasma frequency is taken to be 18 MHz, (27) shows
tween the receiver and the mean altitude of density that 0.33% rms fractional fluctuations of ionization
irregularities. Then density can cause appreciable polarization fluctua-

"_-',. I- 2ed cos f (25) tions of 136-MHz signals, i.e., (Il/' = 0.1, and that
0- % 2d(ff)2(lf)( I 1.65% ionization density fluctuations may result in

can be used to determine the outer scales of irregu- large depolarization effect, i.e., (1112)1/2 = 0.5.
larities that are responsible for the 136-MHz Faraday Similarly, ((Aj)) and (ln(E/E,)2 ) can be derived
polarization fluctuations, from (13) and (14), respectively, as

Neglecting ; in the braces of (24) and replacing the 4rs (2(( 2 )  N'((AN/N)2)X'1D sec )(/(I N ],) (28)
limits of integration ±D sec X by ±-, since D >> 1,
we can easily carry out the integration of (24) over and
. and obtain

_(A_2 1,, ([in(E'/E)]) Dk sec X(kd)12'  (29)

(1112) = k2((f")2 ) d Z(,7Z, - Z)] (26) RR (1 - ( s ecxd) 29
2(1- Z0K

where I represents the scale sizes of density irregu-
Because a >> D, the integral in (26) can be simply larities that cause the phase fluctuation of VHF sat-

represented by the product of the interval of integra- ellite signals, r,(-2.82 x 10-'5m) is the classical
tion and the integrand wherein all Z's are replaced by electron radius, and X the wavelength of VHF signals.
Z,,, where Z, is the distance between the satellite and
the mean altitude of density irregularities. We finally 3.2. Density irregularities with Gaussian spectra
obtain the following result )'-'." ~~~~~~~~I IV/( t) A r ) * ( ] )) exp [ _ -( + 12. + )

- 2(1 - -, (ckd) D sec x (27) (30)

During the current solar maximum period, total is the autocorrelation function used to represent the

electron contents (TEC's) as large as 100 units (I unit density irregularities with Gaussian spectra. In situ
= 1016 m - 2 ) have been frequently measured at As- measurements indicate that Gaussian spectra are as-

cension Island. This indicates a large F, maximum sociated with the late developed phase of irregularities

- plasma density N, (= 100 units/250 km -,: 4.1 X 102 z  with a correlation length of 1 km jBasu et al.. 1980].
m , where 250 km is the assumed slab thickness of Therefore, I is taken to be I km in (30). Substituting

the ionosphere), namely, a large ambient plasma fre- (30) into (21) and integrating with respect to k and

quency (- 18 MHz). lonograms obtained at Ascen- TI, we obtain

sion Island from airborne measurements also indicate ( )X
large f1F, between 16 MHz and 20 MHz (E. Weber (J1l) = k'(Af_- ) dZ d;
and J. Moore, private communication, 1981). -

%, ,.,4 IffN = 18 MHz, 0", = 1.5 MHz, and d = 600 km exp (-I-''){2F(O) - F() - F(-e) (31)
are used in (25), the polarization fluctuations of 136-
MHz satellite signals received at Ascension Island where
(0 =52') turns out to be caused by density irregu-
larities with an 'outer scale length' of <200 m. It is F@) --=,)-7-7, - - (/2))

interesting to note that recent rocket (Rino et al., I t - Z Z kl
19811 and satellite in situ JBasu et al., 19811 mea-
surements at F region heights show a break in spectral (32)
slope generally around several hundre.d mee-s. 'Vhere t ,..
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Since 2t(2Z - Zo)/Zokl2 is of the order of 2/k! - 4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
7.0 x 10-4 and 4Z(Z0  _ Z)/Zkl 2 of the order of In this paper, wave scattering by density irregular-
4Ed/kl 2 - 5.0 x 10 - , F(0) and F(±E) have the gen- ities with power law spectra has been proposed as the
eral expression of (1 + 82)-l with 6 << 1, which can

82) process for causing the intense and fast fluctuations-" "" be well approximated as (1I 8) The expression inb"'the we appoximated s, (1e epriton in of the SIRIO 136-MHz signals received at Ascension
the braces of (31) is, consequently, simplified to be Island. Based on the above analysis, the following
2[4eZ(Z0 - Z)/Zkl 2 ]f. Straightforward integration of Is can Be un the na te olden

S(31) over and Z leads to things can be understood: (1) the nature of density
(31) over -and(Z leads toirregularities that result in the polarization fluctua-

(I12) = 4-nrd 2((AIN/N) 2)(1 -fD )(fl)d) tions of satellite signals, (2) why the polarization fluc-

2. tuations of 136-MHz signals has a close correlation
see x Cos 0  (33) with the occurrence of the L band scintillation, (3)

Substituting into (33) the same parameters as used in why the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz signals
the case of power law type irregularities shows that has only been seen at locations near the equatorial
unrealistically large density fluctuations are required anomaly crests, and (4) the frequency limit beyond
for causing the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz which density irregularities will not affect signifi-
signals, namely ((AN/NV) 2) 11 2 = 843% for (112)1/2 = cantly the polarization vector of satellite signals.
0. 1 and (AN/N) 2 )" = 4215% for (1112) = 0.5. A rea- We have already shown that the polarization fluc-
sonable ionospheric density depletion (((AN/N) 2 ) '12 ) tuations of 136-MHz satellite signals result from the
with Gaussian spectra is about a few percentage wave scattering by density irregularities whose power

points, say 5%. According to (33), the ambient spectra exhibit power law rather than Gaussian dis-

plasma frequency must be as high as 65 MHz so that tribution. In situ measurements [Basu et al., 19801
the Gaussian type of irregularities is able to cause the show that, while density irregularities have relatively
appreciable depolarization (i.e., (1112)112 0.1) of flat power spectra obeying a power law slope in their
136-MHz signals. Such a high ionospheric plasma early phase, density irregularities in their late phase
frequency is, however, unrealistic under the normal are seen to have a sharp slope essentially character-
conditions. istic of a Gaussian distribution. This indicates that,

The derivation of ((Ad )2) and (ln(E'/ER) 2 ) can be during the change of power spectra from power law
easily done in the case of Gaussian type irregularities, to Gaussian types, relatively short-scale (say, less
They are than I km) density irregularities decay. As shown in

*. 2 (25), the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz satel-
i( n/

2
1

2rN 2 ((AN/N) 2 ) lite signals turns out to be caused by those short-scale
4(1 - (fk)2 2 JIX) + A01) (34)( (- Jdensity irregularities with an outer scale length less

than about 200 m.
and Density irregularities with scale lengths of a few

i X- 2 (N hundreds of meters are responsible for the L bandd ' , f" . 1t 2 1x 2 r 2, N ( (A N /N ) )
([ln(E,/E,)J) = {J(0) - J(Il)} scintillation. Therefore, the L band scintillation is notexpected during the late phase of density irregularities

(35) characterized with Gaussian spectra, indicating the
% wherdecaying of short-scale density irregularities. Obser-

where vations of the 257-MHz scintillation at Ascension Is-
(4 D ft. land in the presence and absence of the L band scin-

(x) J dz! I [x4Z(Z1 - Z)/Zok 2ll' - 1 tillation. indeed, indicate the characteristic increasing

of the correlation lengths of the 257-MHz signals
whcre (Basu et at., 19811. That both the L band scintillation

X~ = 0. and the polarization fluctuations of the 136-MHz sig-
nals are caused by relatively short-scale density irreg-Equations (34) and (35) can be reduced, respectively, ularities is likely to account for the coexistence of

from the (26) and (27) of Yeh and Liu 1 19671. wherein these two phenomena.
J(F) reduces to J(0). since F 10 a for the 136-Mliz The ambient plasma density (N) and the propaga-

e wave propagation. tion angle (0) are the most location dependent param-

14
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, Fig. 4. Fractional fluctuations (((AN/N))" 2) of the plasma density N versus the outer scale lengths I of density
irregularities or the ambient plasma density N. as required to cause the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz
satellite signals at Ascension Island. Scale (A) for (111)/2 = 0. 1, scale (B) for (1i2)1/2 = 1.0.

eters. As mentioned before, the ambient plasma den- ((AN/N) 2 )f5(cos 0)1/2 in (27) requires that ((AN/N)2)
sity measured at locations near the Appleton anomaly at Natal be larger than that at Ascension Island by
crests may be larger than those at other equatorial lo- 35.6 times to cause the same level of 136-MHz po-
cations by a factor of 2-4 during the solar maximum larization fluctuations, i.e., ((AN/N) 2 )"2 = 10% for
period [Rastogi, 1966; Aarons et al.. 19811. Let us ([=2)1/2 0.5. This example shows clearly that low
look at the possibility of observing the 136-MHz po- ambient plasma densities and large propagation an-
larization fluctuations near the magnetic equator, gles at the magnetic equator make it impossible to
e.g., Natal, Brazil (geographic coordinate 5.85*S, observe the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz sat-
35.23*W, 9.6*S dip). ellite signals at equatorial locations except near the

The propagation angle at Natal is about 800 (cf. 52' anomaly crests.
at Ascension Island). If the ambient plasma frequency In (25), 1 acf,' a N indicates that, in an environment
at Natal is taken to be 10 MHz (cf. 18 MHz at As- of high ambient plasma density, density irregularities
cension Island),f, cos 0 obtained at Natal is less than with longer scale lengths can also be involved in pro-
that at Ascension Island by a factor of 1.5. There- ducing the polarization fluctuations of satellite sig-
fore, according to I o f cos 0 in (25), the density nals. ElImin; tingI f'om (25) an-' 127) yields
irregularities causing the polarization fluctuations of
136 MHz signals at Natal, if any, have an outer scale ((AN/N))" /2 = C(j12)nl-s/4 (36)
shorter than 20 m (cf. 2() m at Ascension Island).
On the other hand, since the ratio off f(cos 0)/2 at where C = 4(fl/f)dk- 1

/
4(D see X)- e/ Cos 0 _ 16.5

N a ta l to th a t a t A s c e n s io n Is la n d is 3 5 .6 (!Pl ) o f r th e g -y ,e d i ,-,- " ' " . . sc n s io n

.4
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APPENDIX: AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
OF f,, dt exp I-I '(1Gl)"'(t + iG 2) ' sin (f)

f M For GI2 - k1, which is much greater than one
as assumed, the integrand in (22), i.e., exp

(+GI)- IGI 2)' 21 sin (r) can oscillate for
many cycles before it dies out. As illustrated in Figure
5, only the unhatched area does not vanish and rep-
resent the approximate integration of (22).

Integration by parts twice in (22) yields

Fig. 5. Plot off(t) = exp [- -'(G)-"/( + IGi 2V'I2 sin (t) for 1 tI
GI2 >> 1. The unhatched area represents approximately the inte- dt exp l--'(GI)" 2(f + iGlc2)"21 sin (t)

gration of f(t) over t from 0 to a2

= exp (-I'I-%) - dt sin (t)

Island: d = 600 km, D = 200 km. fl = 1.5 MHz.

f = 136 MHz, 0 = 52 °, and X = 100. It is clear from cxp l-1-'(IG) 1 /2(t + IGi 2)/ 2I (Al)

the plotting of (36) in Figure 4 that, in the presence Since exp l--'(GI) "(t + IG1 2)1/21 vanishes effec-
of density irregularities, high ambient plasma density tively at distances of the order of the correla-
provides the favorable environment for the VHF po- tion length, the double differentiation of exp
larization fluctuations to occur. This may explain why [-1_'(IG)-'12(t + IGJ 2) "2 with respect to t may be
the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz signals has approximated by
been frequently observed at Ascension Island during
the current solar maximum period. max {exp I-I-'(IG)-"2 (t + IGJC')"J2f/G"14

For illustration, the frequency limit beyond which
density irregularities cannot cause significant polari- = exp (-l-Igi)/G 2 4  (A2)
zation fluctuations of satellite signals is loosely de- Sin (t) in (Al) may be represented approximately by
fined as that at which (112)1/2 = 0.1 requires 1% of the parabolic function (t)'I2.The integral in (Al) can
density fluctuation under the aforesaid ionospheric therefore be approximated as
condition. This frequency is determined as 235 MHz
from (27), and the outer scale length of density ir- dt sin (t)±exp Ih-I-'([GI-/2(t + IG14)'1I
regularities is determined as 28 m from (25). 1 at2

It should be pointed out that the theory of single
wave scattering discussed in this paper cannot explain GI2 (1G1! 2)/ 2 exp (-I-'Igl)/G 2l
the observed saturated amplitude scintillations of 136- = exp (-I-I)/(G)'I2l (A3)
MHz signals. It is well known that the saturation of
VHF amplitude scintillation is attributed to multiple Substituting (A3) into (Al) leads to the approxi-
scattering. Therefore, deductions of the present the- mate form of (22) for G12 >> I, namely,
ory for the amplitude scintillation may not be true.
The validity of single scatter approximation as applied 1 d sin () exp l-i(IGI-" 2[t + GIC 211/2

to the problem of polarization fluctuations can be jus- o

tified [Lee. 19811. Multiple scattering is expected to exp (-l-'I)l I - I-U(IGI)-" (A4)

give rise to the saturation of polarization fluctuations
in the presence of large density irregularities. How- Indeed, that the approximate form in (A4) carries the
ever, the effect of multiple scattering does not impose right functional relationship with G and 1 is confirmed
significant quantitative changes in the results derived by the exact integration in (22) for = 0.
from the theory of single wave scattering. Simple%rmteter fsnl aesatrn.Sml Acknowledgments. Comments from C. L. Rino and K. C. Yeh
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High Resolution Topside In Situ Data of Electron Densities
and VHF/GHz Scintillations in the Equatorial Region

SUNANDA BASU AND SANTIMAY BASU

Emmanuel Colleye. Boston. Massachusetts 02115

J. P. MCCLURE AND W. B. HANSON

University of Texas at Dallas. Richardson. Texas 75080

H. E. WHITNEY

Air Frce Geophysics Laboratory, Ilanscom AFB. Massachusetts 01731

Coordinated in situ measurements of high-resolution (spatial resolution 35 m) irregularity structures in

the topside ionosphere using the retarding potential analyzer I RPA) on the A E-E satellite and scintillation
measurements using the geostationary satellite Marisat transmissions at 257 MHz and 1.54 GHz from
Ascension Island were made in December. 1979 during the recent solar maximum period. The in situ
irregularity spectra could be classilied into two categories: those having or not having spectral breaks. The
first category of spectra is characterized by two spectral indices: one above and the other below a
scale-length that lies typically between 500 m and I km. The spectral index in the long scale-length end (10
km to - I kin) varies between - I to - 1.5, whereas the index in the short scale-length end( - I km to 70 m)
is between -3 to -3.5. In the second category, the power law spectral index of the irregularities ranges
between - 2 to - 2.5 over the entire scale-length range of 70 m to 10 kin. The in situ measurements reveal
that in the early evening hours, the E-W gradient scale-lengths can be as small as 35 m. the sampling
interval of the RPA instrument. In the pre-midnight and post-midnight hours, the gradient scale length
becomes larger, but scale lengths of several hundred meters are frequently encountered. The temporal
variation of 1.54-GHz scintillation magnitudes are found to track the E-W bubble structure. scintillations

being minimum when the ray traverses the center and large when it crosses the eastern and western walls of
the bubble. On the other hand. scintillations at 257 MHz remain saturated during an encounter with a
bubble and focussing is often observed, but the autocorrelation interval tracks the bubble structure, being
large when the ray path is deep within the bubble where the perturbation is weaker. The power spectra of
weak 1.54-GHz scintillations are found to be consistent with the predictions of weak scatter theory based
on irregularities having the observed in situ spectra. Signilicant differences are noted in the spectra of
strongly scattered 257-MHz scintillations. In this case the decorrelation bandwidth extends beyond 1 Hz,
and the spectral slope of the transitional portion of the spectrum becomes as steep as - 6. The moderate to
strong GHz scintillations sometimes show a dual slope power spectrum with the lower frequencies
exhibiting a slope of - 1.5 and the higher frequencies showing a slope of - 5.5. The observations of steep
structures in irregularities with scale-length of a few hundred meters near midnight, implying relatively
slow erosion of sharp gradients are discussed in terms of plasma processes in the topside ionosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION pling interval) satellite in situ data have shown that in the early

The subject of nighttime equatorial F region irregularities phase, the bottomside irregularity spectra exhibit shallow
reeived a tremendous boost when the collisional Rayleigh- slopes due to steep spatial structures, whereas in the late phase

Taylor instability with field-line integration was proposed erosion of these steep structures lead to spectra with steeper

(Balsley et al., 1972, Haerendel, 1974] to explain the occurrence slopes [Buu et al., 1980]. High-resolution ( - 15 m) rocket data

of irregularities on both the bottomside and topside of the were the lirst to show that under certain conditions the vertical

equatorial F region. Since then an enormous amount of new wave number spectrum has different spectral slopes in different

information on multi-technique experiment, theory and nu- scale length regimes [Rin, ei al., 1981: Keller c al.. 1982].

merical simulations of these irregularities have become avail- Livinyston et al. [ 19811 showed that while the average one-
able. in this rapidly developing field, reviews having various dimensional index for intermediate scale ( - several tens of km

theoretical and/or experimental orientations followed in quick to few km) equatorial irregularities is near - 2. it varies system-

succession (Farley, 1974; Aarons. 1977, 1982; Basu and Kelley atically with changing perturbation strength. Earlier measure-

1977. 1979, Fejer and Kelley. 1980. Ossakow. 1979, 1981; ments. on the other hand, generally associated a uniform k-'

Kelley and McClure, 1981. Basu and Basu, 1981: Yeh and Liu, one-dimensional in situ irregularity wave number spectrum

1982]. While there is agreement now on some of the basic facts with equatorial spread F from satellite data [Dyson et al.. 1974]

regarding generation of these irregularities and their effects on and with bottomside spread F using rocket data [Kelley et al..

radiowave propagation, many details regarding the nature of 1976; Mor.se- et ,i., 1977]. Moreover. theoretical analyses of the

irregularity waveforms in the F region and their spectral forms nonlinear saturaiton of the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
remain unsolved. For instance, high-resolution f~ 35 m sam- hility also predict a k spectral density function [Chaturvedi

4nd tsakow. 1977]. In fact. any electron density data that is
Copyright 1983 by the American Geophysical Union. dominated by steep structures will give rise to a power law

Paper number 2A 1738. spestrtim with ak ' slope [Costa and Kelley, 19781.

0148-227/83/002A-173gS5.00 The rockel measurements presented by Rino et al. [1981]
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DEC 15. 1979

002520 002642 002850 003058 003306 UT

21 87 22 23 22 77 2332 23 86 MLT
- -1037 - II 92 -1381 -14.70 -14.30 DIP LAT

-3375 -2868 -2118 -13 79 -6 49 LONG

6 .'.p 0 ( W _

-_*. = ".. AE -E * 22759
C 435 lm ALT

Z o

'5-- - 6

. 5 
AE-E 022760

, 435 km ALT.

1020540 020748 020956 021204 021412 UT
3.79 034 088 1 43 1 98 MLT

'-402 -524 -560 -500 -334 DIP LAT
1-3207 -2482 -1759 -10.36 -3.08 LONG

lI I I

Fig. I. Ion concentration data obtained by the ion-drift meter on board Atmosphere Explorer-E during orbits 22759
and 22760 in the Ascension Island longitude sector on December 15, 1979. The depletions or bubbles marked I and I'
represent the same structure detected at two different local times. The points marked A, B, C, D are shown in high resolution
in Figures 4a -4d. The magnetic local time (MLT), dip latitude (DIPLAT), and geographic longitude (LONG) for the two
orbits are indicated at the top and bottom respectively.

and Kelley e al. (19821 while providing information on both by the coordinated GHz/VHF scintillations in section 3. These
topside and bottomside spectra were confined to data obtained results are discussed in section 4. The implications of the in situ

" from a brief, single data set. The rocket was moreover launched measurements on scintillation theory and short-scale irregu-
near local midnight into conditions that can be characterized as larity generation are pointed out.
an equatorial spread F decay phase [Rino et al., 1981]. The
satellite measurements [Basu et al., 1980]. though made during
various phases of irregularity evolution, were at relatively low 2. IN SITU MEASUREMENTS
altitudes (- 270 km) and thus probably sampled only the bot- We shall discuss the high-resolution (- 35-m sampling) retar-
tomside in the early phase of irregularity generation when the ding potential analyzer ion density measurements obtained

' equatorial F layer has been raised by electrodynamic forces. during four AE-E orbits in the vicinity of Ascension Island
The object of the current paper is to present a fairly large during the coordinated campaign referred to above. To put the
number of high resolution AE-E retarding potential analyzer high-resolution measurements in perspective the AE-E low-
(RPA) measurements [Hanson et al., 19731 of irregularity wave- resolution (-4 kin) ion-drift meter plots of ion densities are
forms and their spectra near the F peak and in the immediate shown in Figures I and 2. In the F region, because of charge
topside obtained during the current solar maximum period in neutrality the ion densities are essentially equal to the electron
December 1979 at an altitude of 435 km. It is these regions densities. All 4 orbital tracks (orbit numbers 22759, 22760.
containing the highest plasma density that mostly affect radio 22790, and 22791) are plotted on a map of the region in Figure
wave propagation channels in the microwave frequency range. 3 (almost all ocean except Ascension Island itself) to show the
We were fortunate enough on one occasion to observe a patch relative positions of the tracks with respect to the magnetic

% of scintillation at 1.54 GHz from Ascension Island (dip lat equator and the scintillation observation subionospheric (at
14.4"S) centered near the exact time that the AE-E satellite 400-km altitude) point (7.4°S; 14.4°W) indicated as ASC IS
passed very close to the ionospheric intersection point of the (MAR) for the Ascension Island site looking at the Marisat
scintillation ray path [Basu et al., 1981]. Thus we are able to satellite parked at 15'W.
present for the first time coordinated measurements of GHz The slight discrepancies in the dip latitude numbers between
intensity scintillation spectra and corresponding topside irregu- Figures 1 and 2 when compared with Figure 3 arise from the
larity spectra. The AE-E data were obtained as part of a special fact that the former two diagrams use the dip latitude as
coordinated experiment at Ascension Island when the Air obtained at the height of the satellite AE-E, while the latter
Force Geophysics Laboratory Airborne Ionospheric Observa- diagram uses dip latitudes as obtained at the surface of the
tory was also making airglow measurements with TV all-sky earth. A short explanation is necessary regarding the manner in
imaging photometers at 6300 A and 7774 A [Weher et al., which Figures I and 2 have been put together. Figure I has
1982J. The imaging system was able to follow the individual been constructed by lining up a specific bubble marked I and I'
depletions or bubbles (McClure et al.. 1977] observed by AE-E on the two AE-E orbits occurring on the night of December 15.
for several hours so that by using successive orbits of AE-E The idntity of the Iibhbb on th,- v , 0iits was established by

_%... data we were able to follow the spectral evolution associated the continuous tracking of the airglow depletion associated
with the long-lived individual bubbles. The plan of this paper is with the bubble first seen at 0030 UT on the Ascension Island
t10 Preent the in situ AE-E measurements in section 2 followed meridian by the airborne 6300 A all sky TV imaging photome-
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DEC 17, 1979

'a003441 003558 003806 004014 004222 004430 UIT
21 95 22.29 2283 2337 23.92 047 MLT
-576 -6.22 - 745 -788 -708 -534 DIP LAr
-3489 -3054 -23.25 -1601 -878 -154 LONG

5'- AE-E *22790
434 km ALT

24

005 434 km ALT.

021558 021806 022014 022222 022430 UT
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Fig. 2. The same as in Figure I but for orbits 22790 and 22791 on December 17, 1979. The depletions or hubbles marked I I
and II' represent the same structure on this night.
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'a Fig, 3. AE-F. orbits 22759, 22760.,22790. and 22791 shown on a map of the Asixnsaon Wsand longitude sector. The point
marketd ASC IS (MAR) locates the sub-ionospheric (400 km) intersec-tion of 'he ray path from the Marisat satellite located at
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Fig. 4a. A 3-s sample of high-resolution RPA data of relative amplitudes obtained on AE-E orbit 22759 near point A
indicated on Figure 1. The irregularity amplitude (SIGMA), the ion concentration (NI) at the beginning of the data interval,
the satellite altitude (ALT). the sine of the angle between the magnetic field (B) and the satellite velocity (V) vectors, the
dip angle (DIP). geographic longitude (LONG). and the universal time (UT) are indicated on the diagram. Note the
sharp gradient at the western edge of bubble marked 1.

S.ter [Weber et al., 1982]. An exactly similar method was used in unsuitable for spectral analysis. It was chosen primarily to
constructing Figure 2 where the bubbles 1I and II' were aligned, show the boundary between a stable and an unstable region in
the bubble (11) tracked in this case appearing first at 0040 UT. the topside ionosphere. The very high unperturbed ambient ion
On both nights the AE-E orbits were essentially circular at density of 3.3 x 10' cm-3 shows that AE-E was near h.,F or
435-km altitude. in the immediate topside of the F region. The aircraft digisonde

Two features are immediately apparent from these diagrams. showed that the bottom of the F region at Ascension Island was
One is that the earlier local time bubbles tend to be more highly 250 km at this time (cf. Figure 3 of Weber et al. [1982]). The
structured and the second is that fewer bubbles are observed relative amplitude in the diagram signifies AN/N, where AN is
(i.e., there are larger undisturbed regions between them) as one the change in ion concentration from the ion concentration (N)
moves to higher I. shells or away from the dip equator. Further, at the beginning of a 3-s interval. The numbers at the top
by combining with Figure 3, one notes that the ambient den- right-hand side of the diagram denote the square root of the
sities are higher for the orbits that are closer to the southern variance from the least-squares linear trend of the data ex-

..' crest of the Appleton anomaly than those which pass near the pressed as a percentage (SIGMA%), the ion concentration per
magnetic equator. It has been shown earlier that the Appleton cm (NI) at thebeginning of the 3-s interval, the angle be-
anomaly persists late into the evening hours in this longitude tween the satellite velocity (V) and magnetic field vector (B), as
sector [Aarons et al., 1981]. As far as scintillations are con- well as the parameters that signify the satellite altitude and
cerned, the AE orbits occurred at such a time that we can location.
match up a specific bubble with a specific scintillation patch The second sample (lower panel of Figure 4b) was obtained 6
only in the midnight to post midnight sectors. s later and shows structure on the walls -)f the bubble (since the

The rest of this section will be concerned with a discussion of density of 1.9 x l0' cm 3 at the starting point of the data is so
the high-resolution waveforms and spectra that were obtained close to the ambient value). It is such structure that is most
from the orbits shown in Figures I and 2. The high-resolution probably responsible for the scintillation at GHz frequencies as
spectra were obtained from 3-s samples of N, data from the was also hypothesized earlier by Costa and Kelley [1976]. To
R PA at a sampling interval of 4.45 ms, which is approximately obtain the spectrum shown in the top panel, the data illustrated
equal to 35 m along the orbital track. These four orbits provid- in the lower panel of Figures 4b was linearly detrended, and the
ed 260 such samples (not contiguous, because they were separ- zero mean time series of positive and negative fluctuations AN
ated by -3-s samples of various other RPA observations of from the trend line was obtained. The percentage fluctuations
thermal plasma parameters). Of the 260 samples, approxi- of AN/N, R being derived from the trend line, was subjected to
mately 125 samples contained irregularity amplitudes spectral analysis by both the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and

-. AN/N > 1%. while 135 samples had lower levels of fluctu- maximum entropy (MEM) methods. The FFT program was
ations. Most of these latter samples came from in-between the same as the one used earlier by DYson et al. [1974]. The
bubble regions Icf. Figures I and 2) that appear smooth on the spectra were normalized such that the integral of the fluctu-
low-resolution plots, ation power fS( I JdF over the observed frequency range equals

A sequence of four 3-s RPA samples of irregularity wave- the variance of the original time series of AN/N. The frequency
forms between (X)29:37 0030:50 UT on December 15 associ- (J) scale was converted to irregularity scale length (A) by using
ated with signiticant irregularity amplitudes on orbit 22759 are the relation A =i/J: where t is the satellite velocity. In view of
shown in Figures 4a 4d. These refer to the positions marked A. its geophysical importance, we shall illustrate the power spectra
B, C, and D. respectively, on both the low-resolution AE orbit in terms of irregularity wavelength The dots indicate the spec-
shown in Figure I, as well as on the map in Figure 3. This tral estimates obtained by the FFT technique, and the solid line
particular set was chosen because of the spatial proximity of the represents the MEM spectrum. It should be kept in mind that
satellite orbit to the subionospheric point of the scintillation the above spectrum obtained from in situ data is a one-
measurements that will be discussed in the next section. Figures dimensional power spectrum of AN/IN. The spectrum seems
4b-4d also contain spectra of AN/N computed from the respec- fairly typical of the kind seen in the topside when moderate to

6P 04 tive data samples. Figure 4a clearly shows that the -tellit iargo av.iuplitivie ir7. odiarinz; are ., zr, .d The characteristic
entered the edge of the irregular region to the west of the feature is a break in the spectrum that is most likely to occur at
Ascension Island subionosphric point. The existence of this an irregularity scale-length between 500 m and I km. In this
edge within the 3-s sample makes it nonstationary and hence particular case the break occurs at I km with a slope p, = 0
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Fig. 4h. The lower panel is the same as in Figure 4a except for 3-s sample near point B on Figure 1. The upper panel
shows a power spectrum of the linearly detrended data corresponding to the 3-s sample shown obtained by the FF1T (dots)
and maximum entropy (solid lines) techniques. Note the structure on the bubble wall that gives rise to a power speAum
with two spectral slopes, a long scale-length spectral index p, 0. and short scale length spectral index p, -3.62, with the
spectral break occurring at a scale length of 1 km.

between 10 km and 1 km and a slope p, = - 36between 1 km structures obere near the 20 km mark are etmlysharp

and 70 mn as derived by linear least squares fit to the MEM indeed. The effect of such sharp steplike structures on spectra
spectral estimates, has been discussed by Costa and Kelley [1978]. In fact the

The third sample (Figure 4c) shows irregularity waveforms relative amplitude varies so fast that it is difficult to estimate a
and spectrum observed at point C near the center of the deple- gradient scale length L = [(1/NXdN/dX)] - and only approxi-

tion 12 s after the sample shown in Figure 4b. The waveforms mate upper bounds -200 m can be quoted. The spectrum,
shown are not spectacular because of the compressed linear probably because it is so dominated by sharp structures, shows
scale having increments of 5N between tick marks. Thus the a uniform slope of - 2.4 over the entire scale length range with
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Fig. 4d. The same as in Figure 4a except for 3-s sample near point D on Figure I. Note that this sample is exactly
colocated with the subionosphenc point for observation of the Mansat satellite from Ascension Island. The power spectrum
is defined by two spectral slopes with p= -. 52 andp, = -3.26.

the superposition of a bump centered at 500 m. The irregularity observed for which Ab was less than 500 m even though the
amplitude is very large but the ambient density is so low within spectral range extends to 70 m. Since there is considerable
the first 18 km of path length, that scintillations at GHz fre- interest in the scale length at which the break occurs, we made a
quencies are expected to decrease when the ray path is aligned further study of the range between 500 m and 1 km and found
with such depletions as will be shown in the next section. the percentage occurrence evenly split between 500-750 m and
Further, the fact that such small gradient scale lengths are 750 m-I kn. Since the satellite is travelling perpendicular to
experimentally observed (also cf. Kelley et al. [1982]) has im- the magnetic meridian plane (sin B. V = 1), these are actual
portant implications for short scale irregularity generation and cross-field scale lengths.
eventual decay of such sharp structures in the plasma. We shall The histograms for the percentage occurrence of pi, the long
discuss these points later in the paper. scale length spectral index and p, the short scale length spectral

The last data and spectral sample exhibited in Figure 4 is index are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The top panels in each case
almost exactly matched in latitude and longitude with the show the distributions when all the samples (including those
subionospheric point of the scintillation observations of Maris- without a marked break) are considered while the bottom
at from Ascension Island as shown in Figure 3. Further, from panels show the distribution when only the spectra containing
Figure I and a consideration of ambient densities we see that beaks are considered. Since those without breaks are mostly
this data was obtained from within a shallow bubble that has caused by steep edges and are, therefore, characteristic of data
densities only a factor of 4 reduced from the ambient. The that lack stationarity. we shall only discuss the bottom panels
spectrum is as 'typical' as one can find in a large body of topside of Figures 6 and 7. While there is quite a bit of variability in the
in situ data as the slopes p, = -1.5 and p, = -3.3 exactly
match the most probable values determined from the statistical
study to be presented below. Some sharp structures still exist in
the data (LN - 200 in), and we know from coordinated scintil- 40 1
lation measurements that such irregularity waveforms give rise 3

to GHz scintillation.z 0
A limited statistical study was made of the 125 samples with a

AN/N > 1% obtained during the 4 orbits shown in Figures I SPECTRAL BREAK A
and 2. The idea was to determine the most probable scale to

length at which the break in the slope occurs such as in Figures4b and 4d and to estimate the respective slopes on either side of 0 ,

., ~ the break. Of the total number, approximately 40 spectra had
no breaks and were similar to the one shown in Figure 4c.-
Figure 5 shows a histogram of the percentage occurrence of 00 05 0 5 20 2 3% 4Mk
scale length A at which a break in the spectral siopc" occurs in A

the remaining 85 samples. The most probable scale-length is 5. Histogram %howing percentage occurrence of spectral
between SW) m to I km and a full two-thirds of all samples break, A. as a function of irregularity scale length observed during the
show a break at less than 1.5 km. Not a single spectrum was four AE-F orbit,; shm, non Figure
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Fig, 6. Histogram showing the percent occurrence of different Fig. 7. The same as in Figure 6 for short scale length spectral index

values of long scale length spectral index pl. The top panel shows the P1.
occurrence distribution when all samples with and without breaks are
:onsidered, while the lower panel shows the occurrence when only it while the 0038 UT bubble on December 17 had only 257
those with significant spectral breaks are considered. MHz scintillation associated with it. consistent with its reduced

magnitude ofaverage <AN>.
The bubbles in the pre-midnight and post-midnight time

observed slopes, a p, value of - I to - 1.5 and a p. value frame (discussed above) seem to belong to an intermediate
between -3 to -3.5 seems to best describe a large fraction of stage in the decay phase when topside spectral forms remain
the data set. preserved while the decay of both the spectral intensity of the

As mentioned in the introduction, the all sky TV imaging irregularities and the background concentration takes place.
photometer was able to track a specific bubble on both nights. When the spatial structure of the bubbles in this stage are
Sr;us we were able to compare the spectral characteristics of the compared with those detected earlier in the evening, much

same bubble between approximately 0030 UT and 0212 UT on sharper gradients are Lncountered in the early phase and will be
December 15 that are marked I and I' in Figure I. Similarly, we discussed in section 4. Bas" et al. [1980] discussed such erosion
were also able to compare the features between 0038 UT and of irregularity structures between the early evening hours when
0220 UT on December 17 which arc marked i and Wr in Figure extremely large spatial gradients are observed and the later
'. Actually we did not find any significant changes in spectral stage, which is characterized by much shallower gradients.
hap that we could relate to the age of the bubble within this
!00-min time span around local midnight. On both nights, we
were obviously comparing 2 topside bubbles. What differed 3. VHF/GHz SCINtILLAI'ION MIASURE.MENTS
from pre-midnight to post-midnight phase was the average rms The 257 MHz and the 1.5 Gtlz 1. band scintillation measure-
electron density deviation associated with each bubble. Thus ments made by using the geostationary Marisat satellite on the
the 0030 UT bubble on December 15 was characterized by an night of December 14.-15 from Ascension Island are shown in
average (AN> of 1.7 x 10' cm 3 (obtained by averaging 8 the top panel of Figure 8. The normalized second central
RPA samples within the feature marked I), whereas the 0212 moment of signal intensity S., as defined by Brigqs and Parkin
UT bubble was characterized by an average (AN> of5.4 x 10' [19631, is used to provide a measure of the scintillations. The
cm '. That is, the electron concentration deviation had sub-ionospheric point (at 400 km altitude) for the measure-
become a third of its initial value in approximately I(X) min. ments and its position with respect to the AE orbits are shown
The corresponding numbers for the bubble observed at two in Figure 3. The measurements are made at an elevation angle
different times on December 17 are 8.5 ( 10" cm -' and 2.7 of So0 in the magnetic meridian plane. The dramatic sudden
x 1O' cm '. Again a reduction to one-third the initial value is onset of the first patch occurs in the pre-midnight period at
observed in I(X) nin. It is instructive to note that the 0030 UT 2(XX) LT tlI.T UT - I hour). On this night. two GHz scintil-
hib,# on I)ecImscr -' (;11/ 6.i 1,1l, 1 .i,-ociatcd %,,th Ltiwhi patches %ere observed in association with saturated
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MARSAT ASCNSN SLANO judging by the in situ ambient density level of 3 x lOb cm it. , 1EC .4-5,. ,979

. ... . ..... .....-- - - 2 is obvious that the satellite was sampling the irregularity struc-
tures that were primarily responsible for this sc,nullation patch.

N" .- , It is unfortunate that we do not have one to one correspon-
dence between the first patch and AE data. The AE satellite at

6 the earlier local time was in the Brazilian longitude sector.
However, it is quite clear from the evening portions of the data

" shown in Figure I that the more intense GHz scintillations are
11 associated with bubbles having large depletions that are im-

!L 41 1
I Imerscd in a backgrourc of high ambient electron density. The

,' high-elevation Ascension Island scintillation measurement with----- 4 . the GHz frequency also allows us to establish for the first time

that what looks like one saturated (i.e., S,, > I) scintillation
2 , patch at 257 MHz is made up of several smaller bubbles with

4 . considerable structure associated with the walls. The GHz scin-
E -E.. tillation is reduced when the ray path in the F region goes~ .* ,AE-E

'22r59 through the center of such bubbles as the integrated electron
r density deviation is greatly reduced there, but obviously it isL .54, ON still adequate to cause saturated scintillations at the lower

frequencies. In fact, the observation of S, indices greater than
unity indicating effects of focussing has important ramifications
for the interpretation of scintillation spectra as will be discussed

: " I .-I '"' 2later: A further point to note is that we cannot, with the
scintillation technique, at least, distinguish between differences
in steepness at the eastern and western walls of bubbles as some0 radar studies have shown earlier [Tsunoda. 1981].

4The two bottom panels of Figure 8 show the autocorrelation

/l , interval )to 50% decorrelation at 1.5 GHz and 257 MHz. The
2,¢ 257 MHz scintillation was totally saturated (i.e., S4 _> 1.0) for

\A: ,the duration of both patches on December 14-15 as shown in
.J z4 othe top panel. What is remarkable is that the GHz scintillation

I0 peaks and nulls are correlated one to one with decreased and
Fig. 8. The upper panel shows the temporal variation of 257- and increased values of r, respectively, on both frequencies. In fact,

1541-MHz scintillation observations from Marisat recorded at Asien-
sion Island on the night of December 14-15, 1979. The second scintil- the correlation is even better with T determined from the 257-
lation patch was caused by the eastward drift of the bubble marked I MHz signal. Thus the r values during strong scintillations
on Figure I. The existence of focussing at 257 MHz (S, > I) is clearly provide much further insight into the strength of scattering,

p,:: :. evident for this patch. The two lower panels show the autocorrelation while no additional information can be obtained from the S4
interval r for 50 percent decorrelation observed at 1541 MHz (solid
line) and 257 MHz tchain line). The one to one inverse correlation index at 257 MHz (other than to note its complete saturation).
between increase of S4 at 1541 MHz and decrease of r, particularly at For this night it seems that GHz scintillation is associated with
257 MHz. is noteworthy. r values smaller than 0.6 s at 257 MHz. This one to -- e

relationship remains valid when S, is moderately high nd
;,, 'VHF scintillation patches. The VHF scintillations show fre- deteriorates somewhat at the end of the second patch on )e-

quent effects of focussing [Sinyleton, 1970] with the S4 index cember 14-15 as the strength of scattering weakens consitder-
often achieving values of I.I. There was a somewhat weaker ably. This point will be further discussed in the next section.

% third VHF scintillation patch at 0400 UT on December 15 The width of the bubble that gives rise to the second scii til-
without any measurable GHz scintillation being associated lation patch is 4.5 of longitude as measured by AE-E whic-i is
with it and is thus not shown. The L band signal from Marisat approximately 540 km at the altitude (435 km) of the satel te.
is unfortunately subject to intensity changes usually on the The GHz scintillation event lasts for 60 mins at the S4 > ( 15
order of I dB and is expected to affect the signal statistics ISI = 2 dB) level. From the above, the drift speed of the irre ,u-
during very weak scintillations. Tests on this data channel were larity patch arising from the super-rotation of the nighttine
carried out and it was found that the effect on even the weak equatorial F region [Rishheth, 1971] is derived to be 150 t:/s.

• . .scintillation spectra are minimal, except possibly at the very This agrees well with the average velocity of 131 mis derived by
low frequency end. However. it is for this reason that dotted Weber et al. [1982] by tracking the bubble between 003( to
lines are used in between patches during periods of very weak 0210 UT. When these drift speeds are combined with tl" r
scintillations to indicate possible contamination due to the level values quoted above, then we find that ground dilfraction sc.,es
changes of the signal. at 257 MHz have to be less than 90 m for measurable overh. id

The AE satellite transit over Ascension Island occurred at GHz scintillations to occur. The agreement (between the drift
0030 UT when the second VHF/Gil, patch was being observed velocities derived by the two techniques) further substantiates
as indicated in Figure 8. The in situ data provide irregulatiry our earlier statement that the irregularity structures sampled by
amplitude (AN/NI at one tixed altitude along the propagation the AE-E satellite in an environment of high ambient ionization
path while scintillation effects are caused by the integrated density 3 x 10' cm ') Aas indeed responsible for the scintil-
electron density deviation and hence becomes weighted heavily lattion event observed on the ground.
by structures that exist near the F peak. In this particular case, The scintillation patch structure can be related well to the
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MARISAT ASCENSION ISLAND MARISAT ASCENSION ISLAND
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Fig. 9a Fig. 9b

Fig. 9. (a) The left-hand panel shows four consecutive 3-min samples of 1541-MHz scintillations that were observed on
December 14-15 when the AE-E satellite transited near the subionospheric location of the scintillation measurements. The
right-hand panel shows the respective spectra obtained by the FFT technique. The Fresnel frequency of these weak
scintillation spectra is near 0.3 Hz and the slope is approximately -4.5 over the roll off portions between 0.5-1 Hz. The
sharp spectral feature near 1.5 Hz is caused by the spin of the satellite. 1h) Same as in Figure 9a except scintillations are on
257 MHz. The low frequencies show a lilling in a'I compared to Figure 9a and the de-correlation bandwidth extends beyond
I Hz. The slope over the roll-offportion between 1.5-2.5 Hz steepens to - 5.5.

)verall in situ bubble structure. For instance, during the east- The GHz scintillation spectra corresponding to four con-
, ward drift of the bubble (near 0030 UT on Figure 1) the secutive 3-min samples that are best time and space correlated

scintillation onset (at 0015 UT on Figure 8) had been created with the in-situ AE data samples and spectra shown earlier are
, by the eastern wall of the bubble. The part of the bubble exhibited in Figure 9a. The S4 magnitudes are all in the weak
, - immediately contiguous to this wall is quite shallow so that the intensity scatter regime at the GHz frequency. The spectra are

drop-off in the scintillation intensity immediately prior to 0030 fairly typical of those normally observed in the weak scattering
UT in Figure 8 is not emphasized. Then the deeper bubble regime. They all have a relatively flat to an f at the low-
comes into the ray path and we have a much larger falloff in the frequency end and an./ ' dependence at the high-frequency
scintillation intensity at (X045 UT. We have mentioned earlier end. The high-frequency spectral index was computed by linear
that the total scintillation patch width is consistent with the least squares lit of the power spectral density estimates within
total bubble width on the basis of measured drift velocities for the frequency interval 0.5 to 1.0 Hz, which includes the steepest
the night. Unfortunately, even though total electron content portion of the spectrum. The frequency demarcating these two
measurements were available at Ascension Island by usir.g the regimes is identified with the Fresnel frequency [Rulenach,
Sirio satellite, which is located very close to Marisat, no esti- 19751 and is close to 0.3 lIz for all the cases. With a i 150m s
mate of the overall depk-tion can be made as the pularimeler drift this is equivalent to a scale-length of 500 m. This is close to
records at 136 MH/ arc totally sitiated by fast polari/ation the 1resnel dimension expected for overhead measurements at

lucltttons aIS discussed 'w, 'K'( er at, r 18'21 , Frequcncy of 1.54 (iFi;. We have seen in section 2 that the
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Fig. 10. The upper and lower panels show respectively the temporal variation of 1541 MHz and 257 MHz scintillations
from Marisat recorded at Ascension Island on the night of December 16-17, 1979. The second scintillation patch at 257
MHz was caused by the eastward drift of the bubble marked II on Figure 2. The crosses on both panels represent the

l ,:respective autocorrelation intervals t for 509% decorrelation.

break in the in situ spectra occurs at scale lengths > 500 m. The observed in the premidnight period. Obviously the 257 MHz
roll off portions of the spectra under weak scatter conditions scintillations are driven far into saturation and the 18 Hz
are thus expected to be consistent with p,. We have round that sampling rate is quite inadequate to resolve the variation of r
the most probable value of p, is between - 3 to - 3.5. Thus with scattering strength as was done on the night of December
given the uncertainties in the spectral measurements of both 14-15. In Figure 10, in contrast to the situation shown in
kinds the observed spectral slope of approximately f-, is Figure 8, the S, indices at VHF do not attain values greater

-. 4/.. consistent with the predictions of weak scatter theory [Cronyn, than unity. The most likely reason is the inability of the receiv-
* */ 19701. It should be noted that the narrow spectral peak at a ing system to respond to the extremely fast fadings that limited

frequency near 1.5 Hz is associated with the spin of the satellite, the signal excursions and rendered the data unsuitable for
The four corresponding VHF scintillation samples and their spectral analysis. The AE transit 22790 occurs in the Ascension

spectra are shown in Figure 9b. The scintillation magnitudes Island sector when the second 257 MHz scintillation patch was
(S, > I) of all these samples place them in the focussing regime. being observed and the one to one correspondence is with the
The spectra all show a filling in of the low-frequency part and a bubble marked II in Figure 2. No GHz scintillation is associ-
spectral steepening of the roll off portions when compared with ated with it in keeping with the reduced (AN> associated with
their respective GHz counterparts. The slopes in this case are this bubble as discussed in section 2. The r values pertaining to
obtained over the frequency interval of 1.5 -2.5 Hz as the break this second patch of the evening at 257 MHz varies between 0.9
point in the spectrum (which can no longer be identified with and 1.8 s, which are approximately an order of magnitude
the Fresnel frequency) extends beyond I Hz. The ramifications larger than those associated with the first patch. This agrees
of this Gaussian roll off together with the focussing effect with the earlier statement that measurable GHz scintillations
observed will be discussed in the next section and an estimate of are expected to be associated with r values smaller than 0.6 s.
the phase perturbations under which such steepening occurs Incidentally, the average drift measured by optically tracking
will be provided, the 0040 bubble up to 0200 UT on the next AE orbit provides

For comparison with the second night's in situ data, we show us with an eastwar Jlift speed of 12F m s - a value very close
op- Pin Figure 10 the scintillations on 1.54 GHz and 257 MHz to that observed on December 14-15.
"".' observed at Ascension Island on the night of December 16-17 Finally, we present in Figure I I four 3-min samples of satu-
*.. .4and the respective autocorrelation intervals r to 0.5 decorrela, rated (samples I and 4) and moderate (samples 2 and 3) GHz

tion. On this night periods of saturated GHz scintillations are scintillation data and their spectra. There are significant differ-
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ences between these spectra and those presented in Figure 9a. in situ and scintillation data can be improved, at least as far as
' The spectra show a two component structure with the spectral the scale length of the break is concerned, if a higher drift

slope p, being shallow (- -1.5) between 0.25 to 0.55 Hz for velocity - 250 m s I is assumed. Earlier spaced receier drift
samples 2 and 3 and between 0.25 and 0.85 Hz for samples I measurements by Basu et al. [ 1980] have shown that a factor of
and 4. At higher frequencies up to 2 Hz the slopes p, are quite 2 enhancement in E-W drifts is not uncommon. particularI. in
steep. being - -5.5. the evening hours. In this regard, we wish to point out that the

Since the spectral slopes remain the same under both moder- two-component spectral structure is not always evident in
% ate and strong scattering, it is tempting to associate this two- Ascension Island GHz data. but in general the roll off portions

% '.component scintillation spectrum with the two-component in can be described by a single steep slope varying between -
situ spectrum discussed in section 2. However, if we a .sume the and -6.
average drift speed of 128 m s estimated by the airglow
technique then the frequency of 0.25 Hz corresponds to -500 4. DiscussioNs

m scale length. Thus the entire two component structure is After attempting many equatorial campaigns with the collab-
found to occur at scale lengths shorter than 500 m with the oration of many different individuals and organtzations. it is
steepening being observed at scale lengths - 250 m and shorter. gratifying to note that we were finally able to obtain spatially
The in situ data, on the other hand, generally shows the steep- and temporally correlated topside in situ irregularity and GHz
ening to occur at scale lengths near 500 m. Further, only a small scintillation data, in spite of Murphy's Law! This enabled us to
fraction t- 5%, cf. Figure 7) shows steep in situ slopes between make a careful comparison of the features of in situ spectra and
-4 to -4.5, corresponding to the approximately -5.5 slope unsaturated intensity scintillation spectra, the need for such a
observed in the scintillation data. The agreement between the comparison having been recognized many years ago [Ru/enach,

1975: Basu et al., 1976].
MARISAT ASCENSION ISLAND The primary feature of the high-resolution topside in situ• .1541 MHz DEC 16 -17, 197'914..C1-7- data that became apparent as a result of this study is the

realization that the spectral form of the irregularities in the
RELATIVE magnetic E-W direction, although power law. cannot be de-

231Tut POW S 2317 UT
-0 -- 20 SLoPEs ,- .3 ±o.2 scribed by a single spectral index. A persistent break in the

01 2 .-- t-0.2 slopes is found between 5W m to 1.5 km with the longer scale
0 "" lengths over a decade showing shallow slopes on the order of-.--" ..." 0' -1 to - 1.5 and the shorter scale% over a decade sho% Ing

. %% -20OII. --,.. . steeper slopes on the order of - 3 to - 3.5. It is, indeed interest-
, -10 -40 ing to note that the irregularity spectra observed in the vertical

-2 direction during the rocket flight at Kwajalein also showed a
I t similar break in the spectral slope at 500 m with the longer

2314UT T 2314 UT scales showing a spectral index of - 1.5 and the shorter scales
0 S056 20+ SLOPES . I7-1 I exhibiting a steeper index of -3 [Rino et al.. 1981]. Thus the

P2 -5 7±0O2
,-o. -two sets of measurements both obtained in planes perpendicu-

,o I-- lar to the earth's magnetic field but one in a horizontal and the
" I V'ili-do. -2o f _ _ other in a vertical plane, gave similar results. The high re-

0-40 solution AE-E data was also extremely useful in demonstrating

that spectra of weak intensity scintillations at 1.54 GHz ob-
-20. ..0tained in a colocated volume could indeed map the in situ

2311 UT 2311 UT irregularity structures smaller than a ki.
, S4 .o53 20{ SLOPES - P, - , ±o Liringston et al. [1981] had earlier used the low-resolution
.. i ,, a l P ,* _ .. ",- 1-2.6 kml AE-E data to do a comparative study of the in situ

0 " ~i~irregularity characteristics with those derived from the VHF'
• '---T ',20i UHF phase scintillation measurements using the Wideband

-0 satellite. They found a systematic decrease in the spectral index

t with increasing perturbation strength. They also showed that
-20 -~the same systematic decrease of the spectral'index with increas-;so, € : - - ---

2 '. I 20 SO -uT ing perturbation strength was found in the measured phase
S4' 102 SLOPES P, 1 *0. 110.* -0 P2 ao t I spectral indices. In view of the two-component horizontal

4 'i owave number spectrum discussed in this paper, the excellent
IV ,~'agreement obtained between the phase spectral slope and the

2 +o low-resolution in situ data by Livingston et al. can only be
.:e T404 interpreted to mean that the Wideband phase measurements

I. 4 ' i -40.'

0 % e are sensitive to irregularities > I km. even though Figure I of
0., . ... ... ... their paper shows that Wideband measurements cover irregu-

O0 o 12o , 90 1011 ,o -,o" 0,0 ,o 10 , larity scale lengths up to 100 m. No indication of the existence
TIE. (s. e ,..QU Nutn*l, of a steeper slope at shorter scale lengths was obtained from the

Fig. 1. Fouir cnsc.:utioc 3-rnin s ampls of (aturated (1,rnples I Widehand phase data. Indeed. Wideband equatorial phase
and 41 and modcrate Ikainp!vs 'ind 1i I \4 MEi %ciwi!at~is that spectrl I data have always shown slopes Shallower than - 3
were .Ioi rved n)!, ti lnigih!d l t l)c r 1 I 7. 197'w ,o'd I-he r .,rrc- whatever the scattering condition 10 Iigure I of Rim, [197911.

.. ),ser. Cred with h w II r: i,tree- ,l qw , .w':.- I 'd . Thsr , it seems reasonable to conclude that e',en in the weak
hiher frcquenci slope p, heiig - 5, scatter regime (where contamination due to diffraction is not
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expected), the Wideband phase data can only map the large trated four data sampics corresponding to both moderate and
scale structures (> I kin) and cannot provide any information strong GHz scintillations. Each spectrum is steeply sloped
on density irregularities smaller than a km. Our current high ip. - - 6), and some nonstattonarity in the temporal structure

. resolution in situ and coordinated GHz scintillation measure- may bc noted- This data ,ample corresponds to the early even-
ments have shown that it is possible to map smaller scale ing period when the in situ data reveals the presence of steep

structures with intensity scintillation data from geostationary spatial structures. It is very likel that such structures introduce
satellites, the observed nonstationarity in the scintillation data and cause

For the propagation community it may be of some interest to the two-component steeply sloped spectra. Further studies are
note that a study of the diffraction scales on the ground as currently being conducted with early evening in situ data and

% obtained from the auto-correlation intervals provides a very coofdinated 3954- anu 541-MHz scintillation data to clarify
good measure of the strength of scattering las the irregularity this problem.
drift speed variation is small over a few hours), even though the One of the features of possible interest to plasma physicists
first-order statistics as represented by the S4 index is completely may be the extreme -sharpness of the gradients that are ob-
saturated. With simultaneous VHF and L band intensity scin- served in the data. While the near midnight bubble data that
tillation data, we have shown how well the auto-correlation was discussed in detail showed gradient scale lengths on the
intervals of saturated 257-MHz scintillations track the vari- order of 100 m. the early evening bubbles that almost certainly
ation of 1.54 GHz scintillation magnitude. In particular, we give rise to the saturated GHz scintillation showed gradient
were able to show that the auto-correlation interval is reduced scale-lengths as small as the resolution of the instrument.
when the strength of scattering increases on walls of bubbles namely 35 m. In their analysis of the lower hybrid drift insta-
and vice versa deep within bubbles. On a statistical basis, Rino bility, which had been invoked by Huha et al. [1978] and Huba
and Owen [1980], using orbiting satellites, and Umeki et al. and Ossakow [1979] to explain I m and 36 cm backscatter,

,., [1977] and Basu and Whitney [1983]. using geostationary sat- Sperling and Goldman [1980] derived an instability criterion
ellite data, have shown that under conditions of strong scatter- that depends on the ambient density, the gradient scale length.

-%. ing, the intensity coherence time is controlled by the pertur- and the ion gyro radius of 0 ions, which is on the order of 5 m
bation strength, whereas in the weak scatter regime, the Fresnel in the topside. Unfortunately, we do not have actual coordi-
dimension is the dominant fac.tor. nated radar measurements to prove that such short scale

We have shown that the in situ irregularity spectra in the lengths were indeed generated, but from the measurements
equatorial region can be described by a spectral index -3 to presented here it seems that the instability relationship may
-3.5 at scale-lengths shorter than 1 km. For weak intensity often be satisfied within low-density bubbles and even on the
scintillations at GHz frequencies, the scintillation spectra in- sharp edges of relatively high-density walls of bubbles. This
dicate a variation of the power spectral density (psd) with tends to indicate that the linear lower hybrid drift instability
frequency (f) asf * ' at frequencies below the Fresnel frequency may explain the observed backscatter at the short scale lengths.
(fF,) and. -4

- atf>./k3 , which is consistent with the in situ Kellel et al. [1982]. on the other hand, using data from the
data. We have also demonstrated that at Ascension Island. the Plumex rocket, have shown that the data for LN and plasma
irregularity environment is extremely intense and even the 1.54- density are such that the plasma was just on the stable side of
GHz transmissions are driven into saturation. Under such the lower hybrid drift wave marginal instability line.

*.*.*.. conditions, both the 257 MHz and 1.54 GHz show the effects of The decay of the sharp gradients probably occurs through
focussing with the S4 index being as large as 1.2. The frequency the anomalous diffusion process as pointed out by Huba and
spectra, particularly at 257 MHz. at such times indicate steep- O.ssakow [1981]. They used an expression for the anomalous
ening of spectral slopes as high asf - Recent numerical com- collision frequency based on Gary's [1980] treatment of the
putations [Rino, 1980; Booker and MajidiAhi, 1981] for scatter- anomalous transport properties associated with the col-
ing by deeply modulated phase screens with power law type of lisionless universal drift instability and determined that the
irregularities indicate that the transition part of the spectral time scale for gradient scale lengths of L, < several hundred
slope steepens and approaches a Gaussian form. We wish to meters to decay by this process would be of the order of

Semphasize that the observed level of phase perturbations com- minutes. The anomalous diffusion coefficient of the lower
puted from the in situ data does indeed achieve the high levels hybrid drift instability is substantially smaller than that of the
that are required for the Gaussian steepening to occur. For universal drift instability and can be neglected [Gary, 1980]
instance, using the background density level of 3 x 1)6 cm 3 Huba and Ossakow (1981] further point out that the radar
and an irregularity amplitude of 25% with an outer scale of 10 -)ackscatter observed irregularities ( < 3 m) themselves can dis-
km as observed in the Ascension Island in situ data, <A( 2>, the appear by either classical or anomalous diffusion. They also
square of the phase perturbations exceeds 10' (radiansi2 at 257 ,,tate that the scintillation causing irregularities (- I kin)
Miz by using the equations developed by Rino [1979]. The cannot decay by either classical or anomalous ditusion because
numerical modeling efforts of lBuokcr and MajidiAIth 11981], both require too much time (>8 hours). While anomalous
which predict steepcning in the spectral roll ol: are based on diffusion seems to provide time scales that are generally in
such high values of phase perturbation. Thus the observations agreement with observations [Ba.su t al.. 19781, it is important
of (I) steeply sloped in sItLt density ,pectrum (p, steeper than to note that the bubble marked I on AE-E #22759 still had
-3),2) the existence ol a focussing regime(S4 > I), and (3) the I., < several hundred meters (actually <200 m) associated
Gaussian steepening of the transition portion of the intensity with it even though the local time is beyond 2300 LT. While we

O scintillation spectrum are all mutually consistent and follow it) not have definite proof regarding the time of its generation.
theoretical and ninerical computations [Ri.. 1980(1, Booker it is prohably fair to issme that generation took place close to
and Al jh.tiihi, I 9 1. 2 Its) I. r I-hus quitc sharp gradients can persist for, at least, a

Before concluding our discussions on scintilations we would couple of hours. On the other end of the scale, kilometer-sized
like to draw the reader's attention to Figure I, which illus- irregularitics as explored by scintillation measurements onc
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generated certainly do not last more than 8 hours or until E Gary. S. P.. Wave particle transport from electrostatic instabilities.
region shorting takes place at sunrise (e.g., see Figure 10). Thus Ph vs. Flitds. 23. 1193. 1980

it seems that some mechanism other than diffusion is probably Iarne.G.Ter leutra pedF a-lnkIsiu u
repnil o tedcyo ilmtrsaeireuaiis Phvs. und Asiroph% s.. 'Jarchirig. West (iermsns,. 1474respnsile fr te deay f kiomeer saleirreulaitae.s*n. W. B. D1 R' 7uccaro. C. R Lippincoitt. and S Sinatani. The

retarding potential analyzer on Atmosphere F splorer. Radii) . i . s.
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The behavior of nighttime F region irregularities near the northern crest of the equatorial anomaly
in the Indian sector has been investigated by using VHF amplitude scintillation measurements
made at Calcutta (27*N dip subionospheric) during the period April 1977 through February 1980.
With the increase in solar activity the occurrence of scintillations increases remarkably during
the equinoxes and to a lesser extent during the December solstice, while the local summer occurrence
shows little change. The observed patterns are assessed in terms of the variation of the F layer
height with solar activity and upwelling motion of the depleted flux tubes associated with small
scale irregularities. It is shown that the propagation path is more likely to intercept these equatorial
irregularities during periods of high solar activity, while during periods of low solar activity the

- -equatorial irregularities lie south of the propagation path.

INTRODUCTION the magnetic equator are lacking. Recently, an

In recent years there has been an increasing extremely high level (>20 dB at 1.54 GHz) of

interest in the understanding of the physics of the amplitude scintillation has been observed at Ascen-

nighttime F region irregularities near the magnetic sion Island (7.95*S, 14.4*W, 31.4*S dip), located

[Basu and Kelley, 19791. Even though a near the southern crest of the well-known equatorial
equatr anomaly in F2 ionization in the African zone• ~ ~~~~number of techniques have been used to explore [aose l,18]Atog h bv eut

the irregularities [Basu et al., 19801, the measure- [Aarons et al., 19811. Although the above results
ment of scintillations of signals from satellites have focused attention on the problem, so far very" "%o c n ila i n f s g a s r m s t l i e fe w lo n g -te rm scin tillatio n o b serv atio n s h a v e be e n

remains the most widely used method for the study fewonterm sctlation sr tis have be
of kilometer scale irregularities. In the context of reported from such locations. In this paper we

, the current experimental and theoretical investiga- Prsent
1 ,tions it is apparent that the equatorial F region tillation measurements made during the 3-year

plasma within an entire flux tube goes unstable period April 1977 through February 1980 at Calcutta

V' %and takes part in an upwelling motion [Anderson (23 0N, 88.5 0 E, 320 dip), which is situated virtually
and Haerendel, 1979; Weber et al., 19801. As a below the northern crest of the equatorial anomaly.
result, the irregularities also occur north and south We shall examine the seasonal variation of scintilla-
esuof the magnetic equator tion at this location during the above period and

Most of the long-term observations have, show that both the level of scintillations and the
however, been performed at locations like Huan- seasonal pattern are controlled by solar activity.

and Legon, situated very close to the magnetic This, as we shall discuss, may be related to thecayo variation of the height of the F2 layer at the magnetic
equator, and similar observations from stations offv; equator with solar activity.

L7 'Presently NRC/NAS senior resident research associate at DATA

the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, A polarimeter of the type described by Eis et
Massachusetts 01731, on leave from the University of Calcutta. al. [1977) and received from the Air Force Geo-

physics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base,
0p4 Copyng, ©0 t0 1" i oncaa ooai Usm Massachusetts, has been in operation at the
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spotN 1 F4 UMR AUUN WNE the level of solar activity changed greatly. During
L_._,i(lAYjUN.AJL IA.. .. V.OCI (.E,4 _ _ 1977, the scintillation index at 136 MHz generally

..0 * '*""ranged between 3 and 6 dB [DasGupta and Maitra,

"I: NO' 0 "19801 but in the later period the index attained
no FEN levels exceeding 22 dB and was often limited by

0 -, the dynamic range of the system.

20 ".,- Figure 1 shows the hourly percentage occurrence
of nighttime scintillation (scintillation index (SI) 2t

t - 3 dB) on a seasonal basis for 1977, 1978, and 1979.
nfI.T. It is of interest to note that in 1977, a year of

% L low solar activity, scintillations were observed
4 fST9mainly during the months of May-July. With the

increase of solar activity during 1978, scintillations
S40were also observed during the equinoxes (Feb-

so ruary-April and August-October) and the December
solstice (November-January), in addition to the

20 May-July period. In 1979, the year of recent mnaxi-
mum solar activity, the equinoctial occurrence of

,0 scintillations becomes much higher than that during
[IHhthe May-July period and the activity during No-'.'. o vember-January also registers some increase.

LOCAL TIME The effect of solar activity on the seasonal

variation of scintillations is more clearly evident

Fig. .Percentage occurrence of nighttime scintillations (SI in Figure 2, which shows the nighttime occurrence
3 dB) at 136 MHz for different seasons. of scintillations, ordered on a seasonal basis, as

a function of the 10.7-cm solar flux. It may be

Haringhata Field Station of the University of Cal- noted that the occurrence during the June solstice

cutta. This was used to record the amplitude and remains virtually constant with increasing solar flux

polarization of the 136-MHz signal from the Japa- while the scintillation occurrences during the equi-

nese geostationary satellite ETS 2 since April 1977. noxes and the December solstice increase with the

This paper discusses the amplitude scintillations of 10.7-cm solar flux. It should be pointed out that

the signal recorded by the polarimeter. The record-
ing time constant of the system is 0. 1 s and the

V' dynamic range is about 22 dB. The scintillation
index in decibels has been scaled manually every
15 min following the method outlined by Whitney .
et at. [19691. The subionospheric point, namely, 4
the intersection of the propagation path from the 

S

station to the ETS 2 satellite with the 400-km /
ionospheric height, occurred at 21 ON and 92 'E (dip t
270N). This subionospheric position is to the imme- I I "I .,,L ,
diate south of the northern crest of the equatorial
anomaly. It should be noted that in this longitude '"..

sector the height of the 400-km subionospheric point -

maps along the earth's magnetic field to an altitude - -- " _ _-"

= of 800 km above the magnetic equator. 1,0 250

III,-.,0 7cm SOLAR FLUX JNiTS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2. Variation of percentage occurrence of scintillations

Scintillations at Calcutta have varied considerably with solar activity for different seasons Vernal equinox of 1977
during the period April 1977 to February 1980 when contains data for the month of April only

9,.9

- . -
,;".. ...?...,.,..'.. ." .. .....,... ,',.,'..'.. .' .-.'.-.'. .. ,v. ...... , ..,. .'..=.- .-.. .,..-,. ,.
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J. the ATS 6 observations performed near the magnetic

equator in this longitude sector durnng the solar CALCUTTA

minimum showed that nighttime scintillations occur 20

during the equinoxes and the December solstice '979

(Basu and Basu, 1981, and references therein]. 1 0-
Thus it appears that the equatorial irrepulmnties w'th ,".... -..

4 their characteristic seasonal pattern in the Indian 0

sector are intercepted by the propagation path from F M Ad J J A S O N 0 1

Calcutta, located near the crest of the equatorial
anomaly, only during the period of high solar Fig. 4. Harmonic analysis of the monthly occurrence of night-

time scintillation during 1978 and 1979, shown b) solid and
-. lactivity. It should, however, be noted that the ATS ashed tines, respectively. The annual and semiannual compo-

6 observations were made for only 1 year and these neas are shown around the corresponding mean or average
conclusions should be verified by long-term ob- values given by the straight lines.

servations at the magnetic equator in the Indian
sector.

Scintillations usually occur predominantly in the observations at Natal. At the present location, the
time period before local midnight during the equi- scintillation patches observed in the early evening
noxes, while there is no such definite pattern for hours are found to be associated with fast fluctua-
the other seasons. The temporal character of the tions of polarization when it becomes impossible
equinoctial scintillations at 136 MHz has been to determine the total electron content. However,
observed to be patchy, the discrete patches lasting in the late phase, the polarization variations asso-
for a few tens of minutes interspersed with abso- ciated with the scintillation patches become slow;
lutely quiet periods. This character is very similar when analyzed, the variations indicate depletions

S.to that observed near the magnetic equator by of total electron content. Similar features of po-
A arons et al. [1980a]. On the other hand, scintilla- larization fluctuations in association with scintilla-
tions observed during the May-July period in all tion patches have been obtained at Ascension Is-
3 years, 1977-1979, indicate absence of discrete land, near the crest of the equatorial anomaly, during
patches and instead show one or two continuous the recent period of maximum solar activity (.
periods of scintillation activity lasting for several A. Klobuchar, private communication, 1981).

hours. Scintillation patches in association with the Figure 3 shows the percentage of time the VHF
depletions of total electron content or bubbles have signal scintillates (SI ; 3 dB) for the different
been reported by Yeh et al. 1979] from their months individually. The monthly mean sunspot

numbers are also indicated in the diagram to facili-
._ _._ tate the comparison of the scintillation pattern with
i!4 •solar activity. As discussed in the previous para-

35' o WEAN sUNsPOT ',.jdER graph, a semiannual component corresponding to
,, OCCURAENct 240 the equinoclial scintillations becomes progressively

more prominent with the increase in the solar
ON 2 activity while the annual component identified with

""r scintillation occurrence during the May-July period
0- , shows a decreasing trend relative to the semiannual

•'-" Z ,**component (Figure 4). The average occurrence of
,V . the dc component in 1979 is nearly double that

1 in the previous year.
o ,0 The emergence of an equinoctial component of

0 . - scintillations as well as a secondary maximum during
..... . ....A J P .T, O F U A a-J J A S 0 it J'.'the December solstice at the crest of the (daytime)

, ..... 979 ,1"o equatorial anomaly tn F2 ionization during the
period of high solar activity is very significant. This

Fig. 3. Monthly variation of scsntillation activity. t open is in keeping with the seasonal variation of scintilla-
circles show the monthly mean sunspot numbers. tions observed at the magnetic equator in the Indian

60
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sector during solar minimum period [Krishna- providing the AFGL polarimeter, with which the observations
moorthy et al., 1979; Basu and Basu, 1981). As were made. We are grateful to J. Aarons for helpful discussions
mentioned earlier, the subionospheric locations of and to Sunanda Basu for a careful reading of the manuscript.

Thanks are also due to R. K. De for help in the observationalthe present observations are mapped along the porm
earth's magnetic field to an altitude of about 800
km above the magnetic equator. Should the Fregion REFERENCES
irregularities above the magnetic equator extendkmv ad mabethe ktoreterd Arons, J., J. P. Mullen, H. E. Whitney, and E. M. MacKenzie
to altitudes of 800 km and above, the kilometer (1980a), The dynamics of equatorial irregularity patch forma-
scale irregularities at the magnetic equator are tion, motion, and decay. J. Geophvs. Res., 85, 139.

expected to be mapped down the field lines to the Aarons, J., J. P. Mullen, J. R. Koster, R. F. daSilva, J. R.
subionospheric location of the present observations. Medeiros, R. T. Medeiros, A. Bushby, J. Pantoja. Lanat,

- ',:. With increasing solar activity, the equatorial F and M. R. Paulson (1980b), Seasonal and geomagnetic control
ridof equatorial scintillations in two longitude sectors. J. A tmos.region vertical drift velocity around sunset increases TE, . Phys.. 42, 86 1.
[Fejer et al., 1979] and the height of the F region Aarons, J., H. E. Whitney. E. MacKenzie, and S. Basu (1981).

maximum in the postsunset hours typically attains Microwave equatorial scintillation intensity during solar maxi-
altitudes of about 500 km. In the context of the mum. Radio Sci., 16, 939-945.
current theories of the generation of nghttime Anderson, D. N., and G. Haerendel (1979), The motion ofg n depleted plasma regions in the equatorial ionosphere, J.
equatorial irregularities and their upwelling motion . Res., 84, 4251.
[Scannapieco and Ossakow, 19761, irregularities Basu, S.. and S. Basu (1981), Equatorial scintillations-A review,
near the magnetic equator may extend to altitudes J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.. 43, 473.

above 800 km and get mapped down to intercept Basu, S., and M. C. Kelley (1979), A review of recent observa-
the propagation path from Calcutta. Thus the pres- tions of equatorial scintillations and their relationship tocurrent theories of F-region irregularity generation, Radio Sci.,
ent station is able to record the seasonal pattern 14, 471.
of the equatorial scintillation only during the years Basu, S., J. P. McClure, S. Basu, W. B. Hanson, and J. Aarons
of high solar activity. During the period of low (1980), Coordinated study of equatorial scintillation and in
solar activity, scintillations which probably arise situ and radar observations of nighttime F region irregularities,

from mid-latitude irregularities are recorded only I. Geophys. Res., 85. 5119.
earlier, this DasGupta, A., andA. Maitra (1980), Scintillation of VHF satelliteduring the May-July period. As noted signals near the edge of the equatorial irregularity belt, in

component does not exhibit significant variation Advances in Space Exploration, vol. 8. Low Latitude Aero-
with solar activity. nomical Processes, edited by A. P. Mitra, p. 209, Pergamon,

Thus it seems that the scintillation occurrence New York.
at the crest of the equatorial anomaly in the Indian Eis, K. E., J. A. Klobuchar, and C. Malik (1977), On the

the June solstice is due to mid-latitude installation, operation, data reduction and maintenance of
sector during teVHF electronic polarimeters for total electron content mena-
irregularities whereas the scintillation occurrence surements, Rep. A FGL-TR-77-0130, Air Force Geophys. Lab.,
during the equinoxes and the December solstice, Hanscom Air Force Base. Mass.
observed only during the solar maximum, is equa- Fejer, B. G., D. T. Farley, R. F. Woodman, and C. Calderon
torial in origin. Therefore the seasonal pattern of (1979), Dependence of equatorial F region vertical drifts on

season and solar cycle, J. Geophys. Res., 84, 5792.
equatorial scintillation in the Indian sector is in Krishnamoorthy, K., C. R. Reddi. and B. V. Krishnamurthy
i-eeping with that of the American and African (1979), Nighttime ionospheric scintillations at the magnetic
sectors as reported by Aarons et al. [1980b] but equator, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 41, 123.
is different from that observed at Kwajalein and Livingston, R. C. (1980), Comparison of multifrequency equa-
Guam [Livingston, 1980, Aarons et al., 1980b] torial scintillation: American and Pacific sectors, Radio Sci..

I5, 801.The ATS 6 observations performed near the mag- Scannapieco, A. J., and S. L. Ossakow (1976), Nonlinear
netic equator in the Indian sector over a limited equatorial spread F, Geophys. Res. Lett.. 3, 451.

period during the solar minimum support the above Weber, E. I., J. Buchau, and J. G. Moore (1980), Airborne
conclusion [Krishnamoorthy et al., 1979; Basu and studies of equatorial F layer ionospheric irregularities, J

Basu, 19811. Long-term observations on the occur- Geophys. Res.. 85. 4631.
Whitney, H. E., J. Aarons, and C. Malik (1969), A proposed

rence pattern of scintillation near the magnetic index for measuring ionospheric scintillation. Planet. Space
equator in the Indian sector are necessary to resolve Sci.. 17. 1069.

this question unequivocally. Yeh, K. C., H. Soicher, and C. H. Liu ul979), Observations
of equatorial ionospheric bubbles by the radio propagatiot

Acknowledgments. We wish to thank J A Klobuchar for method, J. Geophys. Res., 84, 6589.
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Generation of Kilometer Scale Irregularities
During the Midnight Collapse at Arecibo

SUNANDA BASU AND SANTIMAY BASU

Emmanuel Coillege. Rosion. Alas rachusetts 02115

S. GANGULY

* .,, Department of Space Physics. Rice University, Houston. Texas 77001

J. A. KLOBUCHAR

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

Coordinated observations of the incoherent scatter radar at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. and total electron
content/scintillation measurements made by using the 137-MHz transmissions from the geostationary
satellite SMS I from the nearby station of Ramey are studied to determine the background ionospheric
conditions necessary for the generation of kilometer scale irregularities in the midlatitude ionosphere. It

p is found that the well-known midnight descent or collapse of the F region known to occur in this part of
the world is sometimes associated with increases in the bottomside electron content, as well as large scin-
tillation events (- 10 dB). From a measurement of vector ion velocities and electron densities during such
events, it is determined that the scintillations occur in a region of eastward and northward electric fields
coupled with a northward directed density gradient caused by the northward propagation of the mid-
night collapse. The role of possible plasma instability mechanisms, specifically the E x B gradient drift
instability and the Perkins instability, is discussed in the formation of the kilometer scale irregularities
giving rise to VHF scintillations.

1. INTRODUCTION mation on this nighttime dynamical feature. Airglow observa-

From the anlaysis of 16 months' transionospheric propaga- tions at Arecibo by Sobral et al. 11978] and Herrero and
tion data taken near Arecibo, it was found by Kersley et a. Meriwether 119801 show a northward propagation of airglow

11980) that there are associations between nighttime enhance- enhancements associated with the midnight collapse. Propa-

ments and quasi-periodic fluctuations in total electron content gation velocities of 350 m/s were obtained that are consistent

(TEC) and the occurrence of amplitude scintillations. In par- with the estimates of Nelson and Cogger (1971]. Harper 11979]

tictular. they observed a postmidnight peak in the occurrence utilized a limited amount of incoherent scatter radar measure-

of electron content increases, maximum wave activity, and ments of ion drift velocities to infer that the change in direc-

largest scintillation activity. The motivation for the current tion of wind velocities determined by Behnke and Harper

study stems from these findings. Similar observations have [19731 and Harper [19731 formed part of a regular semidiurnal

been reported from Japan [Sinno and Kan. 1978; Fujita et al., tidal oscillation in the meridional wind at F region heights. He

19781, where larger scintillation events were observed most suggested that the midnight collapse of the F region is due to

probably because of the field-aligned nature of their propaga- the existence of these semidiurnal winds and interpreted

lion path. Sobral et a.'s [ 19781 measurements of the northward propaga-

The postmidnight time frame of the above occurrences tion of airglow enhancements as being also related to the tidal

tends to focus one's attention immediately on the so-called origin of the collapse. It is interesting to note that as early as

midnight collapse of the F region INelson and Cogger. 19711., 1'52, Mitra 119521 discussed the semidiurnal tidal origin of the
which is known to take place at Arecibo (18°N, 50' dip) at midnight descent of the F region at low-latitude stations.

that time. Nelson and Cogger 119711, using radar data, were Evidence for the existence of a midnight pressure bulge at

the first to point out that the height of the F layer typically de- the equator lHedin et at, 1974; Walker, 19801 has come from

creases by 50-100 km after midnight at Arecibo. By using in situ measurements, which could explain the midnight re-

data from a chain of ionosondes. they further pointed out that versal of the meridional wind. The Atmosphere Explorer E

the collapse starts first at latitudes equatorward of Arecibo (AE-E) satellite has clearly shown the existence of a midnight

and progresses northward at the rate of 7.50 of latitude per temperature maximum and the associated change in the wind

hour. A similar study based on ionosonde data was also made direction [Spencer et at., 1979. Mayr et al. 11979] have pre-
by Wright 119711, who determined that the midnight descent is sented a theoretical analysis that shows that the pressure bulge
associated with a poleward neutral wind. Later, Behnke and results from semidiurnal and higher order modes of the tidal
Harper (19731 and Harper [19731 showed that the midnight field. I he semidiurnal tide in the F region is the result of a
collapse was due to an abatement, and sometimes to a re- tidal wave propagation upward from the lower atmosphere
versal. of the equatorward meridional neutral wind. and ,t wave generated in situ by ion drag interaction between

In recent years there has been a spate of multitechnique oh- the dominant diurnal mode and the diurnally varying ion
servations at or near Arecibo that have provided more initer- dt nsitv. Strong cancellation between these two sources is re-

sDnnble for the variability of the phenomenon.
While there is a wealth of information on the large-scale

Copyright © 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. dNnamics of the F region near Arecibo, information on kilo-
62Paper number 1A0825napernumbe r ."tof (vi The U.S. Government v. a ithorized to reproduce and sell this report.

' CPermission for further repr eluction by others must be obtained from

the copyright owner.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of incoherent scatter radar at Arecibo and TEC/scintillation observations with SMS I from Ramey.

meter scale irregularities is quite sparse. Mathews and Harper near Arecibo for the growth of plasma instabilities that could
[19721 made incoherent scatter radar observation of spread F explain the scintillation measurements.
producing ionospheric structures during the course of one
night at Arecibo. They came to the conclusion that the main 2. OBSERVATION

spread F event near midnight, during which the total electron The geometry of these coordinated measurements is given
content (obtained by integrating the radar profiles) increased in Figure 1. A polarimeter at 137 MHz [Eis et al., 1977] to rec-
considerably, was caused by tilts in the ionosphere. We will ord the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization of sig-
provide information that such spread F events are definitely nals from geostationary satellites was operated by the Global

associated with kilometer scale irregularities, as tilts alone Air Weather Service at Ramey (I 8.5N, 67.1 *W). The satellite
cannot explain our coordinated scintillation measurements. In- being observed was SMS I, located at 1050 W. On a routine
direct evidence for the existence of plasma instabilities near basis, the magnetic field factor at a fixed altitude of 420 km
Arecibo was provided by Behnke [1979], who found that was used to convert the Faraday rotation angle into TEC. It'
sometimes the nocturnal F region over Arecibo has well de- has been shown that under most conditions this yields the
fined bands where the F region as a whole is alternately high content up to an altitude of 2000 km with an accuracy of ±5%
and low. He suggested that these bands are manifestations of I Titheridge, 1972). The scintillation index was computed in
the so-called Perkins instability [Perkins, 1973). However, no decibels by following the method of Whitney et al [19691. The
actual information on the concomitant generation of small- 350-kin subionospheric point pertaining to these measure-
scale irregularities was discussed in the paper. ments is at 17.3*N, 70.20 W, giving rise to north-south and

The objective of the current investigation is to utilize radar east-west separation of approximately 100 km and 300 kin, re-
measurements of electron densities and vector ion velocities in spectively, from Arecibo, where the incoherent scatter mea-
conjunction with TEC and VHF scintillation measurements surements were made.
by usng a geostationary satellite to determine the background Observations made with the Arecibo incoherent scatter ra-
conditions necessary for the production of small-scale irregu- dar on three nights will be discussed in this initial report. Dur-
larities. The necessity for making such coordinated measure- ing thee ntght%, ion velocity measurements were conducted in
ments was pointed out in the work of Basu [197 ], in which the F region by pointing the Arecibo antenna beam at an
she discussed how radar measurements could help identify angle of 15° to the zenith and rotating it to three azimuth po-
specific instability mechanisms. The idea is to determine sitions in a manner similar to that discussed by Behnke and
whether proper conditions ex'st n the nighttime ionosphere Harper [19731. More details on the measurement technique

03
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APRI 19 20. 1977 RAMEY. PR tained in the routine manner indicated in section Z and scintil-
ss, IHt "TClation index in decibels observed that night are shown in Fig-

I TICu..Ture 2 as a function of Atlantic Standard Time (AST). It
should be noted that a change of I TEC unit represents a
change of 106 el m -1 in a vertical column. The fall in the TEC

TOTAL ELECTRON after sunset is interrupted at 2200 AST by a wavelike per-
.CONTET turbation. At 2400 AST a rapid drop in TEC is observed,

% wt.ich Is followed by dr anrzrease at 0100. We shall show later
that most of the increase ic TEC is apparent and is caused by

- Z-- - 23_- 0 03 the midnight collapse of the F region. The scintillation activ-

SCINT-LLATIONS it> is weak, less than 2 dB between 2100 and 2300 AST. The
Arecibo ionograms for the night show large sporadic E activ-
it with f bE, reaching as high as 6 MHz at 1945 AST. The

- weak scintillations seem to be associated with the transition in
6. the E, character from blanketing to nonblanketing at frequen-

cies above 2.5 MHz. Our major interest, however, is the rela-
4, tively large amplitude fluctuation of 9 dB found to occur in

the postmidnight phase in association with the gradients in

2L TEC as monitored by the Faraday rotation technique. At this
time Arecibo ionograms show well developed frequency-type
midlatitude spread F.

-T To compare the TEC behavior at Ramey with the radar

Fig. 2. TEC and scintillation measurements at 137 MHz on April measurements at Arecibo, we show in Figure 3 the equiden-
19-20. 1977. sity contours obtained from incoherent scatter density mea-

surements at 15-min intervals. Wavelike perturbations similar
- ** to those observed in TEC data are seen in the 2200-2400 local

are available in a manual by Harper and Ganguly [19771. To- time period, followed by a precipitous drop in h_ commencing
gether with the ion velocity measurements obtained with a shortly after midnight that is identified with the collapse of
height resolutiui of 35 km and time resolution of 45 min, elec- the F region. The marked descent of the F layer and the de-
tron density profiles were measured with a height resolution crease of its thickness is reproduced as the steep gradient in
of 3.6 km and a time resolution of approximately 15 min. the Ramey TEC data at midnight. The large scintillation

3. RESULTS event observed on this night seems to be related to this steep
a. Data of April 19-20,17 gradient. The apparent postmidnight TEC increase associated

with the clear enhancement in peak density is a result of the
Coordinated TEC/scintillation observations at Ramey and collapse, as will be shown later.

incoherent scatter observations at Arecibo were available for A comparison is made in Figure 4 between the TEC mea-
April 19-20, 1977. The relative variation of Ramey TEC ob- surements obtained by the polarimeter at Ramey and the con-

.4

-* .'' . APRIL 9-0 17AEISP

44

/----

A!,

Fig. 3. Electron density contours obtained by incoherent Scatter radar oh erva,ions on April 19-20. 1977
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TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT It may be recalled that the Faraday rotation S2 in radians
APRIL 19-20. 1977 for a one-way passage through the ionosphere is given n inks

20- units by

= 2.36fx 104 j(BcossecxNdh (I)

15 9d where B is the local magnetic flux density (in Wb m-), 0 is• ." • I 9dB RAMEY

the angle between radio wave normal and magnetic field di-
- rection. and X is the angle between wave normal and vertical

SRishbeth and Garriot, 19691. Conventionally, the magnetic
o ,field factor is evaluated at a fixed altitude and taken outside
.the integral for the determination of TEC. As was mentioned

earlier, Titheridge 119721 has shown that the use of a fixed alti-
tude of 420 km yields, for most purposes, the TEC up to 2000
km with an error of ±5: . By using the fixed altitude of 420

-s .km. the increase in TEC shown in Figure 4 between 0030 and
ARECIB 0100 is I TEC unit, which is approximately a 5% increase. Ina (475 ,m) Figure 6 the plot of magnetic field factor B cos 0 sec X against

altitude is shown for the Ramey station when observing in the

L 23 03 direction of SMS I at 105'W. The figure indicates that the
ASf field factor increases by 5% per 100-km decrease in the alti-

Fig.of.AST -- tude of the centroid of ionization distribution. Between 0030
SFig. 4. A comparison of TEC obtained by the numerical in-

tegration of electron density contours shown in Figure 3 with that ob- and 0100 AST. the height of the F region maximum decreases
rained by the polarimeter technique with a constant magnetic field from 325 km to 250 km. If the shape of the ionization distribu-
factor at Ramey on April 19-20, 1977. tion remains unaltered during this period, the centroid of ioni-

zation distribution will be depressed in altitude by the same
amount as the F region maximum, namely 75 kin, which will

V tent obtained by integrating the electron density profiles up to account for a 4% increase in the value of the field factor. As a
475 km. The Ramey TEC is computed every 15 min on an ab- result, the TEC increase of 5% derived under the assumption
solute scale (as opposed to the 5-min time resolution plot of of a constant height of 420 kn for the centroid is reduced to
relative change of TEC shown in Figure 2) to make the tem-
poral resolution compatible with the Arecibo profiles, which
are obtained with a 15-min time resolution. In the pre-
midnight hours there may be some suggestion of an equa- APRIL 19-20. 1977 ARECIBO. P R VERTICAL ION VELOCITY

torward wave propagation as observed by Kersley et al. [ 1980], 40r 404 ,O

since the TEC perturbations seem to start earlier at Arecibo. 4

This is more clearly observed on the night of November 16- 2o

17. 1976, which we will discuss later. However, the midnight
collapse and the resultant TEC increase seem to occur simul-

4 taneously within the accuracy of the measurements. The -20L
north-south separation of the two stations is only 100 kin, and 20f s47k.

% if the poleward propagation of the midnight descent is of the
.4 * order of 350 m/s as determined by Sobral el a. 119781, then ' -_ _

only a 5-min delay is expected at Arecibo, which would be im- -2"L
possible t detect with a 15-min averaging process.

The interesting aspect of these observations is the increase 20 289 ..
in the integrated electron densities up to 475 kn as a result of .

,... the midnight descent of the F region. At first glance, one O r~_
would expect that in the absence of production, a decrease of 20-

density should result from the downward motion of the F
layer, which carries the ionization into regions of higher loss. 40, 260 k.

To study this point further, we show in Figure 5 the temporal ,' \'-'S.% 
0

variation of the vertical velocity V, measured by the radar at "" ,

different altitudes. The approximate untcrtainty in V, is of 0 ---- -- , i---: --,i # the order of 5 m/s as indicated in our diagram (Figure 5) -20

f[Harper and Ganguly, 19771. It is apparent that the plasma at
higher altitudes in the postmidnight period is descending at a _ ...

faster rate than the plasma at lower altitudes, with the result ........--
that the plasma tends to pile up in the region of the peak and .2o1
below it [Mahajan and Saxna, 19761. In the following para- -. - I - - _,

2' 2 ? -. 2 4 ei 021 L3 04
graph, we shall attempt to show that the increase ofT E(" im- A,

up1-d thy the polarimeter i% mcrely a rr'itl' of the plasma I g .'ariation of vertical ion velocities with altitude at Arecibo on
p:leup at lower altitudes. cavsd by the cilapse. April ! 4-20. 1977 Dotted lines indicate signal-to-noise ratio <2.

%)r
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0.0r and the Arecibo radar, this agreement is fairly good. The TEC
RAMEY MAGNETIC FIELD FACTOR related computations are presented to provide the reader with

SMs I .s*W a better understanding of the large-scale changes taking place
in the ionosphere during the collapse and are not directly re-

0.35 lated to the generation of kilometer scale irregularities.

We shall next discuss the behavior of the ion velocity com-
T ponents around midnight, investigate their origin, and deter-

4.: '5 mine t(heir special characrt.stics in relation to the generation
0o.3o ot kiometer scale irregularities. The Arecibo ion velocity

components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field
in the F region obtained on April 19-20 are shown in Figure
7, the uncertainties in the measurements (-20 m/s) being

0,251 shown in our diagram [Harper and Ganguly, 1977]. The veloc-
., ities at any particular time are those obtained by averaging

over five or six of the individual altitude measurements at in-

tervals of approximately 30 km between 200-km and 490-km
0.20- altitude. Only those measurements with the best signal-to-

noise ratios were chosen. The velocities then are not at con-
stant altitude but tend to follow the F layer peak. Two large

0.4 , ,fluctuations are seen between 2300 and 0100 hours when V,
I'.--o 2o0o 8oo s o 9W, 100 the component of ion velocity parallel to the magnetic field,

h, - and VI, are seen to be anticorrelated and in opposite direc-
Fig. 6. The variation of the magnetic field factor B cos 0 sec X with tions. Polarization electric fields give rise to such anti-

altitude for Ramey when viewing SMS I at 105*W. correlated velocities as discussed by Behnke and Hagfors
[1974]. A comparison of Figures 3 and 7 shows that the posi-

only 1% when its height variation is considered. In this con- tive phase of VII between 2300 and 2400 LT is associated with. oly % wen ts eigt vriaionts onsderd. n tis on-an upward movement of ht,,, while the negative phase is asso-

text, we note that the increase in the integrated density to 475 ciated with the rapid downward movement as is to be ex-

km as obtained from the radar observations implies that there ciated with the have s t bex

is reistibuionof lasa drin ths prio oftim raherpected. Vasseur [ 1969] and Rishbeth [ 1970] have shown that Vis a redistribution of plasma during this period of time rather is the sum of a plasma diffusion term V, and a neutral wind
than an actual increase in the integrated content up to 2000 term V. Taking upward velocities as positive
km.

By determining the net difference between the quantity V = Vd + V Vd + U cos I (2)
TECR.,,,-TECA,,,, (after correcting the Ramey TEC for where U is the horizontal wind speed in the magnetic meri-
height changes as discussed above) at two specific times, for dian (positive equatorward) and I is the dip angle (50' for

"... instance 0030 and 0100, it is possible to compute the vertical Arecibo). Rishbeth [1970] has further shown that for a large
flux into the ionosphere at an altitude of 475 km. By using this downward drift, the diffusion velocity is small and V, - V,.
procedure, one obtains 7 x 10'" m-' s' for the flux into the At 0100 AST, V, in Figure 7 is -45 m s'. Thus at this time
ionosphere during the period 0030-0100 AST. This flux is the the poleward wind U is of the order of 60 m s-', which is

_, . product of the density at 475 km and the vertical velocity V, probably an upper limit because we have neglected V,.
- at the same altitude. Since the measured density at 475 km is We draw special attention to the fact that V, changes from

10" m - (cf. Figure 3), we obtain for V, at 475 km a value of a southward to northward direction near midnight. In addi-
70 m s', which is about a factor of 2 higher than the radar tion, we have shown that a steep density gradient is generated
measurements of V, at 475 km at the same time. Considering during the midnight collapse. As was mentioned earlier, the
the 100 km north-south separation of the TEC measurements Ramey station detected a sudden onset of scintillations at this

time. To determine the total electric field configuration during
APRIL . 9-20. 1977 E .... ON VELOCI S the scintillation event, we present the zonal component of the

ion drift Vtw in Figure 8. In the midlatitude F region this is
.I .... caused by a north-south electric field. The southward electric

401- field, giving rise to an eastward drift, changes sign just prior to
20 - j midnight, when a westward drift is seen. This is a fairly regu-

lar occurrence in all seasons at Arecibo [Fukao et aL., 1979;
_,ngulv et al.. 19811. The magnitude of the westward drift is

-- s(Imcwhat larger than usual and is probably related to the
-4o magnetically disturbed conditions prevailing on the night of

April 19-20. Combining Figures 7 and 8, we find that at mid-
night the ion drift has westward and northward field-per-

'pcndicular components that are equivalent to northward and

44. ,~i. I n summary, then, the midnight collapse observed at Arecibo

A. . is probably related to a northward neutral wind. We have also

Fig. 7. Ion velocity parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic lield shown that under the conditions favorable for the develop-
observed at Arecibo on April 19-20, 1977. ment of a polarization electric field, the neutral wind can give
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A MIL -2 0. 7 Mc 1so.. P R LOC TES was necessary for sm all-scale irregularity generation on the

..., V night of April 19-20. However, when Figures 10 and II are
1 ERROR combined, then it becomes evident that the first positive oscil-

40 r 1 , ,lation of VN after midnight does not have any density gradi-
2..... . ent associated with it, while the second such oscillation has

. the collapse-associated density gradient occurring simultane-
ly. The east-west drift pattern on this date has not been

shown. However, it is found that the drifts reversed from east-
-aol. ward to westward near midnight, so that the scintillation
.- , event was also associated with a northward electric field simi-

*OIL ," lar to the situation prevailing on April 19-20.

. "./'c. Data of March 16-17, 1977
,20 2, 22 23 24 o . 4 5. Finally, we shall present the correlated observations of

ST TEC/Si and radar velocity measurements on a night when no
Fig. 8. The north-south and east-west components of ion velocity at small-scale irregularities were observed near Arecibo. Figure

Arecibo on April 19-20, 1977.

12 shows the TEC behavior with the usual sunset decay ob-
served beyond 1800 AST and no major wavelike per-

rise to anticorrelated V, and V,, as shown in Figure 7. During turbations or steep gradients being present throughout the
the collapse, the plasma drift in the vertically downward di- night. No scintillations were recorded. The F region peak den-
rection increases with altitude, so that plasma pileup occurs in sity and height measurements made by the Arecibo radar that
the bottomside ionosphere resulting in an increase of the bot- night are shown in Figure 13. The features to note are the de-
tomside electron content. Scintillations are observed in con- layed midnight collapse at 0200 AST and the rather gentle na-
junction with the midnight collapse in an environment of a ture of the collapse with h- falling 100 km in 3 hours, fol-
steep density gradient and northward and westward field-per- lowed by a very weak N. increase near 0400. The gentle
pendicular ion velocities, nature of the collapse leaves a barely recognizable signature

b. Data of November 16-17, 1976 on the TEC measurements in the form of the small increase
near 0400, in contrast to that shown in Figures 2 and 9, where

A similar set of measurements as those discussed above was the faster plasma pileup led to much more prominent increase
available for the night of November 16-17, 1976. The Ramey of N. and sharper associated gradients. The ion drift veloci-
TEC behavior shown in Figure 9 has a smaller increase of ap- ties VI, and V., for the night are shown in Figure 14. The VN
proximately one-half of a TEC unit centered at 2200 AST and is weakly negative up to 0300 AST, beyond which the direc-
another larger increase of I TEC unit centered at 0300 AST. tion changes over to being slightly positive. Thus on this night
The TEC behavior is very similar to the average December no predominant northward drifts (i.e., eastward electric field)
1976 picture shown in Figure 6 of Kersley et aL (1980]. As was or appreciable density gradients were observed near Arecibo
discussed previously for the April 19-20 event, this apparent in conjunction with the midnight collapse, as was the case on
postmidnight TEC increase observed by Kersley el aL 11980], the other nights discussed earlier.
as well as in Figure 9, is obtained as a result of the midnight
collapse and the associated plasma pileup at low altitudes, as NOV 16- 17. 976 RAMEY, P R
determined from the radar measurements shown in Figure 10.
A moderately large scintillation event of 6-dB peak-to-peak
fluctuation was observed at 0200 hours in conjunction with I T
the collapse-generated gradient. On comparison with the
maximum density measured by the Arecibo radar in Figure
10, it is evident that both TEC increases obtained with a con- TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT

stant mean field factor have clear, unambiguous counterparts
in N,.. While the first increase occurs at the earlier time of
2120 AST at Arecibo, the second, larger increase is centered at
0300 AST, the time of a similar increase at Ramey. Thus con-
sidering the geometry of these observations shown in Figure 1, 9 20 2 22 2 24 01 02 03 04 05
one obtains the signature of an equatorward propagating
wave in the premidnight hours, the velocity of propagation
being only about 50 m/s if the direction is due north-south. 8r
As on the night of April 19-20, 1977, it is not possible to de- S
termine the delay in the larger postmidnight increase at the SCINTILLATIONS

two stations, which, according to h. behavior, is obviously -
due to the midnight collapse.

The ion velocities in the meridional plane on the night of I
November 16-17 show a more complicated behavior than that F
observed on April 19-20. with several large-scale oscillations
being evident in Figure II. It s interesting to note that scintil- e4 , .. ,; i (,, 1 o4 .
ItWins are associated with the second oscillation for which A,I --
V,, is positive (after 0100 AST), a situatioi that we 'mind I , 9I Same as in 1-igure 2 for Novemher 16 17, 1976
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Fig. 10. Variation of H..., and N_,*, deduced from Arecibo incoherent scatter radar measurements on November 16-17,
1976.

-'?,

4. DISCUSSION ward neutral wind variation, the polarization field in the F re-
gion would have to be the dominant cause of nighttime elec-

The coordinated radar and TEC/scintillation measure- tric fields near Arecibo. These polarization electric fields can
ments on the basis of the limited data set available have be maintained because the conducting E layer is separated
shown the association of the kilometer scale irregularities with from the F layer by the low-density valley region, which acts

,P.the existence of a northward component of the ion drift and a as a resistive medium [Kievans and Imel, 1978]. If, on the

moderately sharp density gradient in the F region. The north- other hand, the penetration of the magnetospheric electric
ward component of the ion drift is, of course, due to an east- field is responsible for the eastward electric field observed,

ward electric field in the F region. Ganguly e al. (19811 have then a delay of several hours is expected in the response of the
provided evidence for the origin of this electric field. For in- neutral wind because the ion drag time constant in the F re-
stance, following the arguments for a polarization electric gion is a few hours at night [Rishbeth et a., 1978].
field in the F region given by Rishbeth [197 11, they show that Given the association of the small-scale irregularities with
the temporal variation of VN as measured at Arecibo is well drifts and gradients, the E x B gradient drift instability [Reid,
approximated by the temporal variation of N,.UN sin I, where 19681 would seem to be a strong candidate. For this instability
N. is the maximum density of the F region and U, sin I is the to be operative, one would require a density gradient that is

field perpendicular component of the northward neutral wind parallel to the ion drift. This drift is found to be northward
UN, I being the magnetic dip. Now the product N,,U is the during the scintillation events. The horizontal density gradi-
most likely candidate that will cause temporal variations in ent, we have seen, is caused by the midnight collapse. Though

-." the field perpendicular ion current, which is generated by the our own two closely spaced stations could not detect any
polarization electric field. According to Ganguly et a). (19811, northward propagation of the collapse, the airglow measure-

since the temporal variation of V, closely follows the north- ments of Sobral ef a. [19781 and Herrero and Meriwether

NOVEM ER 16-17.1976 ARECIBO. P R ION VELOCITIES

80,
60, ERROR

40- /H

-40

2' /2 5 /. . / 02 0 4 8 0

Fig. 11. Same as in Figure 7 or November 16-17. 1976
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MARCH 16-17, 1977 RAMEY, P R

SMS I 137 MHz

TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT

IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 01 02 03 04 00

S SI (dB SCINTILLATIONS

Is 19 20 21 22 23 24 0 02 03 05 06

AST

Fig. 12. Same as in Figure 2 for March 16-17, 1977.

119801 covering a much larger area have conclusively proved (corresponding to an eastward electric field of 2.2 mV m-').
that the collapse moves from south to north. We believe that Thus the growth time becomes on the order of 15 min.
this northward propagating collapse generates a northward di- The velocity measurements, as pointed out in section 2. are

,rected density gradient, thus fulfilling the requirements of the obtained with a time resolution of 45 min. Behnke 1 19791, on
gradient drift instability. What kind of growth times are to be the other hand, determined much larger ion drifts with a con-
expected? Linson and Workman 119701 have shown that in the tinuously rotating antenna mode developed earlier by Hagfors
F region the expression for the typical growth time of the in- and Behnke [19741 and a time averaging of only 15 s. He ob-
stability, which is independent of the wavelength, is simply tained drifts as large as 175 m s' and 470 m s-' corresponding
given by dlV. where d is the gradient scale length and V, is to eastward electric fields of 6.5 mV m' and 17.2 mV m- , re-
the ion drift in the same direction. From the radar measure- spectively. We have also found occasional evidence of large
ments we find that just prior to the onset of irregularities, the northward ion drifts in ion drift meter data from the AE-E sat-

* field-perpendicular gradient scale is on the order of 50 km ellite (data courtesy of W. B. Hanson and J. P. McClure) near
near the F peak in the bottomside. This figure is obtained by the location of Arecibo in the postmidnight hours, which we
converting the temporal variation of the ion densities at the plan to discuss in a forthcoming paper. Ion drifts of the order
same altitude to a spatial variation by considering the ion ve- of 250 m s' were measured with an averaging over 3 s of
locity, which is 60 m s- 1 in a field perpendicular direction data. If a value of 250 m s' is used for the drift, then the

MARCH 16-17, 1977 ARECIBO NM F2 AND H,F2

..-. H,,,o, --- I

360'-

540r / - E

%." - - -. 4

32 0

280'-

240-

-,'9 20- .21 212 23 2"4 61 0- C' , 05 CC

Fig,. 13 Same as in Figure it) for Mardi 16- 17. I')77
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MARCH 16-17, 1977 ARECIBO. PR ION VELOCITIES

60F ERROR

0,% -40!E 20 ,'

-40

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 01 02 03 04 05 06

AST
Fig. 14. Same as in Figure 7 for March 16-17, 1977.

growth time may be shortened to approximately 3 min, which of Arecibo) is the growth of smaller scale structures - ! km)
- is probably more consistent with the rather abrupt onset of at late times (-5 min) from their initial large-scale structures

.', scintillations. (approximately tens of kilometers). This shows that there is a
A further discussion of the configuration of the electric cascading of energy from long wavelength modes to shorter

fields during scintillation events is necessary to determine wavelength modes, as well as the development of axially
whether the so-called Perkins instability [Perkins, 19731 can be asymmetric irregularity structures. While our scintillation
invoked to explain our measurements. It may be recalled that data are consistent with the simulation growth times, unfortu-
this instability was invoked by Behnke 119791 for an ex- nately, our one station geostationary satellite measurements
planation of his observations at Arecibo. Perkins showed that are unable to shed further light on irregularity orientation.
the commonly observed equilibrium in which the nighttime F and spaced receiver measurements of scintillations are neces-
layer is supported by E x B drifts is unstable if, in addition to sary to test this important prediction. Thus on the whole, our
the supporting eastward electric field, a northward component current set of observations tends to favor the E x B type insta-
of the electric field exists. Further, in Perkins' derivation of bility over the Perkins instability for an explanation of the kil-
the linear growth rate an equilibrium was taken where both ometer scale irregularities at midlatitudes.

S.the field line integrated Pedersen conductivity and field line As a further point of interest, we wish to emphasize that the
integrated ion number density were assumed to have no hori- midnight collapse takes place even on nights when no scintil-
zoital gradients. As pointed out in section 3, the scintillation lations are observed. Indeed, vertical velocity data for the night
events on both April 19-20, 1977, and November 16-17, 1976, of March 16-17, 1977 (when no kilometer scale irregularities
were observed during a period of eastward and northward were observed, as shown in Figure II) were used by Harper

electric fields in the ionosphere, in keeping with the necessary [19791 to prove the tidal origin of the collapse. It seems that
conditions for the Perkins instability. Howevwr, we have also the rate of collapse that effectively controls the magnitude of
determined that besides the above electric field configuration, the gradient and the simultaneous presence of northward di-
a zero-order horizontal density gradient is essential for the rected ion drifts are important factors. This also explains the
generation of kilometer scale irregularities. relatively sparse occurrence of large scintillation events, al-

More suitable for comparison with the present set of obser- though Nelson and Cogger 119711 determined that the collapse
vations is, therefore, the modification of the Perkins mecha- occurs during 807 of the nights at Arecibo.

nism suggested by Scannapieco et al. 119751. This model starts These large but sporadic scintillation events are observed
with the same dynamical equations developed by Perkins but on geomagnetically quiet as well as on disturbed nights. The

assumes an initial equilibrium that has a long wavelength var- night of April 19-20 was disturbed and the other two nights
iation of the integrated Pedersen conductivity in the eastward discussed were quiet. While it is true that in this instance the
direction. Thus this mechanism is of the E x B type. It is also magnetically disturbed night showed the largest activity, we
more suitable for comparison with data. as the authors follow have seen many other cases of large scintillation events on
the evolution of the instability into the nonlinear regime. The quiet nights. Unfortunately, radar data are not available for
authors show that the perturbations (about the above equilib- those nights. It is also necessary to assess the role of waves in
rium) whose wave vectors are in the north-south direction will sharpening the gradients associated with the midnight col-

4,
and give rise to irregularity structures in the nonlinear state tillation, airglow. and AE-E in situ measurements are planned

that are sheetlike and more aligned in the east-west direction. to study in depth the complex interrelationships of winds and
These authors, as well as S. L. Ossakow (private communica- waves, drifts and gradients in the creation of plasma in-
tion, 1980) further claim that a long wavelength variation in stabilities in the midlatitude ionosphere.
conductivity in the north-south direction (such as we see in
the present situation) will act equally well, provided the east- Arknowledments We wish to thank J. Aarons for his interest and

west field is large enough, giving rise to structures with align- encouragement. I'he vector velocity measurements at Arecibo were
conducted with the help of R. M Harper The first two authors ac-

ment more in the north-south direction, knowledge the assistance of II. D. Craft and the staff of the AreciboThe important point to note from their numerical simula- Observatory and thank J. C. G. Walker and H. Rishbeth for useful

tion (done for a station with a dip of 45 . nearly equal to that discussions. The work at Emmanuel College was supported partially
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4- ABSTRACT

Faraday rotation observations were conducted at Haifa, Israel (32.870 N,

35.090 E) and Athens, Greece (37.970 N, 23.720 E) during the maximum phase of the

current solar cycle using the VHF beacon of the SIRIO satellite. The subiono-

spheric points (at 420 km) are (29.90N, 27.9 0E) and (34.50 N and 18.40 E) and

the subionospheric L-shell values are 1.24 and 1.37, respectively. Expected

latitudinal and local time differences in total electron content (TEC) for the

two locales are observed. However, the Haifa data are characterized by

generally occurring, seasonally independent, large post-sunset electron content

maxima which are absent for the Athens data. Furthermore, the post-sunset increases

would appear to be a solar maximum phenomenon as they are not observed during the

minimum phase of the solar cycle. The post-sunset increases are attributed to

electron fluxes arriving from the equatorial regions along the magnetic lines of

force. The correlation coefficients of hourly TEC at the Haifa/Athens locales

exhibit a seasonally independent diurnal variation with minimum values at night

and maximum values generally at the end of the buildup phase of TEC variation.

The daytime ratios of the standard deviation of TEC to the average TEC are generally

seasonally independent and behave quite similarly at the two locales with daytime

values below w25%.
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INTRODUCTION

Total electron content (TEC) measurements were made at Haifa, Israel (Soicher

et al, 1982) (32.870N, 35.090 E) and Athens, Greece (37.970N, 23.720E) by

monitoring the polarization rotation of VHF transmission from the geostationary

SIRIO Satellite which is located at 150W. The subionospheric points (i.e. the

coordinates of the point at which the path from the satellite to the observation

station intersects a mean ionospheric altitude of 420 km) for the Haifa and Athens

locales are (29.90N, 27 .90E) and (34.50 N, 18.40), respectively; the invariant

latitudes are 26.20 and 31.40, respectively; the magnetic dip angles are 41.80

and 48.40, respectively; and the L-shell values are 1.24 and 1.37, respectively.

The ionospheric characteristics observed are considered to be those which are

prevalent at the subionospherc points rather than at the locations of the receiving

apparatus. The beacon frequency of SIRIO used in the observations was 136.14 MHz.

The transmission from the satellite was continous except for an occasional

deliberate shut down of the satellite beacon for power conservation requirements.

Occasional interference and loss of power at the receiver site have also caused some

data gaps.

At any one location , TEC is a quantity that is observed to vary diurnally,

from day to day, seasonally, with the phase of the 11 year solar cycle, and in
.* ,J"q

response to ionospheric disturbances. The data here was taken during the maximum

phase of the current solar cycle, (cycle 21, which is a relatively high one in

comparison to other cycles), and thus the TEC values represent maximum expected

values in this region of the world.
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THE DATA

The superimposed diurnal variation of 15-minute TEC values, normalized to

the vertical direction, grouped in monthly intervals for the calender year 1980

at the Haifa and Athens locations are shown in Figs 1 and 2, respectively. The

monthly averages of the TEC data for the same months are displayed in Figs 3 and

4, respectively.

At both locations the daytime TEC maximizes at the equinoxes (the spring

(vernal) equinox has larger absolute TEC values then the autumnal equinox),

and minimizes at the summner periods.

At both locations the electron content increases rapidly after local sun-

rise. The rate of increase is quite steep for the equinoctial and winter periods

and significantly slower in the summer period. After reaching a diurnal maximum

the TEC begins to decrease fairly rapidly. However, the Haifa TEC data are

characterized by generally-occurring seasonally-independent large, post-sunset

$ increases which last for two to three hours. These increases are generally absent for

the Athens data. For Haifa, the TEC, after reaching a diurnal maximum, begins to

decrease fairly rapidly. Following the maximum, TEC may gradually decay to reach

a minimum just prior to the next sunrise. On many days, however, TEC may reach

a secondary maximum quite dramatically. The peak of the secondary enhancement

occurs at about 1800 UT, i.e. about an hour or so after local sunset. The post

sunset TEC increase. is observed at most seasons but is most pronounced in the late
C

equinotial and winter periods. For Athens the TEC secondary increase is rarely

observed, and after the diurnal maximum is reached the TEC gradually decays to its

minimum value.
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-. i Some of the gross characteristics of TEC are similar at both locations.

For example the sharply lower daytime TEC values on June 27, 1980 and the

sharply larger TEC daytime values on September 9, 1980 are common to both

locations in comparison to adjacent days. However, some of the less obvious
.'-.- variations (e.g. travelling ionospheric disturbances) are unique to the in-

dividual location.

On the monthly average curves the post-sunset increase is averaged out,

but a change of slope is noticeable in the Haifa data (Fig 3), while it is totally

absent for the Athens data (Fig 4).

For comparison purposes TEC data for November 1975 taken at Haifa using the

VHF signal of the geostationary ATS6 Satellite which was located at 350E is

shown in Figure 5. The period of observation was near the minimum phase of the
[' solar cycle. The geographic subionospheric point was at 30.1N, 35.10E; the

invariant latitude is 26.40; the magnetic dip is 42.70; and the L-shell value

.' is 1.25. The solar cycle variation of TEC is expressed by the near 5:1 ratio

in maximum TEC values during 1980 as compared to 1975. The 1980 post-sunset

maximum is absent for the 1975 data, however there are indications of morning

maxima in the 1975 data.

The hourly averages of TEC at Haifa and Athens for the equinoctial, summer

and winter periods are shown in Figure 6. During the winter and spring equinox

the Haifa TEC values are always larger than the corresponding Athens values.

During the fall equinox the Haifa values are larger than the Athens values at all

times except the pre-dawn period and the initial decay period after the diurnal

maximum. During the summer, Athens values are larger than the correspondinghrl Haifa values except during the dawn hours. While it is expected that the lower

latitude ionosphere observed fro Haifa will exhioit a higher TEC than the one
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Sobserved from Athens, due to higher solar zenith angles, the sumner data are

surprising.

The day-to-day variability of TEC is clearly exhibited by the superposed

diurnal curves of Figures l and 2. The variability is best described by the

standard deviation of the daily TEC values from the average monthly values.

Of more practical significance is the ratio of the standard deviation to the

mean TEC values as a function of time. Such ratios are plotted for the various

seasons for the Haifa and Athens locales in Figure 7. It is seen that during

the daytime the ratios are reasonably constant, independent of location and

season, and rarely attain values above o25%. During the night the ratios

behave more erratically and are much higher in value. This suggeststhat there
-

is an irreducible ionospheric variablity which, upon normalization by the mean

TEC will be less by day than by night.

Using the smoothed hourly values of TEC from the Haifa and Athens stations,

shifted to corresponding local times, correlation coefficients for the two locales

were calculated for seasonally representative months as a function of universal

time (Fig 8). The error bars represent 95 percent confidence limits, assuming a

Gaussian distribution of values about the mean. The correlation coefficients

exhibit a seasonally independent diurnal variation with minimum values at nivht and

a steep increase towards maximum values generally at the end of the buildup phase

of TEC variation. The general trend is for the coefficient to gradually decline

_ after reaching the maximum, although some variability is observed.

Another approach is to cross correlate, between the two stations, the TEC

values over continous time intervals and the variability of TEC values from their

monthly mean contours. By calculating the coefficient for the variabilities,

rather than for the actual values of TEC, any possible influence of the different
diurnal contour shapes of TEC is eliminated. The correlation is done for TEC values

and variabilities during three time intervals; 00-04 UT, 00-24 UT and 1600-2200 UT.
.'p 77
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The first time intervals represents the nighttime, the second represents the

full diurnal period, while the third represents the time period during which

the post-sunset maximum occurs in Haifa. The results are shown in Table I.

As expected, the correlation coefficients for the actual continous TEC

values are always higher than the corresponding TEC-variability coefficients.

As with the smoothed hourly correlation coefficients the nighttime correlations

are low in comparison to other diurnal intervals. The influence of the 24-hour

term is seen in the high correlation of the TEC values for the time intervals

0000-2400. The correlation coefficients are affected significantly when the
,

24-hour term is removed by correlating the TEC variabilities. For the time

periods 1600-2200, when the post-sunset maxima generally occur, the correlation

coefficients for the TEC-variability are always lower than the corresponding ones

for the full diurnal periods, except during the month of June when the post-sunset

phenomenon is not prevalent.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The large post-sunset enhancements in TEC observed at Haifa are due to the

"fountain effect" pattern of plasma motion from the equatorial regions along
.4 the magnetic lines of force. In the equatorial region polarization fields produce

at sunset large upward drifts of electrons, resulting in a rapid lifting of

.. the F layer and massive horizontal flow of plasma along the field lines. (Rishbeth,

1977; Wu 1972). A post-sunset enhancement in upward I x B drift, which is a

characteri~tic feature during solar cycle maximum periods (Anderson and Klobuchar

1983), is primarily responsible for the increase in TEC at Haifa between about

1600 to 2000 UT. Bottomside foF 2 observations Indicate that the "equatorial

anomaly" (i.e. low values of critical frequency at the magnetic equator compared

to those at latitudes approximately 15-20 degrees away from the magnetic equator),

during sunspot maximum, may extend to 400 magnetic dip angle in the Asian sector

-i 78
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(Rao & Malthotra, 1964). Further, the anomaly is most pronounced from about

2000-2200 local time in the northern latitudes. Bottomside and topside

soundings of the equatorial anomaly (Rush et al, 1969) along the 750W longitude,

.'.. indicate that during solar maximum the maximum development of the anomaly occurs

at -2000 LT during winter and equinoxes & at -1700 LT in summer. During years of

declining solar activity the maximum development of the anomaly shifts to

1300-1500 LT.

The behavior of the TEC at Haifa vis-a-vis the post-sunset increase or its

absence, thus complements foF2 data of the development of the equatorial anomaly

in terms of its latitude extent, seasonal and solar phase development structure.

The absence of the post-sunset ionospheric structure at Athens, a relatively

close location to Haifa, indicate that density peaks may be relatively narrow

in extent with resulting strong spatial density gradients.

The ratio of the standard deviation of TEC about its monthly mean to TEC

appears independent of season and of geographic location, and during daytime

is always below .25%. This daytime ratio is similar to those observed at other

temperate and high latitudes (Soicher & Gorman, 1980).

The relatively high day-to-day variability of TEC during nighttime appears

to contribute to the low correlation between the Haifa and Athens TEC at that

time intervals. The correlation coefficient increases steeply with time during

the buildup phase of the TEC. This is indicative that production through

Mphotoionization is the dominant process and affects the TEC increases at both

- . locations in similar manner. The subsequent decline of the correlation
coefficient is indicative of the local processes which affect the TEC structure

-_ and its variability differently at the two locales.

J-. ,7
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FIGURES

1. Superimposed diurnal variations of total electron content (TEC) for Haifa, Israel,

for January through December 1980 versus time in UT. 1 TEC unit = 1016 el m-2.

* 2. same as Figure 1 but for Athens Greece.

3. Monthly average variation of TEC in Haifa, Israel, for January through

December 1980.

4. Same as Figure 3 but for Athens. Greece.

5. Same as Figure 1 but for November, 1975.

Id 6. Hourly averages of TEC at Haifa, Israel, and Athens, Greece for the

equinoctial, summer, and winter periods during 1980t.

7. The diurnal variations of the ratio (in percent) of the monthly standard

deviation of TEC to the hourly average of TEC at Haifa. Israel and Athens, Greece,

for various seasons during 1980.

8. Correlation coefficients vs time of day for smoothed hourly values of TEC at

Haifa, Israel and Athens, Greece for seasonally representative months.
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THE ROLE OF IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS IN SCINTILLATION MODELLING
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ABSTRACT

Satellite borne In-situ measurements of irregularity amplitude have been very useful in provi-
ding the general features of the global F-region irregularity morphology. Thus, the conflicting
equatorial scintillation observations obtained from greatly separated ground stations could be organ-
ized in the framework of a longitudinal variation of irregularity occurrence. Similarly, for the
current study, high inclination satellite data have been utilized to delineate the essential morphol-
ogical features of the polar cap irregularity environment. The lack of a significant diurnal and
magnetic control of the irregularity morphology within th low solar flux northern winter polar cap

(A > 800 N) distinguishes this region from the auroral oval regime. Scintillation results from a
polar cap station during the winter season in years of high and low solar flux can be explained on
the basis of in-situ observations of irregularity amplitude coupled with the variation of ambient
density. A polar orbiting communication system sensitive to phase perturbations may observe large
differences in the phase to amplitude scintillation ratio as it traverses through the auroral oval
(with its possible magnetic E-W sheet-like irregularity anisotropy) and into the polar cap with its
sun-aligned arc system. The current status of scintillation modelling is such that Information on
the gross variations of the electron density deviation and anisotropy seem to be more important than
subtle changes of irregularity spectrum and layer thickness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ground-based measurements over two decades have established the broad morphological features of
three major scintillation regions, two covering the auroral ovals and polar caps and the thLrd one
approximately centered on the magnetic equator (Aarons, 1975). However, the detailed morphology has
remained unknown because of some obvious handicaps, namely, the limited number of ground stations,
the unavailability of suitable sources of VHF-UHF transmissions at certain longitudes and the exis-
tence of large ocean surfaces. Satellites carrying out in-situ observations of irregularity para-
meters present a viable alternative for mapping the irregularity morphology at both high and low lat-
itudes. While only the high latitude morphology was studied by Dyson (1969) and Sagalyn et al.
(1974), Clark and Raitt (976) studied global irregularity morphology over an eighteen-month period.
Basu et al. (1976) and Basu and Basu (1980) confined their attention to equatorial morphology only.
However their major objective was to convert the observed irregularity morphology into estimated
phase and amplitude scintillation models using other realistic model parameters. The resulting
models showed in a rather dramatic fashion the longitudinal control of equatorial scintillations
during the solstices. Apparently conflicting ground-based scintillation data from far-flung

P stations (Taur, 1973; Aarons, 1977) could readily be fitted into the synoptic picture of the world-
wide equatorial scintillation occurrence pattern that emerged from the In-situ data.

The availability of data from the AE-D satellite with its inclination of 90* provided an idealplatform for the extension of such modelling efforts to the high latitude environment. Since little

scintillation data is available from polar cap stations CAarons et al., 1981) the in-situ model would
be able to provide much needed information for global scintillation modelling efforts such as under-
taken by Fremouw et al. (190). Unfortunately, most of the AE-D data base is limited to a 3-month
period around the northern winter solstice during 1975-76. Thus the model will be appropriate for
northern winter under sunspot minimum conditions. The paucity of the data also prevents us from
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I studying the seasonlI-cum- long Itudinal behavior of auroral scintillations discussed earlier by

~Basu (1975) and Basu and Aarons (1980).

2 . MODEL DEVELOPMENT

I , The ion-drift-meter data obtained from the AE-D satellite have been used for the modelling
.- effort. The drift meter provides the Ion density (or electron density for charge neutrality) every
" I;' "1/16 sac OuSOO m) along the orbitaf track as a function of position and magnetic local time of theb satellite as shown by the solid line In Figure I which represents a typical AE-D pass through the

noontime cusp, polar cap and nighttime auroral oval regions. From these samplings the rms irregular-
ity amplitude AN/N is computed over 3 sees of data (approximately 20 km of path length perpendicular

Sto the magnetic field) at Intervals of 8 sees as shown by the open circles. The first object of the
-' ,-%.modelling process Is to determine the average irregularity amplitude as a function of magnetic acti-
--#' vity, Invariant latitude, dnd magnetic local time. The irregularity amplitude may be a function of
% altitude so that separate groupings of the data were made as a function of satellite altitude as,well.

~The next stop Is to convert the observed morphology Into an estimated model of phase and amplie-
tude scintilations. Scintillations are, of course, proportional to the integrated electron density
deviation along the ray path (Rufenach, 1975). In order to estimate this a model of the ambient

density N and i.rregularity layer thickness L are necessary. We further assumed that for propagation
studies where only the total Integrated effect along the ray path is considered, it Is probably

quite realistic to assume that the irregularity layer thickness is the same as the slab thickness ofthe Ionosphere under simil r geophysical conditions. The ITS-78 model (Llee yn and Bent, 1973)
~with suitable updating for sunspot cycle and season was used to determine N and L values as a func-

tion of position and local time. Combnin the observed rms N/N values with N derived above the
~morphology of AN was obtained.

In the framework of diffraction theory under the limit of weak scattering, the irregularity mor-phology can be translated into models of phase and amplitude scntillations. The equations for thedetermination of ud, the phase variance. and S4, the second central moment of Intensity are taken

from Rino (1979). Rino (1979) derived the equations for a variable three-dimensional spectral index
p of the Irregularities. owever, the equations take on a simplified form if p Is assumed to be
which was the most commonly observed spectral Index by in-situ techniques (yson et el. 197;
Phelps and Sagalyn 76). p th pn, these equations are

<0#>' - 2-Tb- (re)W (L see e) G Cs (Vffr)
2

z scee

stuiesre l- tlassical radius of the electron (2.8 x cnde5 m)

X- radio wavelength
L - Irregularity layer thickness
e - Ionospheric Zenith angle cmy

Cs - strength of turbulence - 231<AN>: (2 .)t o s outer scale (20 km determined by aseta interval)
Gt F - gom trlcal parameters for field aligned irregularities

z - reduced distance of center of irregularity layer
Vef f - effective scan velocity

dtr o- detrend Interval

It is Important to note In the above equations that in a power law environment with a large
outer scale the dati segment over which the r s tN/N is computed effectively sets an outer scale for

modelling purposes. The strength of turbulence Cs will thus also depend on the length of the data
segment used. Further, while the S4 Index can be uniquely determined In terms of irregularity and
anisotropy parameters, the phase scintillation also depends on the detrend Interval over which the
phase variance is computed and the effective scan velocity of the ray path across the iso-correloids
of electron density. For this modelling effort we considered a detrend interval of .0 sees to make
the results compatible with those of the Wideband satellite (Fremouw et al., 1978). For the deter-
mination of the effective scan velocity we considered a simple orbital qeom)trC shown In Figure 2.

The satellite beacon was assumed to be orbiting In the magnetic meridian plane at an altitude
of 1000 km. The projected velocity at F region heights was considered to be 3 km see-, in the mag-
netic N-S directlon ith no component o velocity in the magnetic E- direction. The modelling was
done for an overhead geometry. Three kinds of Irrequarity anlsotroples were considered. In the
nighttime auroral ova r magn et s el aligned ts were used (artn and Arons,
1i77; RIno rt al.n 1978) while in the daytime sub-auroral region feld-algned rods were used

seg':"o , m nt used,' .urte, while the -. . ,ndecan be.uniquely dete e in t s o
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(Fremouw et al., 1980) in keeping with earlier experimental observations. However, no data ex:sts
on anisotropy characteristics either in the daytime auroral oval or in the entire polar cap region.
Considering the nature of the arc system (Shepherd. 1979). we made the assumption that in the day-
time auroral oval the irregularity anisotropy is also in the form of E-W sheets whereas in the polar
cap the sun-aligned arc system (Lassen, 1979; Weber and Buchau, 1981) could be associated with N-S

'' bsheets. In Section 4, we shall present some results of phase and amplitude scintillation modelling
based on such composite irregularity characteristics.

3. HIGH-LATITUDE IRREGULARITY MORPHOLOGY

In Figure 3a, we show the average Irregularity morphology observed in the Northern Hemisphere
as a function of invariant latitude and magnetic local time for quiet magnetic conditions (Kp < 3.5)

. obtained between October 22 - December 31, 1975. The irregularity map was obtained by sorting the
AE-D data of rms AN/N (expressed as a percentage) in 5* wide invariant latitude and 4 hour magnetic
local time boxes and determining the average value of AN/N. The 806-906 invariant latitude range

" was combined into one box. For Figure 3a, the data was confined to the time periods when AE-D was
between 200-400 km while Figure 3b shows the morphology when AE-O was above 400 km altitude. The
highest altitude attained by AE-D was approximately 1400 km so that Figure 3b represents the altitude
range between 400-1400 km.

The most striking difference between Figures 3a and b is the difference in irregularity ampli-
tudes in the nighttime auroral oval. In this region (65-80A latitude) the high altitude data shows
much larger amplitudes while in the polar cap region of open field lines (.>80 A) the irregularity
amplitudes seem to be independent of altitude. The diurnal variation within the polar cap is quite
small with the largest irregularities being observed at midday and smallest at midnight. The sharp
irregularity boundary at 75°A at the equatorward edge of the cusp in the noon sector is another
noteworthy feature of these two maps. In addition, the high altitude data shows an asymmetry be-
tween the morning and afternoon sectors of the cusp with the morning sector irregularities being

Set
t  larger. Figure 3b is remarkably similar to the map of small scale transverse magnetic disturbances

determined by the Triad satellite at 800 km altitude (Saflekos et al., 1978) if we keep in mind the
differences in the way the data were sorted in each study.

4 The irregularity morphology observed during disturbed magnetic conditions (Kp > 3.5) is shown
in Figure 3c. Because of the smaller amount of data, an altitude separation was not feasible. The
nighttime auroral oval shows a pronounced broadening. However irregularity amplitudes do not attain
the large values observed in Figure 3b probably because of both altitudinal and latitudinal smearing.
There is a definite equatorward motion of both the nighttime auroral oval and the dayside cusp.

4. MODEL OF PHASE AND AMPLITUDE SCINTILLATIONS

As mentioned in Section 2, the observed morphology of rms 6N/N in the high latitude region can
be converted to equivalent phase and amplitude scintillation models by using a model of maximum F-
region densities to obtain the magnitude of AN. Figures 4A and B show maps of electron density
deviation AN generated by combining the ITS-78 model of densities for the sunspot conditions per-
taining to November and December, 1975 with the irregularity amplitudes obtained in the AE-D study

*%t. presented in Section 3. Figure 4a was determined by combining all the data used in the preparation

of Figures 3a and b with the density model while Figure 4b was obtained from Figure 3c and the den-
sity model.

The point to note from Figure 4a is the persistence (even in AN) of most of the features found
, in AN/N. Thus the polar cap still shows a relatively small diurnal variation with the maximum

electron density deviation being observed in the daytime. The cusp is a region of high AN while the
nightside auroral oval expectedly shows much larger electron density deviations than observed at the
same latitudes in the daytime.

b,, Following the procedure outlined in Section 2, Figu-e 4a is converted into models of :p and S4
by using a composite of three different types of irregularity anisotropy in various sectors of the
high latitude region. Only the low Kp data set is used for scintillation models because of the
better data coverage. The assumed form of the irregularity anisotropy in the different MLT and in-

" 2variant latitude sectors are as follows. E-W sheets (10:10:1 with larger dimensions along the field

and in the magnetic E-W direction) have been assumed over the nighttime and daytime auroral ovals
(60*-80A lat between 18 MLT to 06 MLT and 750-80MA lat between 06 MLT to 18 MLT). Over the polar
cap also, E-W sheets have been assumed except for the noontime and midnight sectors (10-14 MLT and
22-02 LT) where N-S sheets (10:10:1 with larger dimensions along the field and in the magnetic N-S

direction) are considered. In the sub-aurora? region (60*-75*A lat between 06-18 lLT) irregulari-
I ties in the form of field-aligned rods (with 10:1 ratio) have been assumed. As outlined in Section

2. the Irregularity layer thickness has been derived from the slab thickness obtained from ITS-78.
These values usually range between 200 and 250 km.
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section show that scintillation models based on the quantitative measure of electron density devia-
tion (OIN) by satellites at high latitudes provide realistic estimates. They also provide a synoptic
picture over the northern polar cap which is almost impossible to achieve with ground-based measure-
ments. We have thus been able to provide models of both equatorial and high latitude amplitude and
phase scintillations from in-situ data.

It should, however, be mentioned that our current efforts are based on satellites whose primary
function was not concerned with irregularity measurements at F region heights for scintillation
modelling. As such, the restrictions imposed on satellite altitude, time of transit, etc.. limited
this data base. A dedicated satellite performing such measurements at F-region altitudes with suit-
able orbital characteristics will be an Ideal vehicle for the development of a world-wide model of
phase and amplitude scintillations.
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A case study of coordinated obser'ations of low-energ) i < 500 eVI electron precipitation in the
auroral oval from l)MSP F2 and phase tnd amplitude scintillations from Goose Bay. using a geosta-
tionarv satellite transmtting at 244 MHz. is presented. The precipitation event took place during the

'epansion phase of an intense evening substorm, when the equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora
reached 59 invariant latitude. Particularly large phase scintillations (> 10 radians for fluctuation
frequencies > O.K167 Hzi were round to be well correlated with intense fluxes {> 10' particles (cm

2 s
sri i of precipitated Iow-cnerg, electrons. Total clec ron content and magnetometer measurements
indicate that the onset of the precipitation eent was about 10 mm prior to the DMSP pass. Within
this time scale, the ionization generated in the F region could reach the topside so that the thermal
sensor on board the DMSP satellite was able to measure a factor of 2-3 density enhancement at 840
km. The latitudinal %idth of these density structures is consistent with that of F region blobs observed
at Chatanika. The gradient scale length measured in the topside was only 30 km. which was probably
responsible for the last growth rate of the scintillation-producing irregularities. The phase to amplitude
scintillation ratio changed rather drastically compared to quiet magnetic times, however, implying that
increased convection .elocitie, during these magnetic disturbances were partially responsible for the
enhanced phase scintillation.

NT

"INTROD LTION transport of these irregularities augmented by plasma

The ubiquitous nature of high-latitude irregu- instabilities gives rise to the observed irregularity dis-

* larities has been well established by measurements tribution throughout the polar cap and auroral oval

employing a variety of techniques including scintil- regions. Evidence for transport was obtained from

lations [Ba.%u and ,4arons. 1980: Aaro. e' al.. 1981: the measurements of Vickrev et al. [1980], who

Rin, and Matthews. 1980] and in situ sampling of showed that the large-scale irregularities I>__10 km)

electron density irregularities [Di.son, 1909: Saqalyn or plasma *'blobs" observed with the Chatanika
'asu el a., 19g 1 radar convcct with the background f-eld and. because
-. ',:.t al., 1974: Clark and Railn. 1976: ti rm [ickre and Keltei.
and electric fields [Mavnard and Ileppner, 1970h
-elley and \ozer. 1972]. Recently, Kelley e a. 1982]. can be transported to great distances from

_ *'i [ 1982] have proposed that solt-particle precipitation where they were produced.
at the poleward edge of the auroral oval is the pri- It is the obiect of this paper to provide a case

mary source of the structured F region plasma in the study of the formation of it plasma blob by low-
auroral ionosphere. [hey further point out that energy ( < S() eV) electron precipitation near the

,. equatorward edge of the auroral oval during the ex-
, ,pright 19t by the American (ieophysic.il I'm , pansion phase of an intense evening subtorm and to

Ki aper numher 3S)610 )describc the associated propagation effects. While the

i1,4..6"1-1 st tS.tt6it0iStOK) precipitl.ltion of such soft electron Iluxes at the pole-

The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.
.5 *t 'Permission for further reproduction by others must he obtained from

the copyright owner.
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MAR 29,1979 DMSP

DMSP/F2 60 10 -m
Rev 9380

015740 UT

. .65°A
. 55/

-GOOSE
BAY

50*

CA 50km
020021 UT FLr

,4 70* 60' 50"

WEST GEOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE

Fig. 1. The DMSP/F2 satellite track projected along the magnetic field line to 110 km for orbit 9390. from
which particle data was obtained for the March 29. 1979, study. This track is just 3 to the west of the Fleetsat 350
km subionospheric intersection. The ATS 5 subionospheric intersection is also shotn.

ward edge of the auroral oval is well documented in transmissions of the Fleetsat satellite parked at
the literature (cf. Fejer and Kelley [1980], Kelley et 100W. The method of obtaining phase scintillation
al. [1982], and references therein), the existence of measurements using a geostationary source, as well

such intense fluxes rather deep within the plasma- as the diurnal and seasonal statistics, have been dealt
sheet is less well known. Tanskanen et a. [1981], with in a recent report [Basu et a.. 1982] and will
using DMSP data, were the first to discuss such not be repeated here. The important point to empha-
events in detail, although Deehr et al. [1976] did note size is that the scale-length coverage of phase scintil-

N their existence earlier. We shall show that such a lations for a fixed dctrend interval is dependent on
precipitation event monitored by the DMSP satellite the E-W drift velocity. This is contrary to the situ-
also caused a concomitant increase of the back- ation when an orbiting satellite, such as Wideband. ts
ground thermal density by a factor of 2-3 at an alti- the source of the transmissions. In such cases. partic-
tude of 820 km, bounded-by regions of sharp plasma ularly at high latitudes, the scale-length coverage I.
density gradients. Coordinated magnetometer and dictated by the effective velocity of the satellite [Fri-
total electron content measurements showed that the inouw et al.. 1978] and is generally independent of the
precipitation event was a long-lasting one (- 10 min), ionospheric drift. We shall show later that enhanced
which enabled the effect of the precipitation in the F ionospheric drifts during the suhstorm under ;tudy
region to be transmitted to the topside. We also pro- contributed to a relatively larger increase of the
vide evidence that medium scale irregularities (- I phase scintillations as compared to the intensitv scm-
km and larger) which were responsible for causing tillations.
phase and amplitude scintillations, intensified within
a very short time scale (-, I min), thereby suggesting 2 I)MSP -NIRG[TIC PA1RTI(LI
that plasma instabilities could grow on the sharp ,\NI) II1FRMAI. INSITY I)ArA
topside gradients. The particle data used are those obtained from

It is of some interest to note that the phase and DMSP -2 satcllite in the evening M LI Tector during
amplitude scintillations for this study were obtained a period of substorm activtty. DMSP F2 is a three-
at Goose Bay. Labrador, by utilizing the 244 MHz ;txis stabihed satcllite tn a nearly sun-synhronous,

I_,.. :, , , - . - - - , - . - '.' . ' . ..103
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circular orbit at an altitude of 820 km. The orbital MAR 29.,1979

period is 101 min; the nominal inclination is 99.1". 0 6 12 is 24 UT

At launch the orbit was centered near the 0700-1900 0

meridian, but it is subject to a very slow precessional
"4. drift toward later local times, as is the case in the -2

present situation. The specific satellite orbit under -

study. 9380 (-0200 UT, March 29, 1979), when -4

mapped to 110 km altitude along magnetic field
lines, passed just 3 to the west of the Fleetsat iono- 6

spheric intersection point (intersection between the U"

350 km ionospheric height and the propagation path
from Goose Bay to Fleetsat), as shown in Figure 1. , -
Since visual auroras occur at 110 km. the DMSP
track is routinely mapped to I 10-km height, whereas -10

-" ', a 350-km intersection is more relevant when F region
*"." propagation effects are being studied, such as with r

Fleetsat transmissions.
The DMSP pass occurred during a period of

southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic
field B. negative) as shown in Figure 2. which caused
a series of substorms as observed from the auroral

- " electrojet index (AE) data. The AE index looks rather MAGNETIC

smooth as the hourly values have been plotted, in iNOEK

keeping with the resolution of the B. data. The
middle panel of Figure 2 shows that the planetary
index Kp was 6 at the time of the pass. On a more
local level, the DMSP pass occurred about 8 min
after the onset of a 400 ,, negative bay, which started 0 r 2 a UT

at 0152 UT on the Goose Bay magnetogram shown 150in Figure 3. Unfortunately, the auroral photographs
0~

,-"corresponding to this orbit are not available. How- E ,ooo . ,MSP,,SS
1 E

6 ever, it is expected that at such disturbed times, the I

statistical auroral oval should be in the vicinity of the 500 -
Fleetsat intersection point [Basu et al., 1982].

The DMSP particle detectors have been described
0 6 12 to 24 UT

in detail by Hard), et al. [1979]. Briefly, the particle Fig. 2. The interplanetary magnetic field B,, planetary mag-
detector on DMSP/F2 consists of two curved-plate netic index Kp. and auroral electrojet index AE data for March
electrostatic analv,ers that measure the fluxes of elec- 29. 1979. The time or the DMSP'F2 pass is indicated.
trons in 16 energy channels between 50 eV and 20
keV once per second. The apertures of the analyzers The energetic-electron measurements over the eve-
always face toward local vertical so that at auroral ning portion of the auroral oval for this orbit are
and polar cap latitudes they detect precipitating shown in Figure 4, and the point of closest approach
rather than backscattered and trapped electrons. One to the latitude of the Fleetsat intersection at
analyzer covers the energy range from 50 eV to I 0200: 21 UT is identified as CA. In this figure, the

" keV with a geometric factor of 4 x 10 -4 cm 2 sr and particle data are plotted as JTOT, the directional
a AE/E of 10%. The other analyzer covers the energy integral flux (cm2 s sr) - in the bottom panel;
range from I to 20 keV with a geometric factor of JETOT. the directional energy flux [keV(cm2 s sr)- I]
1. 10 "cm' sr and a AE/E of 12%. The large geometric on the middle panel; and EAVE, the average energy

,, factors insure that the flux level for the electrons in in keV in the top panei. The scale for EAVE is linear.
the diffuse aurora is well above the detector's sensi- These quantities are plotted as functions of universal7 : tivity [Tanskanen et al., 1981]. tine (U7). the geogitphi,, coordinatcs of the satellite
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GOOSE BAY VAGNETOGRAM
MAR 29, 1979

HORIZONTAL COMPONENT

-400-

%! T

'-O5-

I: Fig. 3. The horizontal component o~l the (tiow, Bay. magnetogram on March 29. 1979, showing a 400 y negative.! bay starting at 0152 UF.

.,,(GLAT and GLON). the corrected geomagnetic lati- electron number flux and the energy flux show sig-
itude [Whalen, 1970] of the satellite mapped along nificant fluctuation in the two regions, reaching

the magnetic field line to 110 km (MLAT) and the values as high as -8 x 109 electrons Icm-' s sr) -

magnetic local time (MLT). The poleward and equa- and --3 x 104 keV (cm-2 s sr) ", respectively. The

torward boundaries of the oval were defined on the average energy of this particle population is -,400
basis of JTOT exceeding the level of the polar rain or eV for the first region. It can also be seen from
background. respectively [Gussenhov'en et al., 19811. Figure 4 that the average energy is - I keV for the
On this basis the equatorward boundary of the second region. The surrounding regions have typical
aurora in the evening sector is at 59'A (at the 110 km energies of the order of 3 keV. We shall further dis-
level). which for Kp = 6 matches well the empirical cuss the particle characteristics near the first region
relationship Ac.(;., =' 71.2 - 2.1 Kp developed by (0200 : 15 UT) of low average energy, which is closest
Giussenhoren el al. [1981] for the northern hemi- to Itic Fleetsat intersection point.

- sphere evening boundary. The difference between the To compare the particle spectra in the vicinity of
corrected geomagnetic latitude A,,.,, and invariant the point of closest approach with that in the diffuse

+-,',.latitude A is less than 0.5-- in this longitude sector 0J. aurora. we present two plots each showing 10 differ-
,.,A. Whalen. private communication. 1982). ential energy spectra for 10 successive seconds start-
' From Figure 4, we see that the Fleetsat intersec- ing at 0159 : 50 and 0200 : 10 in Figures 5a and 5h.

tion is within the evening precipitation region. More- respectively. The first one (Figure 5a. which actually
over, from the nature of the average energy of the has nine spectra. the one for 0159 : 52 UT being una-
precipitating fluxes ( - 4 keV), we infer that the inter- vailable) obtained poleward of (he Fleetsat intersec-

% section point is within the region of the diffuse tion. when taken in conjunction with the relevant
aurora. In the absence of simultaneous D%4SP pho- portion of Figure 4. shows smooth variations in
tograph, , it is difficult to establish (lie exact width of' ]TOT. KfTOT. and FAVE and a quasi-thermal type
the diffuse aurora, but based on the shape of (lie ol'spectrum. The P.AVE reaches a maximum value of
electron spectra and their average energy, it is likely 5 keV at 0159': 52 UT. Quite a drastic change in
that the entire latitude range spanned by the satellite ,spectral .,hape occurs in F~igure 5h. particularly
between 01159 and 0201 UT can be considered it) he during 0200:• 10 0200 : 16 UT. There is a large in-
within the diffuse auroral precipitation region. crease in flutx at the lower energies with a corre-
Within that interval, at least two relatively narrow sponding decrease in flux at the higher energies lead-
region,, of ,,ignilicant integral nuniher flux enhance- ing to a severe reduction in the average energy as
11cnits are ohserved in c'onjunction %%Ith dccreas cs of mentioned earlier. t-urthcr, low-energy peaks in the
the a, erague energzy (012(m) 15 a.nd 012(m) 401) ' r) The ralnv, 1(X) fOtW) eV are found to he superimpo,,ed on
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rI EAR"S *F - 39Fi the basically quasi-tthrmal background distribution.
-JUtADAYenas Such spectra were also shown by Tanskanen e al.

IAC addition, 62.st(1981] a resprmoe oso

'AC "NthTU0'24,.6 to axist in rgton of the nighttime
channel OfAL dto. 2T-29-3 imoilar

--- T

' %, Re 9380 2-auroral oval.

Figures Sc and Sd shed further light on the differ-
-"['We 1981]. By ences between spectra shown in Figures 5a and Sb. In

! 4ERG-,..) Figure Sc the single differential flux spectrum from
Fi. 5. T-. n- set f Figure na corresponding to 0159:50 UT is replotted.

Sof pritn -.. In addition, histograms are superimposed to show

on' *l.r1 2" 1979, o the percentage of the total number flux R' and total':"_. +,..--.., . c ncrgy flux R that is being carried within each
':" -- ,o c, ,+o, _,/. channel of the detector. The plot shows that outside

S and, 01599 UT sthe region of low-energy electron enhancement, most

.. of the flux and the vast majority of the energy in the
melectrons are being carried by particles with energies
7 i exceeding I keV. i.e., particles that wouldprdc

" ,; ,effects primarily in the E layer of the ionosphere
4 t "T[Whah'n. 1981]. By contrast, the spectrum in Figure

k -io -- i0 " i€ ."S'0 d for the first enhancement region indicates that the

ENEcRC+ (eVI electrons in the part of the spectrum peaked at -,40
':: Fi& 5a. Ten differential energy" spectra for ten successive sec- eV are now carrying most of the particle and energy

ends of DMSP precipitating electron data taken from orbit 9380 flUX and thus will have their primary effect in the F~on March 29. 1979, poleward of the Fleetsat intersection between region ionosphere. The number flux into the iono-
"-'.',01591.50 and 0159:59 UT showing smooth variations in JTOT, sphere at this time is as large as 8 x 10 electrons

JETOT, and EAVE and a quasi-thermal spectrum (Note that
sipectrum for 0139:52 UT is missing.)

+',,-* MSP/F2 ORBIT 9380

MARCH 29, 1979 015950 UT

OMSP F2

JUL'AN OAY 88 to'- R .... NUMBER FLUX
STARTING :IME' 2-0-10
MAC LATITUDE- 61.3 7R ENERGY FLUX
MAC LONGI TUOE' 3,? T z4"
MAC LOCAL rTmi- 21-26-T1 R, R'

. IRe, 9380 74

,. . t "' -20

-30

E -24

--- , ft o'4",.v:.-t ,* ; ,.'L , ' ,_ -'2
-,", ,t '0-.7

ft..,. , * f0
4 

_.., .
...., - . . ,,- L".

* it. 10-

- ?.

) o 5 -4 0

% '. C' I0
a  

JI TV'

V. R1 11 (eVI I'ig. 5,. One-%ecto d ditferential clee:Iron flux ast o159 So VT

on mdTY~h 29, 197). it the north of the I l'et,,at intersection rint
Fig. 5h. Same as in Figure Sa hut showing decrea.e in high R (.ilid hInet is the reltive clirccion:l energp flt per energy

energy tlux and increae in lower energies beween 12(X):h) and channe. R Idashed hinet I% the reltii directional number flux per
, 1(1 ) 19 r. ,nergy channcl.
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% (cm' s sr) . carrying an energy of 5 ergs (cm2 s MARCH 29, 1979 DMSP/F2 Rev 9380

sr) '. Ninety percent of this flux is compssd of elec- 25

trons with energies < 500 eV and 65% % ith energies
', < 300 eV. -i20 -E

To study the latitudinal variation " this low-
* energy component, we show in the lower panel of 0

Figure 6a a plot of the differential flux o the lowest 15 x

energy channel, namely. 47 eV, as a fun :tion of the 1X'°
8

position of the satellite in corrected geomagnetic co- ,0
ordinates. (The next three higher energy channels, > z
ranging in energy from 73 eV to 173 ..V. show a 5

similar latitudinal pattern and are not shown here.)
The flux values are obtained once per second. i.e., at

iIxIa - 0o
a spatial resolution of approximately 7 km. On the

upper panel. we display the thermal ion density data

obtained at 820 km altitude by the planar retarding w 47 ev

potential analyzer on board the DMSP!F2 satellite
described by Siniddv et al. [1978] and by Rich et al.
[1980]. The ion densities shown in this figure have _j xIO

6

been plotted at the rate of one point per second. Z
which is the same resolution as that of the lower
energy electron data. Figure 6b. on the other hand. .

shows the data points plotted at their highest resolu-

DMSPl F2 ORBIT 9380 1xO015950 020010 020030 UT
MARCH 29,1979 020014 UT 624 61 9 61 3 60.9 60.3 MAGLAT (*)

Fig. 6a. Simultaneous measurements of the differential flux at

-- 47 eV and ion density at 840 km from DMSP;F2 for orbit 9380
, on March 29. 1979. Note the sharp density gradients associated

".R' ---- NUJ3ER FLUX with the soft-particle precipitation.
* R -EEW31 FL.UX

tion, namely, seven per second, i.e., at a spatial sepa-
R' ration of approximately 1 km since the velocity of

-32 the spacecraft is 7 km s- ". This enables us to observe
-30 the in situ density structure existing at 820 km at

,' scale lengths - I km, which is responsible for the
.?4 enhanced scintillations to be discussed in the next
2 section. It should be mentioned here that although

*I o the absolute density measurements of the DMSP
.1 sensor may only he accurate to 25-50% (with the
. 4 measured values being usually on the high side), the

• ' relative variation in density is obtained with an accu-
.,>, ,R racy of 2%. Thus an accurate idea can be obtained

., regarding small-scale density structure and gradients.
4, _-The ion density shows a factor of - 3 enhancement

,-"-~i a mssociation wi'th the low-energy flux increase over
a latitudinal interval of'61 to 61.8". The width of the

density enhancement is somewhat larger, however,

X I ig 'd (ne-,ekond dilferential electron Ilux it 12(.) 14 LIT extending both poleward and equatorward of the

on M arch 29. I979. ohtainedl vlhin the oft pre,, )taiion rcgion flux increase by 0.2 on each side. This is the first
neir the I Iccls,.l iltcrecllti point ,,irn e format .a, I ' 4 ., tie !hat .i comrp.i, son has bee' inadc between data
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OMSPlF2 ORBIT*9380 MARCH 29, 1979

%42

.'S

.i.

5-

.. uT

! :i! l"Fig.6h. Higzh ,spatial rcm,,lution I - I kmj measurements oif the ion density from DMSP for orbit 9380 duringe the
i" precipitation event shov,,n n Figzure 6U.

obtained with the particle detectors and the thermal 3 I FC PHASE AND AMPLITUDE SCINTILLATIONS

sensors on the DMSP satellite. The width of the den- Measurements of total electron content (TEC)
... ," "sity enhancement is reminiscent of the F reg:ion blobs from Goose Day obtained using the polarmeter tech-

observed at Chatanika [Vickreyt et al.. 19801. Rather nique and trasmissions from ATS 5 at 137 MHz

steep density gradients are observed on both the and shown in F-igure 7 exhibit significant enhance-
, 1poleward and equatorward edges of the enhance- ment of TEC at 0 152 UT, which is about 8 min prior

merit. The implication of these gradients and the time to the passage of the DMSP satellite through the
,' ' scale needed to observe the topside density enhance- same latitude region. These measurements refer to a

Sments will be discussed in section 4. subionospheric position of 49.34 N and 61.91 'W,

MARt:H. ?n, 1979
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GOOSE BAY MAR. 29,1979

ft ,t

Fi8. TmIeodof24Ipac n mltd flctais letedwt itrcuofo .07H.o

. I-

•- . ,

I ." 

.
'"

,.77.. , ., ,. , '

Fig. 8. Time record of 44 MH phase and amplitude fluctuations detrend d w ith a iter cutoff of 0.0067 Hz, of

4'4the Fleetsat signal at Goose Bay on March 29, 1979.

which is close to the latitude of the cquatoward edge crease in both quantities at almost exactly the time of
of the density enhancement discussed in t )e last sec- the TEC increase registered by ATS 5. A similar situ-
tion. It is important to note that the FE(: enhance- ation was discussed by .4Arons [1976] for the Oc-
ment is observed at the time of onset of a negative tober 31. 1972, storm. Since the ionospheric intcrsec-
bay in the Goose Bay magnetogram, as shown in tion points of ATS 5 and Flketsat are separated by 6
Figure 3. The TEC enhancement reaches it peak of longitude, it is obvious that low-energy electrons
value at 0158 UT. which is very close to the time of were precipitating in the vicinity of 60 A over a rcla-
the DMSP pass. It is also necessary to note that the tively wide swath of longitudes. The almost simulta-

-4 polarimetcr observations were made at aii elevation neous response of the magnetogram (which is a sig-
angle of 30 . Thus the vertical content increase is nature of ionospheric currents and their motion and

VR approximately a factor of 2 less than that shown in phase and amplitude scintillations (which respond to
Figure 7 and amounts to 10 TEC units (i.e., 10 ionospheric irregularities) to the particle influx raises

eV x 10" elcin 1. important questions regarding irregularity gener-
The time record of phase and amplitade fluctu- ation mechanisms and growth times for large-

ations of the Ilctsat signal at 244 MHz after amplitude irregulariies. We shall discuss some of
detrending with a lilter cutolf of 0.()67 Hz for the these questions in the next section.

-.- same period. shown in Figure 8, exhibits a lartp,, in- Pit,' ime hi-.torv -,f ' mplitudc .ind phase scintil-

.7 110
"'% f' ft.
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lation indices. S, and a,, during a 3-hour period
GOOSE BAY MAR 29.,1979 commencing at 0100 UTr on March 29. 1979. is

shown in Figure 9. Corresponding phase spectral
* strength parameter T, and slope p,. as defined by

Frenoot et al. [19781. are shown in the lower two
panels. The rather dramatic incease of (7 at 0150

4- UT from 2 to 14 radians is accompanied by a three-
fold increase in amplitude scintillation index from 0.2
to 0.6. If we assume that the above range of S, index

0 --- is approximately within the weak scatter limit. then
8 we can study the %ariation of the e~ S, ratio prior to

0150 UT and thereafter. While the average value of
16 L this ratio is 14 before the onset of severe phase scir-

tillations. the average doubles to 28 between 0152
14r- U[T and 0325 (IT. The ratio is given by [Rirno 1979:

2~~ Fremottiv, 19801 G (

!0~ Iv - i,)Oov f I sec 0 41rl'

8'-where

1. = P,2p.phase spectral index:
() cnsan dependent on %- only 1 = 16n' for v

4- 1. 5);
- G. F ceometrical factors for phase and amplitude scmntil-

2 CTla3~ UT ~ ftive eloit at which the density contourt; of
0 1:, effetins eloit

00 C U 3 04UT qua corelaionin the ionosphere cuts across the
radio propagation path:

detrend period (i.e.. reciprocal of filter cutoll' fre-
quency, w~hich is 0.0067 Hz in this case):

A. radio wa~clength:
20' effective "reduced height" of the irregularities

[Bricijqs aid 1IarI.in. 19631:

% 1) incidence angle.
I -0In the above expression. since the geometry remains

constant for gcostationa ry satellite observations and
if we make the assumption that %, remains constant

- ~ .il____ ~and is approximately 1.5 (ats may be noted from

panel 4 oIf Figtire 9), then we find that a,,S, is di-
rectly proportional to l,. for a constant detrend
period r,.. Chatanika drift measurements during sub-

2 storms have shown large increases in the E-W ion
- drifts (i.e.. of the meridional electric field) at the same

invariant latitudes ats these measurements [Foyer ei

0L . . 3 U al., 19811. Thus the greater relative enhancement of
16 00 C 0 4U phase scintillations.,he compared to amplitude

Fijg. 9. The intensity and phase scintillation parameters S, scintillat wons. is probably caused by larger E-W drifts
ey , F~ and p (if the 244-MlIti Flecisat signal at Goiose Bay tin iii responlse (o enhanced magnectospheric electric
March 29. 1979 1fl100l 04() tVT). the parametersi are explainled in' field. during Substorms.
the text. Another method of investigating the variation of

tlie effective drift velocity is to study the spectra of
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z. 1
0 -i MARCH31, 1979

J 045419- 050059 UT

0. TI -30.8
W% PI =2.18

10
0-IO

', . _ l,1

Wi j -30

'"., w "o -40
Z FLTSAT 244 MHz MARCH 29, 979

-50 FS=20 FC=0.0067 020538 02,1218 UT-z -2 .
- P,: 2.87

0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

FREQUENCY - H z

Fig t Poer spectra of amplitude scintillations on March 29, 1979, between 0205:38 and 0212:18 UT with
= 046 and rr, - 14 rad and (n March 31, 1979, between 0454:19 and 0500:59 UT with S. = 0.51 and a. = 2.5

rad. ,ho ing very different salues of the Fresnel frequency and thereby indicating an increase in the drift velocity
during magnetic storms. iNote that po is determined by linear least squares fit to the spectrum between 0.5 and
5 0 H,.,

* .amplitude fluctuations. It is well known that for shown in Figure 10 is 28. Thus there is a factor of 7
weak amplitude fluctuations (S, < 0.5). the roll-off difference in the er,/S ratios corresponding to the
point on the spectrum li.e., the point at which the two amplitude spectra shown in Figure 10. We do

" falloff of power spectral densities begins) can he relat- indeed find a great difference in the spectral character
ed to the Fresnel frequency. = l'.(n,) i where of the two samples. The March 31 sample has a Fres-

" I' is the effective ionospheric drift. . is the radio nel frequency of 0.04 Hz, whereas the March 29 data
wavelength, and : is the distance between the iono- shows a roll-off between 0.2 to 0.3 Hz, a factor of 5-7
spheric irregularities and the receiver [Singleton, higher than the former. In view of the direct pro-

% 1974]. Thus if the viewing geometry remains con- portionality of the Fresnel frequency to the drift ,e-
stant. then the Fresnel frequency is directly pro- locity, we have further evidence that increased drifts
portional to the ionospheric drift velocity. In Figure contributed to the increase in the a, 1 S4 ratio during

,S.. 10. we show the amplitude spectrum obtained on the magnetic disturbances observed on March 29,
March 29. 1979. at 0205:38 I during the substorm 1979.
event under study. The amplitude spectrum obtained Before concluding this section. we wish to com-
on March 31, 1979. at 0454:19 UT. when magnetic ment on some subtle differences between the two
activity had subsided. Is Superposed for comparison spectra shown in Figure 10 from the propagation
The two spectra correspond to %,cry similar lcvcls of point of view. The major differences between the two
the S., index. The average a S., ratio 1s 4 for the spectra are related to the high-frequency roll-off rates
March 31 data shown in Figure 10 and for conligu- and a somewhat broader Fresnel maximum in the
ous dala samples. as discussed in section 5 (if Ihe March 29 spectrum. The depression of the power
work of Maii t al. [1982] We have a'rcidy mcn- sncctr:,l density in tht, iow-freo,rcv'c region of the
tioned that the a. S. ratio of the March 29 data March 29 spectrum relative to the March 31 spc-
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trum is, in our opinion, apparent rather than real. In that the number flux in the ionosphere during the
contrast to the March 31 spectrum, the March 29 particle precipitation event in this study is 8 x I0'
spectrum did not achieve the noise floor level at I0 electrons tcm' s sr) ' with an energy input of 5 ergs
Hz, and, as a result, the alignment of the power spec- tcrm s sr) '. a full 90";, of the electrons ha'ing
tral densities at 10 Hz for the two spectra in Figure energy < 500 eV. No p'tchl angle information is avail-
10 caused the differences at the low-frequency end. able from DMSP. but recent observations using the
The high-frequency roll-off rates and broader Fresnel P78-1 satellite shows that such soft fluxes, which are
maximum as depicted by the March 29 spectrum are embedded in the diffuse aurora. are usually confined
usually obtained when strong scattering is en- to a half width of approximately 40 (D A. Hard'.
countered [Basu and Whitnev, 1983]. The fact that private communication. 19821. hence we consider the
these features are present in the sample having an S4  total intlux of particles to be S x 10" electrons icm-

.index of 0.5 and, therefore, corresponding to the s) ."'apiskaien et al. [ 1981] also provided evidence
weak scatter domain. may be explained as follows, for the existence of such intense low-energy fluxes at

- The higher roll-off rate may be attributed to higher the equatorward edge of the auroral oval during sub-
spectral index of the irregularities of electron density storms. These were even seen On consecutive passes
in the ionosphere on March 29 as compared to ofthe DMSPsatellite.

-'. March 31. Further. the broadening of the Fresnel We provide in this paragraph an order-of-
maximum on March 29 may be a result of the irregu- magnitude estimate of the density enhancement that
larities moving with a distributed velocity rather may be expected if a particle precipitation event of
than with a uniform motion [Lotova. 1981]. Such the above magnitude lasts for 10 min, The simplest
velocity dispersion is known to occur in the solar order of magnitude estimate can be obtained by con-

. wind [Lotova and Chashei. 1981] and may have a sidering that if an energy flux of 3 x 10' eV (cm-
- counterpart in the ionosphere. particularly on days s) 1 or 5 ergs (cm 2 s) I is incident on the ionosphere
t with large drift velocities such as March 29, 1979. in the region of the enhancement (as represented by

Figure 5d) and the energy needed to produce an ion-
. electron pair is 35 eV fLrees. 1963]. then one obtains
4. DISCUSSIONS 120 s as the time needed to produce a vertical TEC

The unique feature of the case study described in increase of 10 TEC units (as observed in Figure 7). If,
sections 2 and 3 stems from the fact that the low- further, one assumes that 50",. of the 0" ions (% hich
energy electron precipitation was intense enough to have the largest scattering cross sectioni are lost due
cause (1) a large topside density enhancement. which to recombination [Whitteker 1977]. then a time
could be measured by the DMSP satellite in a time scale less than 5 min is obtained. This i, a lower

%€ ' scale of 10 min, and (2) an integrated effect through- hound on the time. since it is well known that if the
out the F region, which was registered by the polar- incoming electrons have energies < 500 eV, the
imeter. The only other report on "the birth of a above computation is not very realistic as the energy
blob" in a similar time scale, by Muldrew and Vick- required to create an ion-electron pair is much larger
rey [1982], described a small enhancement of 15",,, in than 35 cV used in the computations [Banks and
the F region peak density in response to a possible Kowkarts, 1973].
keV electron precipitation. Most earlier model stud- AIantasv and Walker [19761 considered specifically
ics. Lowever, such as those by Rohle and Re.s [1977" tile precipitation of soft electrons 1X) eV into the
and WVhitteker [19771, have shown that the time ionosphere. T'hcy found that such incident fluxes are
scale for density increases to take place in the I.' stopped in the altitude region between 3(K) and 4(0

region is ofthe order of 30 rin to I hour. rie major On, where they deposit most of their energy. They
difference between these earlier model studies and the ctonsidered %arious loss processes, including elastic
present case is in the magnitude of the number flux backscattering. loss o1 degraded primaries and newly
and energy flux into the ionosphere. Rahh, and Ret's produced secondaries, and arrived at a figure of 1.71
[1977j consider a flux of 3.12 < l0' electrons (cm2  for tile electron thermalization rate per unit incident
s) of mean energy 200 eV and an energy input of I flux of monoenergetic electrons at 100 eV. Since 65".,
erg (Cm. s) I into the ionosphere. trlint,r [1977] of the number flux shown in Figure 5d have energies
uses an energy input that is only 0.2X crgs (cm" s) 1 less than 300 eV. we used the above thermalization
We have mentioned In conjunction with 5ure 5d rate to determine that 1.4 x 10 i° cl (cm 2) are pro-
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duced per unit time. Trhus a time of 704) s is necessary m -. Now, this growth time seems to be an Order Of

to buildup a content of I1) TEC units. This latter magnitude too long to match the observations. Onl
order-of-magnitude estimate is surprisingly close to the other hand, Keskineti and Ossakow [ I 9X2j found
the observed time of approximatel% 10 mmi !equired that e~en if a much smaller hield-aligned current oit I

* for the TEC enhancement. iAin -. , which is niore in accord with measure-
It has been shown earlier that steep gradients were ments. was used to further destabilize the alread%

*found at the boundaries of the enhanced density Lradient-drift unstable poleward edge. then gro~kth
*region. Both the poleward and ecluatorward edges ies -11)2 s niay he obtained. Our current set if

have horizontal density ttradient scale lengths ats measurements clear)% is more in tune "~ith the latter
- -small as 30 km at the 820 km altitude of ohserva- computation. It is interesting to note that recent

tiofls. The latitude of the cquatorward houndarv is in work has show-n that a beam of IM4 eV particles such
close proximity to the intersection latitudes of both its \%e hipe here does not appreciabIN affect the
the polarimeter and scintillation measurements. The gromhil rate of thle current convectise instability%
phase and amplitude scintillations were found to in- [Chaiuricdi aund O'oakow. I1983].
tensifv within a matter of 1-2 min of the onset of the .I hus our data would seem ito indicate thle possible
TEC enhancement. If we consider the TEC increase existence of' a tluctuating ronal electric field with
to he a good indicator of the buildup of the: soft- ailternating eastward and westward components (it
precipitation-induced gradient in the F region, then tie order of 1 ill\,' ni. as \%as nieasured b\ thle
we can postulate a short growth time of 1-2 min for Chatanikat radar in the eitsli ofaii auroral arc I de
the generation of kilometer-scale irregularities. it, Lhajajrdiert'at all., 19771. Such fluctuating electric

It is unfortunate that no simultaneous electric field tields also are obserwed in the %icimn of aiuroral
or field-aligned current measurement is available, forms by the ion-drift mieter on thle AF-I satellite
which would have allowed us to distinguish between i\W. 1. Hanson. prixate communication. 19X2,) Since

the current convective instability [Ossakow (and growth times are short and, oince created, thle
Chaturredi. 19791 and the E x B instability [Simon. kilomneter-scale irregularities hase lonlg lifetime%
1963: Linsont and Workman. 19701 as the generation {C ikref, and kcllev. l9Xj. such at fluctuating /onal

-mechanism of the scintillation- producing irregu- electric field of the right polarit\ could drive thle
larities. We have mentioned above that the scintil- poleward gradient unstable. The computation oh a

.%.n lation and TEC measurements refer to the latitude of short growt1h time neglects the effect of 1. region con-
the equatorward edge. At this edge, the gradient is ducti% it%. %%hich mna allct this growth time suhstan-
directed poleward and would be stable to the usual tiaily hR. 'r. Isunioda and J. F Vickrey. un published
E x B instability, as thle 7zonal electric field is gener- manuscript. 191<2. Further studies are necessar% to

* ally found to he westward at this time of' the night determine the effect of' E region Pedersen conldL]C-
[Em'ans et al.. 1979. V ickr'v t al., I 980: Rohinson et iitys w.ihin such soft precipitation /tines.
all.. 1982]. However, the entire densitv enhancement It is also possible that these irregularities are: crea-
region shown fin Figure h~ is embedded in thle diffuse :ed directly by structured low-energy particie precipi-
auroral precipitation region ats shown in Figure 4. It tation and irregular held-aligned currents,. There is
is well known that downward field-almL'ned Birkeland ,)ome su ' gestion oif the former eff'ect evident in I-ig-
currents are found in suich regions (cf. recent review lires 0a alld 011. It is hoped that the forthicoming
by SaI/eki% et al. f 19X21I and references thereint. ['hus, mi LA satellite I IFrtmoi ea al.. I983] \%filh ifis com-
it is quite possible that large Ifirkeland currents are ;'lcnmcnt of inst rumnent'.. including at drift mecter aind
destabilizing whatl appears'to bie a stable F. x 1B in- mainectomieter mnd mu1LCIhige spatial resol ut ion of1

stabilty cofieurtio.thle particle mecasurements, will idlo%% at more detini-
A problem airises in the miatter of growthI rates. tuse determination oft thie generation mnechanisml 1

Kt'.skinen 0 al, [I 9X1) . doing at numerical simulation ilic scmnitllton-roduicing irrecularitics asmociated
Of the analytical formulation Of the cuirtent convec- kit I. reion density enhancements or blobs.-
live instabi t hv by)sakowv and ( Imiimnrmdi 11I979 1,
found erow' Iml times -l10 s for the fastest prowing w~ \ tic kcinhuilmion ph..gr~aint w~osc iia o,

mode, using a gradient scale length oft 21) kml o)n the rIr \i %.iciI.,ilL' h,1,t I hir '.hu Is 55~iccr
leIassumption of it wests'ard IK ' icld ofl 10) nV mul when j.,, k~vre kindI iii.ide i Io'~ i h\t J \ Kwhhiar mI 1)

augmnte . large 11mm kehand current ot : pik 111110s V.11 F ii .i.c c.c'ihisi"g 'rr~i,
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ABSTRACT

The results of 250 MHz scintillations observed during ionospheric heating in both the overdense
(heater frequency below the critical frequency) and the underdense (heater frequency above the .ri-
tical frequency) cases with the high-power high frequency transmitter at Platteville, Colorado are
discussed. In the overdense case, strong Irregularities are found to be excited promptly within a

* few seconds giving etse typically to scintillations in the range of 3-6 dB at 24 MHz. In the under-
dense case of heating, on the other hand, weak irregularities are usually excited after some delay
and are found to cause 1-3 dB scintillations in the 244 MHz - 249 MHz frequency range, although one
10 dO scintillation event was encountered on a field aligned propagation path. The temporal struc-
tures of scintillations in the two cases of heating are found to be very different, with slow
fadings dominating the scintillation structure in the underdense case. The spatial structures of ir-
regularities generated in the two cases of heating are discussed from power spectral studies of scin-
tillations and measurements of irregilarity drift speed from spaced receiver scintillation observa-
tions.

% Observations of radio star and satellite scintillations associated with ionospheric heating by
the use of the newly constructed facility at Arecibo are also discussed. Radio star measurements
were conducted at 50 and 430 MHz while geostationary satellite observations with three spaced re-
ceivers were made at 250 MHz. These preliminary measurements indicate discrete 'clumping' of irreg-
ularities near the center of the heated volume and a weak wavelength dependence of scintillations.

INTRODUCTION

It has been established that high power high frequency radio waves reflected from the ionosphere
can not only introduce the expected modification of electron gas temperature and number density near
the altitude of reflection (Gordon et al., 1971; Utlaut and Cohen, 1971), but can also give rise to a
variety of physical phenomena related to non-linear plasma physics (for comprehensive reviews see
P,-rkins et al., 1974; Carlson and Duncan, 1977; Fejer, 1979; Gurevich, 1978). Among the various
manifestations of plasma instabilities induced by the heating experiments, the generation of artifi-
cial spread-F was one of the most striking and inmediate experimental results (Utlaut et al., 1970;
Utlaut and V;olette, 1972; Wright, 1973). The generation mechanism of long wavelength (, km) field
aligned Irregularities remained obscure for quite sometime and is now attributed either to thermal

° . self-focusing (Perkins and Valeo, 1974; Thome and Perkins, 1974) or to stimulated Brillouin
, LOFscattering (Cragin and Fejer, 1974). The substantial level of the spectral intensity of km-scale
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irregularities was subsequently demonstrated from the observations of scintillations of VHF/UHF sig-
nals received from radio stars and satellites through the artificially heated ionospheric volume
(Rufenach, 1973; Pope and Fritz, 1974; Bowhill, 1974). Bowhill (1974) performed scintillation
measurements with both geostationary and orbiting satellites and established the field-aligned nature
of the irregularities, their transverse scale size and drift velocity. In all the above studies, the
heater wave frequency was below the critical freuqency of the F region. Recently, Basu et al (1980)
have performed scintillation measurements on the ground and on the moving piatform of an aircraft
with geostationary satellites when the heating transmitter was operated at a frequency both below and

above the critical frequency of the F region.

In the overdense case of heating (heater frequency below the critical frequency), they noted a
prompt excitation of the irregularities causing as large as 10 dB scintilla:ions at 250 MHz. On the
other hand, in the underdense case when the heater frequency was about 15% higher than the critical
frequency, they observed a delayed and often sporadic onset of long period scintillations not
generally exceeding 3 dB at 250 MHz. Perkins and Goldman (1981) have recently considered a theory
of self-focusing instability in an underdense ionosphere and have predicted the generation of sheet-
like irregularities aligned with the magnetic meridian that could have given rise to the scintilla-
tion effects discussed above.

In the present paper, we shall utilize our earlier geostationary satellite scintillation obser-
vations (Basu et al., 1980) performed in conjunction with ionospheric heating at Platteville for a
study of the spectral characteristics of scintillations in the overdense and underdense cases of
heating. We shall also discuss our recent results of radio star and satellite scintillation measure-
ments in conjunction with Ionospheric heating at the newly constructed facility at Arecibo.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental details and the geometry of scintillation observations performed in conjunction
with the heating transmitter at Platteville are outlined in Basu et al. (1980) and will not be
repeated here. During December 1980, radio star and satellite scintillation measurements were con-
ducted at Puerto Rico by using the newly constructed h.f. heating facility at Arecibo. Figure I
shows the extent of the central heated region at 200 km altitude above the heating facility as
limited by the estimated half power beam circle at 5 MHz (35 km E-W and 70 km N-S). Each of the
four transmitters were operated at 75 kw power level during the period of observation. Ordinary
mode heating was performed during the period of observation. The intersections of the Ionospheric
height of 200 km with the ray paths from the Roosevelt Roads Naval Station to the LES-9 satellite
are shown in Figure 1. The sublonospheric (200 km) tracks of several radio sources, namely Taurus,

3 C 166 and 3 C 210 as viewed by the 1000 ft radio telescope at Arecibo are shown in Figure 2. Radio
star scintillation data were acquired during the meridian transit of these sources. The LES-9
satellite scintillation measurements were performed at 249 MHz with three spaced receiving systems.
Scintillation measurements with Taurus were performed at 50 MHz with the 1000 ft reflector at
Arecibo. The 50 MHz receiving system was kindly placed at our disposal by Dr. J. RSttger of Max
Planck Institute, Lindau, West Germany. The other radio sources were observed with the 430 MHz

receiving system of the Arecibo Observatory.

OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

Figure 3a shows a 15 minute scintillation data segment that was obtained at Carpenter, Wyoming
by the use of 249 MHz transmissions of LES-8 satellite on March 13, 1980. The heater at Platteville
was operated at 9.9 MHz with ordinary mode polarization and the critical frequency of the F region
was 10.3 MHz. The normalized second central moment (S4) of intensity scintillations was 0.37.
Figure 3b shows the corresponding scintillation spectrum. The high frequency roll off starts at a

frequency of about 0.2 Hz and the slope of the roll off portion corresponds to a frequency (f) de-
pendence of f-2.

5
. The observed slope Is shallower as compared to the spectral slope of natural

scintillations at midlatitudes. It should be noted that detectable spectral intensity is obtained at
several Nz in the case of overdense heating.

In Figure 
4
a we show a sample of 249 MHz scintillation observed at Carpenter, Wyoming on March

13, 1980 during an underdense heating cycle. The heater frequency was 9.9 MHz during this cycle
while the critical frequency of the F region was 7.9 MHz. The quasi-periodic fluctuations are
reminiscent of naturally occurring scintillations caused by ionization gradients. Figure 4b shows
the corresponding scintillation spectrum which indicates that the spectral power is concentrated

below about 0.3 Hz with a very sharp high frequency roll-off.

Figure Sa Illustrates another scintillation data sample acquired at Carpenter, Wyoming on
March 13, 1980. The heiter frequency was 9.9 MHz and the critical frequency was 8.5 MHz during this
underdense heating period. Figure 5b shows the corresponding power spectrum. Spectral power is

concentrated over the low frequency band nd a very sha iow slopc ( f-.) is oatained over the roll-
Off portion. The comparison between the spectra obtained under two different kinds of heating
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~indicates that while spectral power exists up to several Hz In the overdense case, almost all the

S. -

power is confined to frequencies below I Hz in the underdense case.

We shall now examine the results of satellite and radio star scintillation measurements that
' have been performed at Puerto Rico in conjunction with ionospheric heating (on December 22, 1980).

Sustained heating cycles over several hours were maintained during this test in contrast to the 15-
minute or shorter duration of heating cycles employed at Piatteville.

Figure 6 shows 249 MHz scintillations observed at Roosevelt Roads station during an overdense
heating cycle. The heater at Arecibo was operated at 5.1 MHz and radiated ordinary mode polariza-
tion. The ray path to the satellite intersected the western fringe of the half power beam circle as
shown in Figure 1. Scintillation index of 2.S d8 corresponding to the S4 index of about 0.15 was
obtained.

Figure 7 shows scintillations observed with the Taurus radio source at 50 MHz during an over-
dense heating period. A peak to peak fluctuation of 3.7 do corresponding to S4 index of 0.21 Is
obtained.

Figure 8 shows scintillations observed with radio source 3 C 166 at 430 MHz during another over-
dense heating period. Maximum scintillation activity of about 0.8 dB was recorded. If we compare

.- the scintillation levels obtained with Taurus and 3 C 166 at 50 MHz and 430 MHz respectively, a very
"', weak frequency dependence (f-.5) of scintillation is obtained. It should be emphasized, however,

%that the above comparison is not strictly valid since the measurements were not stmultaneous. How-
ever, we make the assumption that steady state heating conditions were achieved and the background
ionosphere did not change greatly during the fifty-minute delay between the two sets of observations.

Figure 9 shows the weak and slow variations of signal intensity of 3 C 210 at 430 MHz when the
heater frequency was marginally higher than the critical frequency. Such variations of signal inten-
sity were recorded briefly during underdense heating as was the case also at Platteville.

' The interesting differences of the irregularity characteristics in the underdense and overdense
cases of heating as discussed in this report needs further study. We plan to perform similar exper-
ments with ground based and airborne instruments at Arecibo later this year.
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a at Arecibo in December, 1980. 22, 198n'.
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Figure 3a and b. A 15-min sample of scintillations from LES-8 at 249 MHz observed at Carpenter,

% Wyoming on March 1), 1980 during overdense heating and its corresponding spectruA
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Figure 6. Scintillations from LES-9 at 249 MHz observed at Roosevelt Roads, P.R. on December 22,
1980 during overdense heating at Arecibo
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Figure 7. Scintillations at 50 MHz uslng Taurus radio source at Arecibo during overdense heating on
December 22, 1980
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Coordinated Study of Subkilometer and 3-m Irregularities in the F Region
Generated by High-Power HF Heating at Arecibo

SANTIMAY BASU AND SUNANDA BASU

E'mmanuel College

S. GANGULY AND W. E. GORDON

~ Department of Space Physics, Rice University

High-power high-frequency transmitters near Arecibo were used to generate artificial ionospheric
irregularities in the F region. Radio star scintillation observations at 430 MHz were performed at

* -. " Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory with the 305-m antenna, and radar backscatter measurements at 50
MHz were simultaneously made from Guadeloupe Island to probe the subkilometr and 3-m irregu-
larities in the heated volume. Scintillation studies indicate a low-frequency modulation of the faster
intensity fluctuation structure. By the use of plasma drift data this low-frequency temporal structure
translates to spatial dimensions of 1-2 km. The frequency of the modulation envelope is found to be
controlled by the heater power and is related to the dominant irregularity wavelength generated by the
self-focusing instability. Scintillation spectra imply a steep power law index of -5 in the scale length
range of about 300 m to 150 rn and a shallow index of -2 at less than 150 m. The steep power law index
may arise from an aperture averaging effect of the large 305-m antenna at Arecibo. Simultaneous
measurements of 430-MHz scintillations and 50-MHz radar backscatter from field-aligned striations
were performed to show that subkilometer uregularities can be generated by both 0 and X mode heating
whereas the 3-m irregularities are excited only by the 0 mode heating, as is predicted by the theories of

V self-focusing and parametric instability. The width of the 50-MHz echo Doppler spectra is observed to be
very narrow, only -2-3 Hz, and independent of the background plasma drift, implying that the fre-
quency bandwidth of the scattered signal is probably controlled by the instability process.

INTRODUCTION In view of the above, a combination of irregularity diag-

High-power high-frequency radio transmitters operated nostic experiments was planned during September 22-26,

from the ground have been successfully used to excite various 1981, when the ionosphere above Arecibo was modified by the

types of plasma instabilities in the ionosphere. In terms of high-power radio transmitters at the Islote heating facility. On

these instability mechanisms it has been possible to explain two nights the Arecibo incoherent scatter facility was used to

the generation of irregularities of electron density spanning a obtain information on background ionospheric parameters

scale length range of tens of centimeters to a few kilometers such as electron density, electron and ion temperatures, and

[Carlson and Duncan, 1977; Fejer. 1979, and references vector plasma drifts. The plasma parameters and drifts were

therein], measured to help the interpretation of airglow, digital iono-

In this paper we present the first study of the characteristics sonde, and scintillation measurements made by the airborne

of field-aligned subkilometer and meter scale irregularities of ionospheric observatory of the Air Force Geophysics Labora-

electron density that were generated simultaneously within a tory [S. Basu et al., 1982). The heater-induced modifications

* .common ionospheric volume above Arecibo by the use of the detected by the moving platform are being studied carefully,

newly constructed ionospheric modification facility at Islote, and these re- ults will not be discussed in this paper.
Puerto Rico. The generation of meter scale and subkilometer As mentioned earlier, the major objective of the paper is the
irregularities is attributed to very different plasma instability study of heater-generated irregularities of different scale

mechanisms. The field-aligned meter scale irregularities of lengths. The subkilometer irregularities were studied by the

electron density that give rise to VHF radar backscatter are tadio star scintillation technique at 430 MHz using the 305-m

explained in terms of the dissipation of parametrically excited reflector on the nights of September 24 25, 1981, and Septem-
Langmuir waves [Perkins. 1974; Lee and Feer. 1978] or the ber 26-27, 1981. On the latter night the meter scale irregu-
thermal coupling between the Langmuir waves repeatedly lirities were simultaneously detected by means of a coherent
scattered by a growing striation [Inhester et al., 1981). On the backscatter radar at 50 MHz operated from the island of

N other hand, the generation of kilometer scale irregularities, (;uadeloupe. We study the effects of wave polarizations of the
which cause radio wave scintillations [S. Basu et al., 1980, and leater on the generation and decay of subkilometer and meter
references therein], is attributed to some type of self-focusing ,wale irregularities. In addition, we present a detailed study of
instability [Perkins and Valeo, 1974; Fejer, 1973; Goldman, the temporal structure of scintillations and discuss the impli-
1974; Craqin et a., 1977]. In view of the very different insta- cations of a low-frequency modulation observed in the data.eU bility mechanisms involved in the two cases, the character- The Doppler spectra of the 50-Mtlz backscattered signal are
istics of meter and kilometer scale irregularities are distinctly f.)und !o he a good indicator of the a kground plasma drifts.

" different. However, mutual interactions are expected through These Spectra are found to he rather narrow, the width being
the effects of the irregularities of electron density on the high- independent of the ambient drifts.
frequency radio wave that drives both instabilities.

Copyright 1983 by the American Geophysical Union Rtstit.rs
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, " "Fig. I. Geometry of scintillation and radar observations.

IhiO

. in the diagram. It is at an azimuth of 330 and at a distance of radio sources through the heated volume corresponding to the

: : ,r17 km from the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory (AIOI. The main lobe. Figure 1 also shows the Guadeloupe station from
- .HF antenna system consists of a broadside array of 32 log- which 50-MHz radar backscatter measurements were per-

'. periodic antennas which gives rise to a main lobe with a half- formed. A nominal pulse width of 25 j s with the interpulse
." "-"power beam area of 20 km (E-W) x 40 km (N-S) at an altitude period varying between 1.3 and 1.9 ms was employed in the

of 250 km for a frequency of 5 MHz [Gordon and Dobelman, radar system. The data were analyzed in five slant range bins
*.. 1982). Considering only the nearest grating lobes, we estimate each of width 15 km covering the altitude interval 150 to 283

,, ,-,that at 5 MHz a power density of about 50 pW/m 2 is obtained km near the heater site, It should be noted that the radar line
'=.' ."at 250 km for a total transmitter power of 300 kW and radi- of sight becomes orthogonal to the earth's magnetic field at an

,., ation efficiency of 50%. All the experiments involved 'over- altitude of about 254 km above the heater site and conse-
".' ,'dense" heating with the heater operating CW at a frequency quently the backscattered power becomes masimum when

" lower than the penetration frequency and the radiated wave heating is performed at this altitude.
-- polarization corresponding primarily to the ordinary mode Figure 2 shows the time sequence of ionospheric heating,

(left circular) except during certain sessions when the extra- the heater frequency, and the polarization modes employed on
% ordinary mode (right circular) was employed. The 305-rn radio tetwo nights, September 24-25 and September 26 -27, 1981.

- ,r.. ,telescope at the observatory was used to track a variety of It also shows the time variation of the altitude of the enhancedPARECIO, PUERTO RICO

i HF * 5.1 MHz HF * 5.1 MHz

TSEPT. 24-25,1981 SEPT.26-27, 198
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ARECI O. P.R.

250km SUB-ION TRACKS OF RADIO STARS
SEPT. 24 -25, 1981
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Fig. 3. Subionosphenc tracks of radio sources through the heated volume for September 24-25, 1981.

*,, plasma line determined by the incoherent scatter radar. It may mum detectable level (5%) of intensity scintillations at 430

be noted that on September 24-25 the height of the plasma MHz. On two tracks, the onset of scintillations could not be
line decreased by about 50 km. signifying the occurrence of marked because of an insufficient time interval between the
the so-called midnight collapse, i.e., the phenomenon of the successive transits of radio stars. The elliptic area of dimension
rapid drop of the height of the maximum ionization density in 50 km E-W and 100 km N-S centered about the heater lo-
the F region [Su. Basu et al., 1981, and references therein], cation (H) covers the zone of 430-MHz scintillations indicated
whereas on September 26-27 the plasma line height remained by the crosses. Since the half-power beam dimension is ap-
nearly constant at 275 km around midnight, which indicates proximately 20 km x 40 km, we conclude that the dimension
an absence of the collapse phenomenon. of the irregularity zone exceeds the half-power beam dimen-

The intersection of the propagation path from the Arecibo sion by a factor of 2 to 3. It should be mentioned that if the
Observatory (A) to a variety of radio sources with the iono- median altitude of the irregularities corresponds to the

-, spheric height of 250 km, known as the subionospheric posi- 250-kn altitude of the enhanced plasma line, the Fresnel zone
tion, was obtained. The subionospheric positions of these radius of scintillation measurements corresponds to 420 m.

k radio sources at different Atlantic standard times (AST) Thus 430-MHz scintillations yield the distribution of the
marked along the tracks are shown in Figure 3. The crosses dominant 400-m irregularity scale length. A slight asymmetry
marked on each track signify the start and end of the mini- between the start and end locations of scintillation with re-
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Fig. 4. Heater-induced 430-Mitz intensity scintillation data using 3C466 and corresponding spectra for two levels of
heater power.
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LE' 3 MA 1980 note that as the low-frequency modulation period decreases
*,S 4 0 37 CARPENTER, WYO

0200 UT with increasing transmitter power, the small-scale irregu-

,0 larities also become more intense as clearly demonstrated by
the increased power spectral density at a frequency of 0.2 Hz

54 in the 2350 AST spectrum.
The spectra of radio star scintillations at 430 MHz illus-

,- trated in the bottom panels of Figure 4 indicate a steep spec-
dB tral roll-off'(/ -) immediately above the Fresnel maximum

- followed by a slower roll-off (-2 ) at higher frequencies. By
.,0 identifying the Fresnel frequency with the first roll-off point in

the spectrum and knowing the height of the diffraction screen
-5 _.(which can be identified with the height of the enhanced

plasma line), it is possible to make an approximate conversion
-20 of the frequency scale to the spatial scale. On the basis of this

conversion, it is found that the steep roll-off portion of the
-,.spectra corresponds to the irregularity scale length range of

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 300 ! 50 m, so that the change in the spectral slope occurs at a
TiME (sec) scale length of about 150 m. Similar forms of spectra

Fig. 5a. Temporal structure of 244-MH7 scintillations from LES-8
obtained with the Platteville heater on March 13. 1980 characterized by two spectral indices have been reported by

Getmantsev et al. [1976] and Erukhimot et al. [1977. 1979)
- spect to the heater may be noted for the radio star 3C43. The from intensity scintillation observations and more recently by

westward extension of the irregularities is about 3 km, which Lirintjston [1983] from phase scintillation measurements.
can be explained if we assume a decay time of 3 min and a There exist, however. considerable differences between these
typical westward plasma drift of approximately 15 m/s at Are- observations regarding the spectral indices of the two compo-
cibo in the postmidnight time frame. nents and the scale length at which the break in slope occurs.

Figure 4 shows one short section of the temporal structure In contrast to the two-component spectra, the results of S.
of scintillations observed at 430 MHz from the radio source Basu et al. [1981] pertaining to the observations along the

% 3C466. The sudden jumps in the record immediately prior to magnetic field line indicated a single-component high-
2340 and 2350 AST are due to 21"K calibration pulses super- frequency roll-off of approximately f- 2 to f- ' above the
posed on the radio star signal. In the lower panel, intensity Fresnel maximum. An example of such scintillation and its
scintillation spectra over 7-min intervals starting at 2340 AST spectra obtained at Platteville with a geostationary satellite is
and 2350 AST are shown. The S, index, or the normalized shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The spectral index in this case is

-. '. second central moment of signal intensity [Briggs and Parkin, found to be -2.5. We shall discuss later the possible impli-
1963], is indicated in both spectra. From a close examination cations of the two-component spectra illustrated in Figure 4.
of the top panel it is found that the fast fluctuations are modu- On the night of September 26-27, 1981, simultaneous
lated by a low frequency. Prior to 2347 AST this low- 50-MHz radar backscatter measurements from Guadeloupe
frequency modulation period is about 50 s (corresponding to a and 430-MHz scintillation measurements at Arecibo were per-
spatial wavelength of 1.5 km for an assumed horizontal drift formed. Figure 6 shows a section of 430-MHz radio star scin-
of 30 m/s). Afterward, the time period decreases to about 45 s. tillation data obtained at Arecibo along with the relative

,,., a decrease by a factor of 1:1. The sudden decrease of the power of the 50-MHz radar backscatter in different range
modulation period could be related to an increase of the intervals received at Guadeloupe from the 3-m field-aligned

.5..

transmitter power from 200 kW to 300 kW. It is interesting to density striations generated above the heated volume. The

LES-8 I MAR 1980
S4 037 CARPENTER. WYO

0200 UT

-20~

-70,

'0 "-0"

~. ~l).t~lIL ,i; illation metruirt iourropording to data shown in Figure 5a.
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Fig. 6. Intensity scintillations at 430 MHz (top panel) and simultaneous 50-MHz radar observations during switching ofwave polarization from 0 mode to X mode at 0109 AST.
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40[ r .,_5 27 SePT T;M of the switching of the heater wave polarization from 0 to X
mode at 0109 AST. Table I lists the results of echo Doppler
spectral analysis on the night of September 26-27. 1981. It

" may be noted that the drift of the striations varied from 40
ms to 10 m,.s and remained radial toward Guadeloupe (i.e.
eastward). The persistence of an equatorward plasma drift
around midnight did not allow any midnight collapse to occur"-.%30

30,,on this night, as noted earlier. It should also be mentioned
% , that the e ' width of the Doppler spectra also listed in Table

I varies between only 2 and 3 Hz, implying extreme aspect
sensitivity even when the background drift varies by a factor
of 4. The bandwidth of the Doppler spectra is thus indepen-
dent of the variation of the background plasma drift.

a 20 We studied the rate of decay of the 50-MHz backscattered
.. signal when the wave polarization of the heater was changed

from the ordinary to the extraordinary mode. In Figure 8 we
show the time variation of echo power from a slant range of
690 km, corresponding to an altitude of 250 km above the
heater, expressed in decibels above the power received outside

y10 the heated volume at a range of 645 km. Each data point. ( inrepresents an average over a 0. 1 -s time interval. An abrupt fill
of echo power after 0051:40 may be noted when 0 to X mode

switching was performed, In view of an inherent signal fluctu-
-4 ation with a period of about 0.5 s during the 0 mode heating.

it is difficult to obtain a precise value of the e-folding time. for
the decay. However, we may conclude that the e-folding time

0 of 3-m field-aligned striations is of the order of I to 2 s rather
0 3 26 39 52 than tens of seconds as reported by Minkoff and Kreppel

FREOUENCY (HO [1976].
:-:. Fig. 7c. Same as in Figure 7a except for 0109:18 AST on September

27, 1981. DISCUSSIONS

successive histograms in the bottom frame indicate a fluctu- The most interesting feature of our radio star scintillation

ation of 50-MHz echo power. In view of the elongation of 3-m measurements at Arecibo during ionospheric heating is the

irregularities along the magnetic field, the strength of the detection of a low-frequency modulation envelope of the fast

backscattered signal is expected to be maximum when the scintillation structure. We showed that the period of the en-

ionospheric heating is performed at an altitude of 254 km velope modulation is 4-5 times the dominant fading period of
which, as mentioned before, satisfies the orthogonality cri- scintillations. Since the dominant fading period of 430-MHz

terion of radar observations from Guadeloupe. From Figure 6 scintillations corresponds to an irregularity scale length of

it may be noted that echo power is indeed maximum between about 400 m. the spatial dimension of the envelope modula-
ranges 4 and 5, corresponding to an altitude interval of 250- tion is estimated to be about 1.5-2 km. Since such spatial

280 km. Simultaneous incoherent scatter radar measurements dimensions are larger than the Fresnel zone. they cannot affect
indicated that the altitude of the enhanced plasma line at this the scintillation structure through a diffractive process. How-

time was 275 km. At 0109 AST the wave polarization was ever, we can explain the temporal structure of scintillations if
changed from 0 mode to X mode. Prompt quenching of the we consider that the heater wave field intensity is spatially

50-MHz backscattered power is noted at all ranges, but scin-
tillations continued through the switching of wave polariza- TABLE I. Results of 50-MHz Doppler Spectral Observations

..-. tion and persisted for the duration of X mode heating. This September 26-27, 1981
established that the subkilometer irregularities causing scintil-
iations can N, excited by both 0 and X modes as was es- Radial Drift Width of

be xctedbyboh 0an A'moesTime. Toward South. Doppler Spectra.
tablished for artificial spread F [Utlaut and Violette, 19741. T mwr Hr

Figure 7a shows the Doppler spectrum of the 50-MHz AST_ _ _ _ _ Hz

bi. ',cattered signal from striations. Similar measurements 233N 39 2.1
had been made earlier in conjunction with heating experi- 2343 41 2.1

2348 42 2.3ments at Platteville and Guadelotpe [Fia/er, 1974: Ainka// 23 41 2.3
and KrIppel, 1976 Iunt'an and (Jordon, 1977; :ckhund 't a., 0012 34 2 I
19, 13. The Doppler shift corresponds to :a radial drift of 3-m 0017 37 2.5
ir gtlarities at 40 mis toward (-uadeloupe The width it I) 0022 33 2.7
of itt- I )oppler spectra is oh,,crvcd to he very narrow, only 2 3 (X)17 30 2.1M 1X 4 30 2 3
If/ I igircs 7/v anl 7, ,ih'5' the !) plcr pectral sicn' W)9 27 24

I'l(i' tinl ,Ilia i lilt" swlt !lig I w i e 1 'lIl/;llo') Il 111 0 ls I I 7
i:ottlc it) .X nodc I ,gorc whlen c,'iipaicd to I iguirc 7a lES1, I1, 20

,,,, reduction in tbe ",- of sight velocify to ) r,'s In 01l() 13 20h1):1)6 I0 22vt! 7t, the l)opplh-r c% '' d.iapp:.tr l a: i conseCqun(_Ce

%1 1) 11 • 1 • . ., .. . • • . . . V
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* .* -tions pertain to the linear theory whereas the ohservations
SEPT 27, 1981 presumably represent nonhiaear conditions (L. M. Duncan.

- .GUADELOUPE prvate communication. 19h3). It is interesting tc. note that
50 MHz
RANGE* 690 ki Farlev el al. [1983] have also calculated the thresnold power

4o density from measurements of background plasma parameters
and the dominant irregularity wavelength and found better
agreement with the theory of Cragin et al. [1977). We intend

9 to test the two theories in future experiments by changing the
power density over a wider range and observing the change in

8 the period of the modulation envelope.
From a determination of scintillation index (S,) defined as

7 the normalized second central moment of signai intensity it is
possible to determine the irregularity amplitude AN/N, where

e AN is the rms electron density deviation and V the average
electron density. We observed a maximum scintillation index
of S, = 0.07 at 430 MHz during the meridian transit of 3C466

5i on September 24, 1981. At this time the heater transmitted an
0 mode wave at 5.1 MHz, the transmitter output was 200 kW.

R and the height of the plasma line measured after the transit
X, was 258 km. We assumed that the irregularity layer height

3 was also 258 km; the irregularity layer thickness was 100 km
. [Livingston, 1983; J. Buchau and L. F. McNamara, private

2" communication, 1983]; and the outer scale of turbulence was
2 2 km. corresponding to the low-frequency envelope modula-

tion of the scintillation structure and the power law index of
scintillation spectra as 4. By using the weak scatter theory as
developed by Rino [1979]. we found that the S4 index of 0.07

.1g'. a at 430 MHz corresponds to an irregularity amplitude of0 ,,oAN/N = 1.4% if the irregularities are in the form of rods with
an axial ratio of 5: 1: 1, the elongation corresponding to the

1I direction of the magnetic field. If, instead, the irregularities are
assumed to be sheets oriented parallel to the magnetic meri-

-2- dian, the irregularity amplitude required to cause the same
o'oo b XM E-level of scintillation is reduced. Since Duncan and Behnke

,O- 4OE - O2. . [1978] observed a somewhat longer correlation length in the
10 66,1o 005'1o 00 150 magnetic meridian plane as compared to the magnetic E-W

[i ',"1 - 4 ,sI direction, sheetlike irregularities in the meridian with axialFig. 8. Decay of 50-MHz backscattered power when wave polar-ization switched from 0 mode to X mode at 0051:40 AST on Septem- ratios of 5:2:1 seem to be more appropriate. For 5:2:1
bet 27, 1981. sheets an irregularity amplitude of AN/N = 1% is sufficient to
,e.27 19".cause the same level of scintillation (S, = 0.07). This estimate

modulated at kilometer scales through the self-focusing insta- is within a factor of 2 of the measurement of irregularity am-
bility [Perkins and Valeo, 1974; Cra.in Ct at., 1977], gener- plitude by the Atmosphere Explorer E satellite [Farley et al..

ating a series of "hot" spots where small-scale irregularities 1983]. A more careful measurement of irregularity anisotropy
develop through a cascading process and are convected across by spaced receiver scintillation observations is necessary. This
the propagation path. Such a signature of large-scale spatial is because of its importance in resolving differences between
modulation of enhanced plasma line intensity was first detec- existing theories of self-focusing instabilities as pointed out by
ted bl, ,)uncan and Behnke [1978] at Arecibo. Recently, Farley Farley et al. [1983].
et al. (1983] used simultaneous satellite in situ and radar data The general form of radio star scintillation spectra observed
at Arecibo during ionospheric heating and established that the at Arecibo having two spectral indices is substantiated by
kilometer scale variations of electron density do indeed cause other observations of heater-induced scintillations [Erukhimo,
variations of similar scale in plasma line intensity. We showed et al., 1977, 1979; Livin4ston 1983]. The two-component spec-

that the period of the large-scale modulating structure in scin- trum may be qualitatively explained by considering a source
tillations varies in response to a variation of heater power, as region of limited altitude extent having a wide range of irregu-
is expected from the self-focusing instability theories of both larity scale sizes with a shallow spectral index as well as the

- Perkins and Vale, [1974] and Cragin et al. [1977]. llowever, varying efficiency with which the irregularities of different
,-•? *the former theory predicts that the dominant wave number scale lengths in the source region can map along the magnetic

should vary as the square root of the threshold power density field [Farlv. 1959, 19601. In view of the fact that the large-
while the latter predicts a variation proportional to the fourth scale irregularities are able to map more efficiently out of the
root of power density. Our observations indicated that an source region than the small-scale irregularities. the integrated
increase of power density by a factor of 1.5 results in a de- electr in dcns,,y dc i..ti~n wili t'.,get at the large-scale
crease of irregularity wavelength by a factor of 1.1, which length end. giving rise to the observed steeper slopes. On thefollows almost exactly the predictions of Cragin et al. [19771. other hand, the steepness of spectral slope may arise as a
It should, however, be pointed out that the theoretical predic- result of smoothing caused by the large 305-m diameter reflec.
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